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Abstract

In advanced democracies, many citizens abstain from participating in the political process. Does low and unequal voter turnout influence partisan election results or public policies? If so, how can participation be increased and how can the electorate become more representative of the greater population?

Study #1 examines the adoption of compulsory voting laws in Australia in order to assess the effects of near-universal turnout. When new, working class voters were brought the polls Australia saw significant changes in election results and public policy. Study #2 explores the partisan consequences of marginal changes in voter turnout in the United States by comparing the partisan preferences of regular and marginal voters. Across three independent tests and settings, marginal voters are significantly more supportive of the Democratic Party compared to regular voters.

Studies 3 and 4 examine several potential cures for low turnout. Study #3 examines the common view that social capital and community participation will increase political participation, a claim that has not been rigorously tested. Exploiting the timing of saint’s day fiestas in Mexico and a change in the Mexican electoral calendar, this study finds that social capital and community engagement appear to be substitutes rather than complements for political participation. Study #4 tests another widely held view that increased electoral competition will boost electoral participation, but a range of tests finds little support for this hypothesis.

Finally, Study #5 demonstrates that marginal increases in voter turnout will not necessarily make the electorate more representative of the greater population. Get-out-the-vote interventions have been shown to increase turnout significantly and they are widely touted as beneficial for democracy, but surprisingly, these interventions actually increase inequalities in turnout by primarily
mobilizing more of the types of citizens who were already voting. In short, low voter turnout and inequalities in voter turnout have significant political and policy consequences, but the problem is hard to fix. Even seemingly benign cures like social capital, electoral competition, and voter mobilization have little benefit or may even be detrimental.
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Introduction

The 2008 U.S. presidential election was – by most popular and academic accounts – a transformative moment. Young people and ethnic minorities turned out to vote in record numbers, rallying behind the campaign slogans, “Change” and “Yes We Can.” Despite the uniqueness of this election, 38 percent of voting-eligible citizens still failed to turn out, and the voters were systematically unrepresentative of the eligible population. As in every American election where reliable data is available, the voters were significantly wealthier, older, more educated, more likely to be white, and more likely to attend church compared to the eligible non-voters. Even in the extreme case of 2008, overall participation was far from the democratic ideal of universal representation, and young people, ethnic minorities, and the poor were significantly underrepresented in the electorate.

In virtually every election in every advanced democracy in the world, many citizens fail to participate in the democratic process, and those who turn out to vote are systematically unrepresentative of the eligible population. These phenomena pose a significant challenge for democratic government which was designed with the goal of translating public preferences into public policies. How can citizens’ preferences be represented if they fail to participate in the simplest and most fundamental part of the democratic process – voting. In his presidential address to the American Political Science Association, Arend Lijphart aptly describes this challenge as “democracy’s unresolved dilemma.”

This dissertation presents five empirical studies which aim to make progress on this dilemma. The first two studies begin by assessing the extent of the dilemma. Is this really a dilemma at all? Would election results and public policies be different if everyone voted? What are the electoral and policy consequences of exogenous changes to the composition of the electorate? The next two studies test important hypotheses about the causes of voter turnout. What policy prescriptions might potentially increase participation and mitigate this dilemma? The final study
explores the consequences of traditional campaign mobilization strategies on the composition of the electorate. Even when turnout is increased by campaigns, practitioners, and progressive groups, is the electorate becoming more or less like the voting-eligible population?

Each study is written as a standalone paper, and the relevant literature for each one is discussed and cited within the papers. For that reason, my introductory remarks are brief. Nonetheless, the studies all originated from same set of motivating questions, and the same themes recur throughout. Moreover, the findings of the papers tell a largely consistent (and grim) story about the problems of low and unequal participation in elections. Below, I discuss some of those common themes, summarize the current state of evidence on these questions, discuss the relationships between the papers, and suggest several paths for future research.

One recurring theme in the studies is the inability of simple, observational analyses to answer difficult causal questions about voter turnout and political representation. Many scholars have previously attempted to answer these questions with cross-sectional correlational analyses. To be blunt, the causes and consequences of voter turnout cannot be assessed through correlational analyses – even sophisticated analyses with many “control” variables. Trustworthy estimates of these causal effects can only arise from randomized experiments or something similar. Typically, these difficult questions do not lend themselves to experimentation because the causal factors of interest are difficult to manipulate (although Study 4 does present a one-of-a-kind field experiment), so this dissertation relies primarily on the identification and analysis of quasi-experiments – naturally occurring processes that closely mimic the ideal randomized experiments I would like to run. Unfortunately, there is no magic bullet or fancy statistical method that can uncover causal effects from observational data. However, progress can be made on these difficult questions with careful experimentation, shoe leather, and the identification of quasi-experimental opportunities.
No individual study in this dissertation can purport to offer the final answer on that particular topic or question. The political world is endlessly complex, and there will always be more progress to be made on each of the specific questions addressed in the study. Even if the results presented are internally valid (a lofty goal in and of itself), there is no guarantee of applicability in other democratic settings. For these reasons, I will continue to study these topics and encourage others to do so as well. In addition to the substantive contributions of these papers, I hope that this dissertation makes several methodological contributions that lead to greater insights in the future.

For example, Study 2 provides a simple method that can be used to compare the partisan preferences of regular voters and marginal voters – those whose turnout decisions are sensitive to an exogenous factor. This study applies the test in three different settings, but hopefully I and others will apply the test in many other settings where there exists an exogenous shock to voter turnout. Similarly, Study 5 provides a simple test to determine whether an experimental intervention (or quasi-experimental shock) increases or decreases the participation gap – the disparities between voters and nonvoters. I have applied this test to 26 previous GOTV interventions, but I hope that others will employ this test to develop and test new mobilization methods and policy intervention that may reduce the disparities between voters and nonvoters.

The results of this dissertation can be summarized as follows: low and unequal voter turnout is a serious problem, and it is very difficult to fix! Studies 1 and 2 show that low and unequal participation has significant partisan and policy consequences. Election results and public policies in advanced democracies with voluntary turnout are significantly different from the counterfactual world where everyone turns out to vote. Exogenous factors that influence the composition of the electorate like compulsory voting laws, election-day weather, or the coincidence of lower level elections with a presidential race can significantly change electoral and policy outcomes. Even modest electoral reforms that minimally expand or contract the electorate could have significant
consequences because the preferences of marginal voters – those on the cusp of voting or abstaining – are often dramatically different from those of regular voters – those who are sure to turn out. Low and unequal turnout is a serious problem for democracy because election results fail to reflect the preferences of the citizenry.

Given the extent of “democracy’s unresolved dilemma,” we would like to develop mobilization strategies and public policies that increase turnout and improve the representativeness of the electorate. Studies 3 and 4 show that some of the most commonly proposed cures for low and unequal turnout – when subjected to rigorous testing – fail to produce the hypothesized effects. Social capital, a concept invented by social scientists with the goal of improving the performance of democracy, may actually decrease voter turnout by distracting citizens from the political process, exposing them to conflicting views, and providing alternative routes to civic fulfillment. Matthew Atkinson and I find that patron saint festivals in Mexico – precisely the kind of activities thought to raise social capital and the functioning of democracy – significantly decrease voter turnout when they are held within several weeks of an election. Similarly, electoral competition is often offered as a panacea for the ills of democracy – including low and unequal turnout. The logic is that close elections increase the probability of casting a pivotal vote, increasing the individual incentives to turn out. However, as Tom Schwartz says, close elections only increase the incentives to vote in the same sense that being tall increases the chances of bumping one’s head on the moon. After a battery of tests – most notably a field experiment in the aftermath of a tied election – Ryan Enos and I find that increased electoral competition (or the increased perception of electoral competition) does not significantly increase turnout and it may actually decreases the representativeness of the electorate.

Low turnout has important consequences and it is harder than expected to increase participation. Worse yet, higher voter turnout does not guarantee that the electorate will become
more representative of the eligible population. In fact, if a turnout increase is concentrated among rich, educated, white churchgoers, then the electorate will become less representative of the greater population. With this concern in mind, Ryan Enos, Lynn Vavreck, and I re-analyzed the most effective collective effort to increase voter turnout in recent history, get-out-the-vote (GOTV) mobilization. Barring extreme legal changes like compulsory voting or consolidating all elections to line up with the presidential cycle, GOTV measures such as direct mail, door-to-door canvassing, and volunteer phone calls are the best-demonstrated methods for mobilizing citizens and bringing them to the polls. Given the widespread application of these methods by campaigns and progressive groups, we wanted to test for their effects on the composition of the electorate. Despite significantly increasing mean levels of turnout, GOTV mobilization significantly increases the participation gap — the extent to which voters differ from the greater population. Even though low turnout is hard enough to combat, unequal turnout appears to be the more significant challenge.

There is an apparent contradiction or inconsistency between Studies 2 and 5 that is worth some discussion. Study 2 shows that several small exogenous increases in voter turnout significantly benefit the Democratic Party relative to the Republican Party. Marginal voters — with respect to weather and election timing — are more Democratic than regular voters. Presumably, they are also poorer, less educated, and more ethnically diverse, although I don’t have the data necessary to confirm that. Study 5 shows that the types of citizens mobilized by GOTV efforts tend to be demographically similar to the population of citizens already voting, thereby exacerbating disparities in turnout. How can marginal voters be demographically similar to the voting population and also have significantly different partisan preferences than the regular voters? I can offer several potential explanations but only minimal evidence in favor of one or another:

1. Perhaps GOTV mobilizes a completely different population than the marginal voters in Study 2. It would be nice to apply the test from Study 2 to the data from Study 5 and vice versa to
see whether the results differ significantly. However, I do not have vote choice data in the case of GOTV experiments (most of them were all done at the individual level, so vote choice is not publicly available) and I do not have individual-level demographic data for the analysis from Study 2, but it could be constructed from a large panel of voter files (old voter files are not usually kept around for more than a few years, so this would be a tall order). The differing nature of GOTV mobilization and weather, for example, could easily lead to significantly different marginal populations. Perhaps poor citizens are more easily demobilized by bad weather than rich citizens, but the rich are more easily mobilized by GOTV interventions than the poor.

(2) Demographics are not the same thing as vote choice. Perhaps marginal voters are “high propensity” in terms of demographics, but more Democratic than regular voters. This explanation can be partially addressed with the GOTV experiments held in states with party registration. One could test whether GOTV mobilization is more likely to mobilize Democrats than Republicans. By my own preliminary analysis, I see little evidence that Democrats are easier to mobilize than Republicans, but party registrants are much more easily mobilized compared to independents. This result suggests that these different factors influencing turnout are tapping into different marginal populations, giving priority to the first explanation. As an aside, this result also suggests that GOTV mobilization increases the polarization of the electorate (a possibility briefly mentioned in the Study 5).

(3) The tests in these two studies are different from one another, and even if the marginal voting populations were the same and demographics lined up perfectly with vote choice, we might still see these results. Imagine a world consisting of only two equally-sized groups: H’s and L’s. H’s turn out at a rate of 80% while L’s turn out at a rate of 20%. Therefore, 80% of regular voters are H’s. Imagine an intervention that increased turnout among H’s by 10 percentage points and among L’s by 5 percentage points. In this scenario, the marginal voter population would have a lower
proportion of H’s compared to the regular voter population (two-thirds vs. four-fifths) bringing the
election result slightly closer in proportion to the counterfactual world of universal turnout (78%
H’s in the electorate instead of 80%). However, the intervention was also more effective among the
already over-represented population (so the interaction term in Study 5 would be positive), bringing
the absolute vote difference between H’s and L’s further from the counterfactual world of universal
turnout (with a population of 100, the experiment caused the R’s to win the election by 65 votes
instead of 60). This subtle distinction may explain the seemingly contradictory findings arising from
the two separate tests. One way to think about this distinction is to say that Study 2 compares
regular voters to marginal voters while Study 5 compares marginal voters to non-voters. In this
example (and probably in a lot of real-world settings as well), the regular voters, marginal voters, and
non-voters can be ordered on a continuum with marginal voters falling somewhere between the
regular voters and non-voters in their political preferences and demographic characteristics. To be
honest, this distinction could be made more clearly in Study 5, but the paper is already too long and
technical for most readers.

Inequality in political participation has significant electoral and policy consequences, many
proposed cures for low turnout fail to produce the desired effects, and even when turnout is
increased significantly, there is no guarantee that the electorate will become more representative or
produce more equal political outcomes. These findings paint a grim picture and a serious challenge
for democratic societies. However, many frontiers of participation research are yet to be explored.
Before doctors can treat disease, they must first diagnose the problem. This dissertation makes
more progress on the front of diagnosis and leaves much of the treatment to future work. However,
the development of the diagnostic tests in this dissertation will hopefully provide a toolkit for future
researchers to develop and evaluate new treatments.
One obvious treatment for low and unequal turnout – identified and evaluated in Study 1 – is a strong financial incentive. Australia and other nations implement this by fining nonvoters without a valid excuse, but governments could just as easily accomplish the same thing by providing tax subsidies or direct cash payments to voters. Citizens in many advanced democracies may detest the notion of compulsory or government-incentivized voting, but compulsory voting does not impinge on personal freedom any more than compulsory schooling, compulsory tax paying, compulsory jury duty, and compulsion to drive under the speed limit – just to name a few. Therefore, one promising line of future research may explore the conditions under which government-incentivized voting would be supported by the public and elected officials. As a starting point, Study 1 provides some discussion of the motivations behind the passage of compulsory voting in Australia. A related line of research may explore the social costs of such a policy. In addition to forcing citizens to do something that they would otherwise prefer to avoid and also transferring resources from nonvoters to voters, compulsory could also increase the volatility of elections or the susceptibility of the electorate to superficial shortcuts. However, given the current extent of these problems in voluntary voting systems, compulsory voting laws may actually have limited adverse consequences. Careful future research may help democratic societies to weigh the costs and benefits of such a policy.

Assuming that incentivized voting would not be palatable for most advanced democracies, the findings of this dissertation pose a serious challenge to practitioners, policy makers, and academic researchers. After many decades of research on voting and political participation, we have not identified or developed reliable methods for mobilizing under-represented citizens and bringing them to the polls. This body of findings – that low and unequal turnout has significant consequences, and many popular solutions fail to produce the desired effects – may provide the impetus for the development and implementation of more drastic solutions and reforms.
Abstract

Despite extensive research on voting, there is little evidence connecting turnout to tangible outcomes. Would election results and public policy be different if everyone voted? The adoption of compulsory voting in Australia provides a rare opportunity to address this question. First, I collect two novel data sources to assess the extent of turnout inequality in Australia before compulsory voting. Overwhelmingly, wealthy citizens voted more than their working class counterparts. Next, exploiting the differential adoption of compulsory voting across states, I find that the policy increased voter turnout by 24 percentage points which in turn increased the vote shares and seat shares of the Labor Party by 7 to 10 percentage points. Finally, comparing across OECD countries, I find that Australia’s adoption of compulsory voting significantly increased turnout and pension spending at the national level. Results suggest that democracies with voluntary voting do not represent the preferences of all citizens. Instead, increased voter turnout can dramatically alter election outcomes and resulting public policies.
In most democracies, voting is voluntary. Citizens can expend a small cost in exchange for a small chance that they will change the outcome of an election. Voters are those who care deeply about politics, have a lot at stake, possess disposable time and resources, or receive utility from the act of voting itself (Riker and Ordeshook 1968). As a result, voters may be unrepresentative of the population as a whole. Typically, they are wealthier and more educated than non-voters which could bias public policy in favor of the few. In this paper, I turn to early 20th century Australia to address a fundamental question of democracy: Would election results and public policy be different if everyone voted?

Previous evidence on this question is conflicted and suffers from methodological limitations. Correlational studies show that the association between turnout and partisan election results can be large (McAllister and Mughan 1986; Nagel 1988; Radcliff 1994; Pacel and Radcliff 1995; Fisher 2007; Hill 2010), small (Nagel and McNulty 1996; Grofman, Owen, and Collet 1999; Martinez and Hill 2007), or non-existent (DeNardo 1980; Erikson 1995). Further studies of survey data conclude that higher turnout may benefit left-wing parties significantly (Herron 1998; Mackerras and McAllister 1999), minimally (Citrin, Schickler, and Sides 2003; Martinez and Gill 2005; Bernhagen and Marsh 2007; Pettersen and Rose 2007), or not at all (Highton and Wolfinger 2001; Rubenson et al. 2007). Finally, studies of small exogenous shocks to turnout suggest that the effects of turnout on election results and public policy can be large (Anzia 2011, 2012; Fowler 2012; Hansford and Gomez 2010) or small (Berry and Gersen 2011; Knack and White 1998; Sled 2008; Stein 1998; van der Eijk and van Egmond 2007).

As a result of methodological limitations, no previous study adequately addresses the primary question of interest. Confounding variables, reverse causation, and model misspecification may bias the correlational and survey studies. The most compelling causal evidence on the effects of turnout comes from studies of small shocks to turnout. These studies address a separate question.
about the effects of marginal changes to voter turnout, but they do not assess to the effects of near-universal turnout. If marginal voters are unrepresentative of the entire population of non-voters, then these studies do not speak to the counterfactual question at hand. To determine what would happen if everyone voted, we need a policy change that closely mimics the ideal counterfactual – one where almost everyone is brought to the polls.

This paper analyzes the adoption of compulsory voting laws in Australia as a unique opportunity to assess the effects of near-universal turnout. First, I present a brief history of compulsory voting laws in Australia and explain why this policy change provides such a unique opportunity. Next, I analyze two novel data sources to determine which types of citizens voted in Australia before the adoption of compulsory voting. Overwhelmingly, wealthy and property-owning citizens turned out at higher rates leading to the hypothesis that compulsory voting benefits the Labor Party and progressive policies. Then, I exploit the differential adoption of compulsory voting laws across Australian state assembly elections. A difference-in-difference analysis shows that compulsory voting caused a 24 percentage point increase in voter turnout and a 7 to 10 percentage point increase in the vote shares and seat shares of the Labor Party. Finally, I exploit the adoption of compulsory voting at the national level to test for public policy effects. A synthetic control analysis comparing Australia to other comparable OECD nations demonstrates that the national adoption of compulsory voting caused significant increases in voter turnout and pension spending. I conclude by discussing the implications of these results for modern democracies with voluntary voting.

Compulsory Voting in Australia

When it comes to democracy, Australia is an innovator. Australia was one of the first nations to establish universal suffrage, instant-runoff voting, and the secret ballot. Keeping with the
tradition of a fair, expansive democracy, compulsory voting was first advocated by Alfred Deakin at the turn of the 20th century (Evans 2006). Deakin was the second Prime Minister of the Commonwealth and a member of the Protectionist Party. The political system in Australia approximated a two-party system with the Labor Party on the left pitted against several coalition parties on the right. The primary dimension of conflict between the parties was economic, with working class voters and the Labor Party supporting larger government and more progressive policies relative to upper class voters and the coalition parties (Hirst 2002).

Australia’s first system of compulsory voting was implemented in the state of Queensland in 1914. The Liberal Party government led by Digby Denham implemented the policy on the belief that the opposing Labor Party was better at “getting out the vote” (Evans 2006). The other Australian states eventually followed suit, implementing compulsory voting for state elections at different times. Victoria was next in 1926, followed by New South Wales and Tasmania in 1928, Western Australia in 1936, and South Australia in 1941. For national elections, compulsory voting was implemented in 1924. Except in Queensland where the Labor Party initially opposed the policy, compulsory voting received unanimous support from all parties at the national level and in each state assembly. Table 1.1 presents the timing of the adoption of compulsory voting for national elections and for each state. This policy was adopted under the control of multiple different parties and with broad roll call support from all the parties.

Compulsory voting worked in the following way. Every voter was expected to show up to the polling place and cast a ballot on Election Day. They were not obligated to support any of the candidates or parties; they could cast a blank ballot if they preferred. Any citizen who did not vote and could not provide a valid excuse would have to pay a fine. For national elections, the fine was two pounds, and traveling or physical illness were explicitly listed as valid excuses. For state
Table 1.1 The Adoption of Compulsory Voting across Federal and State Elections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>CV Adopted</th>
<th>First Election w/ CV</th>
<th>Roll Call</th>
<th>Controlling Party</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Queensland</td>
<td>1914</td>
<td>1915</td>
<td>47/72</td>
<td>Liberal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Elections</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>75/75</td>
<td>Nationalist/Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td>65/65</td>
<td>Labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td>90/90</td>
<td>Nationalist/Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasmania</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>30/30</td>
<td>Nationalist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Australia</td>
<td>1936</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>50/50</td>
<td>Labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Australia</td>
<td>1941</td>
<td>1944</td>
<td>39/39</td>
<td>Liberal/Country</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
assembly elections, the fines varied but were never severe. According to anecdotal reports, the government was lenient with excuses and only a fraction of non-voters were asked to pay the fine.

A historical reading of this period reveals four primary reasons that compulsory voting was implemented. First, it was believed that compulsory voting was a natural extension of compulsory registration, which was already in place (Hirst 2002). If everyone voted, it would be easier to administer the election and detect fraud. Second, the fines levied on non-voters could help to defray the cost of administering the election (Mackerras and McAllister 1999). Third, compulsory voting was seen as the only way to ensure a fair election result (Hirst 2002; Evans 2006). During World War I, the issue of conscription was contentious and divisive. Parliament did not want to make a controversial decision on its own, so it proposed a public referendum on the issue. However, since the issue would potentially affect every Australian family, the Parliament felt that the referendum would only be legitimate if everyone voted. The debate surrounding the referendum planted the seed for compulsory voting in all federal elections (Evans 2006).

The final impetus for compulsory voting involved partisan interests. The Labor Party on the left and the coalition parties on the right hoped to reduce a perceived advantage of their opponents (Mackerras and McAllister 1999; Evans 2006). Non-labor voters were more likely to have cars so that they could drive themselves and others to the polling place. On the other hand, the Labor Party had a larger supply of campaign workers and therefore a more extensive effort to bring Labor supporters to the polls. In order to reduce this wasteful competition, both sides felt that compulsory voting would make them better off.

All four reasons are somewhat practical. Compulsory voting would aid in the administration of elections, raise money, increase legitimacy, and reduce costly campaign efforts of the parties. One party did not push for compulsory voting at the expense of another. All parties supported the policy, and to the extent that the parties made a strategic calculation, they all thought that
compulsory voting would benefit them. Therefore, it appears that the adoption of compulsory voting arose more for practical or principled reasons than it did for strategic reasons.

While the adoption of compulsory voting was not random, the timing of the policy does not appear to be related to changes in political, economic, or demographic factors – a claim that I explicitly test later in the paper. Therefore, compulsory voting provides a rare opportunity to test for the effects of near-universal turnout on election outcomes and public policy. To assess the effects of compulsory voting on partisan election results, I exploit the differential timing of compulsory voting laws across Australian states with a simple difference-in-differences design. Then, in order to assess the policy consequences of compulsory voting, I employ synthetic control methods to compare changes in Australia’s pension spending over time to changes in other comparable nations. Both of these designs require a parallel trends assumption which is extremely plausible, justified with data, and significantly weaker than the assumptions required for previous studies of the effects of near-universal turnout.¹

Who Voted in Australia before Compulsory Voting?

Education and class biases in turnout have been well documented in advanced democracies (Gosnell 1927; Leighley and Nagler 1992; Linder 1994; Powell 1986; Tingsten 1937; Topf 1995; Verba and Nie 1972; Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995). In general, wealthier and more educated citizens vote at higher rates than those of lower socioeconomic status. This effect is greatest for

¹ For example, previous studies of the effects of near-universal turnout (Herron 1998; MacKerras and McAllister 1999; Highton and Wolfinger 2001; Citrin, Schickler, and Sides 2003; Martinez and Gill 2005; Bernhagen and Marsh 2007; Pettersen and Rose 2007; Rubenson et al. 2007) require the stronger assumption that observational differences in voter turnout across individuals are exogenous.
those nations with low rates of turnout such as the United States and Switzerland but still present in nations with high turnout such as Canada and the United Kingdom. Even in modern day Australia, which achieves 95 percent turnout through compulsory voting, poorer and less educated citizens are more likely to abstain (McAllister 1986). However, due to the lack of data, class biases in turnout have not been previously studied in Australia before the adoption of compulsory voting. Australia does not typically report the names of individuals who turned out to vote, and no survey data was collected on voting before compulsory voting was established.

To my knowledge, only two sources provide data on the types of individuals who turned out in Australia during this period. First, in 1877, the State of Victoria reported voter turnout separately for property-owners and non-property-owners for that year’s state assembly election.\(^2\) Second, following Victoria’s 1899 referendum on Australian federation, the state honored the event by publishing the names of all who had turned out. Analyzing both sources, I uncover the extent of turnout inequality in Australia before compulsory voting. As in many democracies today, wealthy, property-owning citizens were much more likely to vote than poor, non-property-owning citizens. This analysis does not suggest that property ownership or property values exhibit a causal effect on turnout. Similarly, these factors are not necessarily the most important predictors of voting. The analysis is descriptive, uncovering as best as possible who voted and who abstained from voting before the adoption of compulsory voting.

**Turnout by Property Ownership in Victoria’s 1877 Election**

After his election to the Victoria State Assembly in 1877, Robert Clark, a working-class miner, requested a report of voter turnout by property-ownership. To my knowledge, this is the only Australian electoral return which provides any breakdown of turnout by demographic

characteristics. The report presents turnout data for 37 of Victoria’s 55 districts. These 37 districts contained 580,000 residents and 170,000 eligible voters. For most of the missing districts, the election for legislative assembly was uncontested, so no votes were cast.

At that time in Victoria, property-owning males were automatically registered to vote. If a non-property-owner wanted to register, he would have to pay 1 shilling. The property requirement was not severe; 59 percent of voting-age males were automatically registered as property-owners. This group included farmers, masons, shepherds, storekeepers, butchers, and “gentleman.” Non-property owners included strictly working-class citizens such as laborers, servants, cooks, and gardeners. The 1877 report presents for each district the approximate number of eligible voters, the number of registered property-owners, the number of registered non-property-owners, the number of voters who were property-owners, and the number of voters who were non-property-owners. From this data, we can back out the proportions of eligible property-owners and eligible non-property-owners that turned out in the state election. Alarmingly, only 18 percent of eligible non-property-owners turned out to vote compared to 66 percent of property-owners. Given the burden of registration, only 32 percent of eligible non-property-owners bothered to pay the shilling and get on the roll. Even conditional on registering, only 57 percent of those individuals turned out. Surprisingly, property-owners were more likely to vote than even the subset of non-property-owners who had paid to become registered. Put another way, property-owners comprised 84 percent of the electorate even though they only comprised 59 percent of the eligible voters.

Turnout by Property Ownership and Property Value in the 1899 Referendum

In 1899, the Australian states held a referendum on forming a federation. The measure was sure to pass in Victoria, but the state government wanted a high turnout to ensure legitimacy. To incentivize voters, the government offered a certificate to all those who turned out and recorded
their names in a commemorative book. This book, held in the Parliamentary Library of Victoria, contains the names, occupations, and locations of the 163,783 men\(^3\) who turned out from the State of Victoria. By this time the registration fee was removed and registration was mandatory, so that all white men should have been registered and eligible to vote in the referendum.

Despite this exciting data source, there is no comparable list of all eligible voters from which we could assess their propensity to turn out in the referendum. However, the city of Bendigo has preserved some historical rolls of all registered voters, and they fortunately have their list from the exact same year, 1899. Bendigo’s rolls list the names, occupations, addresses, and property values of all registered voters. For each individual, the roll indicates the value of his residence and whether he is the owner or just an occupier of that residence. The 1899 Bendigo roll contains the names of 3,510 men. For each individual, I have digitized the data and manually searched for that person in the book of referendum voters. 61 percent of Bendigo’s registered voters are confirmed as having voted in the referendum, consistent with historical accounts of the turnout rate in Bendigo (Maslunka 1983).

Just as in 1877, we can assess whether property owners in Bendigo were more likely to vote than occupiers. Also, we can assess whether property values, a good proxy for wealth, are related to turnout. Figure 1.1 presents kernel regressions of turnout across property values separately for owners and occupiers. Consistent with expectation, owners were 10 percentage points more likely to vote than occupiers. Also, property values are highly correlated with turnout for both owners and occupiers. A single standard deviation increase in property value is associated with a 7 percentage

\(^3\) Women, unfortunately, did not yet have the right to vote in Victoria.
The solid curves represent kernel regressions indicating the probability that an individual citizen turned out to vote in the 1899 special election as a function of the value of his residence. Separate kernel regressions are shown for property-owners and occupiers (non-owners). The dotted lines indicate standard errors. The kernel regression use the epanechnikov distribution with a bandwidth of 1.5 and a \( p \)-width of .57, but the general finding is robust to many different specifications.
point increase in an individual’s probability of voting for owners and a 10 percentage point increase in an individual’s probability of voting for occupiers.⁴

These findings from 1877 and 1899 demonstrate a large degree of turnout inequality in Australia before the adoption of compulsory voting. Due to the lack of available data, these findings cannot be replicated outside of Victoria or Bendigo. However, we have no reason to suspect that turnout inequality was unique to these regions of Australia. Contemporary electoral reports indicate that turnout and registration rates in Bendigo were similar to other municipalities in Victoria and Victoria was comparable to other states in Australia. This analysis constitutes, to my knowledge, the first and only possible analysis of individual level voting behavior in Australia before compulsory voting. Acknowledging the limitations, I take these results as evidence of a larger phenomenon across Australia.

As in many democracies today, Australia’s wealthy citizens voted at much higher rates than working class citizens under a system of voluntary voting. For this reason, any lessons drawn from Australia may be applicable to other democratic nations today. Also, since working-class citizens in Australia systematically preferred the Labor Party, these analyses suggest that that compulsory voting and increased voter turnout would benefit the Labor Party and lead to more progressive policies in Australia. The next two sections explicitly test these hypotheses.

**The Effects of Compulsory Voting in State Assembly Elections**

In order to test the effect of compulsory voting on election results, I have collected the results of every state legislative assembly election from 1910 to 1950.⁵ The six Australian states

---

⁴ These numbers are estimated through separate OLS regressions of turnout on property value for owners and occupiers.
provide an excellent opportunity to test for the effects of near-universal turnout because they
adopted compulsory voting at different times. Employing a differences-in-differences design, I
estimate the effect of compulsory voting on three different dependent variables: voter turnout,
Labor Party vote share, and Labor Party seat share. As compulsory voting is implemented in one
state, we can compare that state’s changes in voting behavior to the changes of other states at the
same time. This design – in its simplest form – requires a “parallel trends assumption” that voting
behavior would, on average, have parallel trends across states in the absence of any changes in
compulsory voting laws. Later in the paper, this assumption is discussed in detail, justified with
statistical tests, and relaxed by allowing for state-specific trends.

Voter turnout and the electoral success of the Labor Party, measured in two different ways,
are the primary outcomes of interest. During this time period, Australia had multiple parties
competing for office. However, several conservative parties would typically form a coalition against
the Labor Party, so the environment approximates a two-party system. The clear differences
between the Labor Party and the coalition parties largely revolved around economic issues; Labor
preferred government intervention to protect workers, and coalition leaders preferred free markets.
By analyzing the Labor Party’s success, we capture the bulk of political competition occurring during
this time period. Also, given the economic divide between the Labor and coalition parties, we have
a clear prediction about the effect of increased turnout on the Labor Party’s success.

\[5\] Data was collected from the Australian Politics and Election Database, hosted by the
University of Western Australia (http://elections.uwa.edu.au/electionsearch.lasso). 1910 is the first
year for which I can obtain reliable electoral data for every state. Subsequent results are not
sensitive to the choice of included years.
Before turning to the explicit econometric tests, I present the raw data for the analysis in Figure 1.2. The top panel of the figure presents the level of voter turnout in every election and the bottom panel presents the Labor Party’s vote share. Hollow triangles represent elections before compulsory voting, and solid triangles represent elections after the adoption of compulsory voting in that particular state. The naked eye can readily detect the significant effect of compulsory voting on voter turnout. In each state, turnout jumped dramatically when compulsory voting laws were implemented. However, the effect of compulsory voting on Labor Party vote share is less apparent, because there is so much natural variation in this variable from year to year. (This variation may explain why conservative parties in Australia continued to support compulsory voting laws even though the tests in this study reveal that they suffered from the policy.)

To quantify the effects of compulsory voting, I estimate the following equation using OLS separately for each dependent variable (turnout, Labor vote shares, and Labor seat shares),:

\[ DV = \alpha(\text{Compulsory Voting})_t + \gamma_i + \delta_t + \epsilon_{it} \]

This model includes a dummy variable for compulsory voting, state fixed effects \((\gamma_i)\), and year fixed effects \((\delta_t)\), allowing each state and each year to have their own idiosyncratic effect on the dependent variables. The coefficient \(\alpha\) indicates the effect of compulsory voting on the dependent variable. As a robustness test, I also include linear time trends for each state, parametrically relaxing the parallel trends assumptions by allowing each state to have a unique trend over time.

Table 1.2 presents the results of all three difference-in-difference regressions along with the three corresponding models with state-specific trends. Model 1 shows that the implementation of compulsory voting increased turnout by 24 percentage points on average, from 67 to 91 percent. Models 3 and 5 show that compulsory voting increased the Labor Party’s vote-share and seat-share by 9 and 7 percentage points, respectively. These results are both substantively and statistically significant. Since the Labor Party’s average seat share was 43% before the adoption of compulsory
Figure 1.2. Turnout and Labor Vote Share across State Assembly Elections (1910-1950)

The graph presents the level of voter turnout (top panel) and Labor Party vote share (bottom panel) in every state legislative assembly election between 1910 and 1950. Hollow triangles indicate an election held before the adoption of compulsory voting in that state, and solid triangles indicate an election after the adoption of compulsory voting.
Table 1.2. Effects of Compulsory Voting in State Assembly Elections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DV = Turnout</th>
<th></th>
<th>Labor Vote Share</th>
<th></th>
<th>Labor Seat Share</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compulsory Voting</td>
<td>.243</td>
<td>.245</td>
<td>.092</td>
<td>.093</td>
<td>.069</td>
<td>.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.042)</td>
<td>(.046)</td>
<td>(.033)</td>
<td>(.040)</td>
<td>(.048)</td>
<td>(.065)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Fixed Effects</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year Fixed Effects</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State-Specific Trends</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-Squared</td>
<td>.925</td>
<td>.933</td>
<td>.759</td>
<td>.790</td>
<td>.660</td>
<td>.721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SER</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>.052</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>.045</td>
<td>.110</td>
<td>.098</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

State-clustered standard errors in parentheses

Each observation is a state assembly election between 1910 and 1950. “Compulsory Voting” is a dummy variable, indicating whether compulsory voting laws were in place. The dependent variables are coded to theoretically range from 0 to 1, so the coefficients in columns 1, 3, and 5 indicate that compulsory voting increased voter turnout, Labor vote share, and Labor seat share by 24, 9, and 7 percentage points, respectively.
voting, these effects were meaningful enough to change the control of power in many legislative assemblies. Models 2, 4, and 6 present the robustness tests allowing for state-specific trends and all three results are virtually unchanged. These additional tests lend credibility to the parallel trends assumption, because relaxing the assumption is inconsequential for the subsequent estimates.

According to these results, average turnout in the absence of compulsory voting during this period would have been 67 percent, and the Labor Party would have received 44 percent of the votes. However, average turnout with compulsory voting would have been 91 percent, and Labor would have received 53 percent of the votes. This suggests that 78 percent of the new (marginal) voters brought to the polls by compulsory voting supported the Labor Party compared to just 44 percent of older (regular) voters.⁶ This estimate is substantively large but quite plausible given what we now know about turnout inequality prior to compulsory voting. Among the 91 percent of voters who voted under compulsory voting, only 61 percent of Labor voters turned out to the polls under voluntary voting while 88 percent of non-Labor supporters turned out. These calculations independently confirm the extent of turnout inequality in Australia before compulsory voting. Before compulsory voting, non-Labor supporters were 1.4 times more likely to vote compared to Labor supporters. When compulsory voting caused an exogenous increase in turnout, election results changed dramatically.

**Estimating the Standard Errors**

While the previous analysis includes 85 different elections, each election does not represent an independent observation. Serial correlation or state-specific clustering could lead traditional approaches to over-estimate the precision of our estimates. Table 1.2 reports state-clustered

---

⁶ The 78% figure comes from solving this simple equation for X: \[0.67 \times 0.44 + 0.24 \times X = 0.91 \times 0.53.\]

See Study #2 for more details on this test.
standard errors which are designed to accommodate these concerns, but these standard errors can be misleading when the number of clusters is small. See Bertrand, Duflo, and Mullainathan (2004) for a more detailed discussion of these issues.

In the Online Appendix, I discuss these issues and demonstrate the statistical significance of these results under numerous different methods for estimating standard errors. For example, the estimated effect of compulsory voting on Labor vote share is statistically significant (p < .05) even when calculating the standard errors by non-parametric bootstrap, block bootstrap, or random permutation.

**Tests for Confounding Demographic Trends**

The parallel trends assumption implies that the timing of the adoption of compulsory voting did not coincide with any state-specific changes in demographic or political factors that could have independently influenced voter turnout or election results. Historical analysis of the adoption of compulsory voting lends credence to this assumption. The insensitivity of the results to the inclusion of state-specific trends provides further support. In this section, I search for further evidence that could potentially falsify or bolster the parallel trends assumption. I find that the adoption of compulsory voting across states was not correlated with any changes in economic or demographic variables.

To conduct these tests, I collected data for each state from the Australian censuses in 1911, 1921, 1933, and 1947. One natural robustness test would involve including these time-varying covariates as control variables in the original regressions. However, these tests cannot be conducted because these variables are not available for all election years. As a close substitute, I test whether changes in these covariates coincide with the timing of compulsory voting across states.
state’s population and the proportion of the state’s population that was under 21, married, born in Australia, identifying with the Church of England, and working in the manufacturing sector. Then, treating each variable as an outcome variable, I regress each variable on a dummy variable for compulsory voting, state fixed effects, and year fixed effects. This procedure mimics the difference-in-difference regressions shown previously. The results of each regression are shown in Table 1.3. For each test, the placebo “effect” of compulsory is statistically and substantively indistinguishable from zero. These results provide further support for the parallel trends assumption and demonstrate that the adoption of compulsory voting across states was not correlated with these demographic or economic changes.

The Effects of Compulsory Voting on Public Policies

The significant effects of compulsory voting on election results suggest that compulsory voting may have influenced public policy as well. The Labor Party held systematically different positions than the other parties over many issues including unions, social spending, immigration policies, and the size of government. Therefore, a greater presence of Labor members in state assemblies and the national Parliament may have had significant effects on the lives of Australians at the time. Moreover, the new wave of working class voters may have led all parties to shift in a progressive direction. A historical account of Australia’s national politics around this time period suggests several potential effects of compulsory voting on public policy.

The majority party’s platform changed dramatically after the adoption of compulsory voting for federal elections in 1924. In the 1922 election the Nationalist Party maintained power, announcing a conservative domestic policy: “First and foremost, we are against class legislation and class government” (Hughes 1922). In 1925, the first election under compulsory voting, the Nationalist Party maintained power but shifted dramatically on these issues: “It has to be recognized
that even under the conditions existing in Australia, the wages of our workers are not sufficient to enable them to safeguard against these evils [sickness, unemployment, and old-age]” (Bruce 1925). In just a three year span, the majority party made a clear turn toward progressive domestic policies, and the introduction of more working class voters into the electorate and increased presence of the Labor Party may have provided impetus for such a change.

Statistical evidence of the effects of compulsory voting comes from data on social spending across various nations over time (Lindert 1994). I focus specifically on pension spending, because this was a key issue of disagreement between the parties, just as there was tension between the left and right in many advanced democracies over pension policies (Baldwin 1990). In Australia, the political parties disagreed strongly regarding the size and structure of the federal pension program, but for various reasons, they did not diverge significantly on other social issues such as education, health, welfare, and housing (Hirst 2002). Because the Labor Party and working class voters systematically preferred a more progressive pension program relative to the coalition parties and upper class voters, I hypothesize that compulsory voting increased pension spending in Australia.

To test this hypothesis, I estimate the effect of compulsory voting at the national level on voter turnout and pension spending by comparing Australia to 20 other developed nations across three different time points: 1910, 1920, and 1930. Again, I rely on a difference-in-differences design. However, in order to maximize the plausibility of the parallel trends assumption, I employ

---

8 Turnout and pension data are from Lindert (1994) with corrections made to Australia’s turnout data. This cross-country design could also be employed to assess the impact of compulsory voting on the electoral success of left-wing parties, but the state assembly design is much cleaner for that purpose and it avoids the challenges of coding left-wing parties across countries and comparing across different electoral systems.
synthetic control methods (Abadie, Diamond, and Hainmueller 2010) to construct synthetic control units that are comparable to Australia before the adoption of compulsory voting.

For each test, the synthetic control unit is the weighted average of other nations that best mirrors Australia in terms of voter turnout or pension spending in 1910 and 1920. New Zealand, France, Canada, and the United Kingdom receive the greatest weights in the turnout analysis, because they closely mirror Australia’s level and trend in turnout before compulsory voting, while Denmark and New Zealand receive the greatest weights in the pension analysis. The incorporation of other economic, demographic, and political variables in the weighting algorithm does not change the subsequent results. Moreover, simpler difference-in-difference designs which weigh all comparison units equally yield similar results. More details on these analyses are available in the Online Appendix.

Figure 1.3 presents the trends in voter turnout (top panel) and pension spending (bottom panel) for Australia and the synthetic control units. Their levels of turnout and pension spending are nearly identical in 1900 and 1910. However, after the adoption of compulsory voting in 1924, voter turnout and pension spending increased dramatically relative to the synthetic control units. Difference-in-difference calculations indicate that compulsory voting increased voter turnout by 18.6 percentage points and pension spending by 0.41 percentage points of GDP. In 1930, the pension spending of the control group was just under 1 percent of GDP, so this effect represents a more than 40 percent increase in the number of federal dollars going toward old age pensions – a substantively significant effect.

To assess the statistical significance of these estimates, I conduct placebo tests on the other countries, pretending that a policy change occurred between 1920 and 1930 in each of the comparison units. For each of the 20 countries other than Australia in this analysis, I construct a synthetic control for each country, excluding Australia as a potential control unit. I then calculate
The figure presents the level of voter turnout (top) and pension spending (bottom) in Australia and in a synthetic control nation across three points in time. The synthetic control unit is a weighted average of other OECD countries that closely mirrored Australia before the adoption of compulsory voting for national elections in 1924. Both turnout and pension spending increased dramatically in Australia relative to the synthetic control nation after the adoption of compulsory voting.
the difference-in-difference in pension spending between each country and its synthetic control from 1920 to 1930. The results of these placebo tests are provided in the Online Appendix. For both turnout and pension spending, only one country exhibits a difference-in-difference estimate as large as Australia. The dramatic increases in turnout and pension spending in Australia between 1920 and 1930 are substantively large and much greater than we would expect to see by chance alone. Taken together, the analyses of state assembly elections and federal policy over time provide strong evidence that near-universal turnout can have significant consequences for both partisan election results and public policy.

Discussion of Alternative Explanations

Alternative explanations of this study’s findings will likely arise in two forms. First, the timing of the adoption of compulsory voting may have been endogenous to changes in turnout or support for the Labor Party. Specifically, there may have been some reason that states adopted compulsory voting precisely when the Labor Party was expected to increase its electoral success. Second, compulsory voting may have influenced election results through some mechanism other than increased turnout. Perhaps the introduction of compulsory voting caused people to change their partisan attitudes in favor of the Labor Party, and the effect of the policy on elections had nothing to do with increased turnout among the working class. In any observational analysis, alternative explanations cannot be ruled out entirely. However, I have made the best possible effort to raise and assess the plausibility of these explanations through historical evidence, previous research, and my own statistical tests.

Was the timing of compulsory voting truly exogenous? The difference-in-difference analyses in this paper assume that election results and public policies would have followed similar trends across states and countries in the absence of any changes in compulsory voting laws. For example,
the results would be biased if compulsory voting was adopted at a time when the Labor Party was expected to improve its electoral success. Perhaps the Labor Party pushed for compulsory voting as it was gaining momentum. Conversely, the other parties may have pushed for compulsory when they expected to lose support in the next election. However, the adoption of compulsory voting received widespread support from all political parties, so these explanations are unlikely. Moreover, previous election results are uncorrelated with the timing of compulsory voting. As discussed previously, compulsory voting was primarily implemented for practical reasons. After numerous discussions with Australian historians, I am unaware of any confounding variable which could have simultaneously led to compulsory voting and an increase in support for the Labor Party. The decision to adopt compulsory voting appears to be orthogonal to the partisan attitudes of the citizenry and any trends in these attitudes. Also, the state-level results are unchanged if the parallel trends assumption is relaxed by allowing for state-specific trends. Lastly, tests for confounding demographic trends in Table 1.3 reveal no evidence that the adoption of compulsory voting was correlated with demographic or economic changes.

Even if compulsory voting increased the electoral success of the Labor Party, it may have done so through some mechanism other than near-universal turnout. This study of the effects of compulsory voting is less interesting for the study of democracy if the mechanism has to do with something other than increased turnout. Could compulsory voting have dramatically changed election results or public policy independent of its effects on turnout? Perhaps voters were upset with the coalition parties for passing compulsory voting and decided to shift their support to the Labor Party. This seems unlikely since all parties supported the policy change. Perhaps the presence of new voters at the polls changed the political attitudes of old voters causing them to shift toward the Labor Party. However, if anything, we might expect that this phenomenon would work against my findings if upper class Australians became lionized against the Labor Party because of the
A historical analysis suggests no reason that compulsory voting would cause a shift toward
the Labor Party through any mechanism other than increasing turnout.

Changes in voter turnout do not take place in a vacuum. The introduction of new voters to
the polls will lead candidates to change their campaign strategies and shift their policy platforms.
However, these phenomena do not pose a problem for my estimates because they are all part of the
downstream effects of compulsory voting and increased turnout. Presumably, the shift in political
platforms is one mechanism for the observed changes in pension spending, over and above the
increased electoral success of the Labor Party.

Discussion and Conclusion

Advanced democracies expend incredible resources in the administration of elections in the
hope that election results and public policies will closely reflect the preferences of the citizenry.
However, a significant proportion of citizens often abstain from voting. Worse yet, those who
abstain are systematically different from those who vote, meaning that election results may not
accurately reflect the preferences of all citizens. Aware of this problem, political scientists have
extensively studied voter turnout, typically assessing the correlates and causes of voting. Despite this
collective effort to understand turnout, there is little evidence connecting voting to tangible
outcomes. How would elections and public policies change if everyone voted?

Previous attempts to address this question suffer from methodological problems. Correlations
between turnout and various outcomes lack a causal interpretation because confounding
variables influence both turnout and the outcomes of interest and the outcomes of interest may influence voter turnout. Comparisons of voters and non-voters within an electorate also suffer from the possibility of confounding variables or systematic measurement error in surveys.
Previous quasi-experimental approaches lack external validity because the subset of voters influenced by the quasi-experiment is unrepresentative of all non-voters. In short, previous research has failed to answer the counterfactual question of interest. In a democracy with voluntary voting, researchers have been unable to determine the effects of near-universal turnout.

The analysis presented here largely overcomes the problems of previous studies. The timing of the introduction of compulsory voting in different Australian states appears to be exogenous to partisan attitudes and other political events, so difference-in-difference methods can estimate the causal effects of compulsory voting laws. Moreover, because compulsory voting caused a substantial increase in voter turnout, the subset of citizens influenced by the policy is nearly the entire population of non-voters. This analysis brings us closer than ever before to answering the extreme counterfactual question: “what if everyone voted?”

Before the implementation of compulsory voting, Australia was not dissimilar from many advanced democracies today. Less than 70 percent of citizens voted in federal or state elections, and wealthy citizens were much more likely to vote than working class citizens. Given these patterns, the lessons learned from Australia may be applicable to many democracies today. With the extent of turnout inequality in the United States, Switzerland, Poland, and many other countries, the effects of compulsory voting could be just as great in these contexts.

“Democracy’s unresolved dilemma” is that elections do not accurately reflect the preferences of the citizenry (Lijphart 1997). Systematic turnout inequality means that some citizens will be better represented than others. In this study, I exploit a rare opportunity to test the extent of this dilemma. Before the introduction of compulsory voting in Australia, election results and public policy were drastically different from the preferences of the citizens. When near-universal turnout was achieved, elections and policy shifted in favor of the working class citizens who had previously failed to participate. While Australia has largely resolved the problem, inequalities in voter turnout remain in
most advanced democracies. Increased turnout has tangible effects on partisan election results and public policies, and those effects will benefit the disadvantaged subset of citizens who otherwise would have abstained from the political process.
Study #2

Regular Voters, Marginal Voters, and the Electoral Effects of Higher Turnout

Abstract

How do marginal voters differ from regular voters? I develop a method for comparing the partisan preferences of regular voters to those marginal voters whose turnout decisions are influenced by exogenous factors and apply it to three sources of variation in turnout – weather and the timing of gubernatorial and congressional elections. In each setting, marginal voters are more supportive of the Democratic Party than regular voters, and the substantive size of this divide can be huge – ranging from 5 to 47 percentage points. The findings suggest that electoral reforms and other factors that may expand or contract the electorate can have important electoral consequences. Moreover, the findings suggest that election results do not always reflect the preferences of the citizenry, because those marginal citizens who stay home have systematically different preferences than those who participate.
Many Americans abstain from the political process. In a typical presidential election, at least 40 percent of eligible citizens will fail to turn out (McDonald and Popkin 2001), and this number can be much higher in other elections. This widespread nonparticipation leads to the concern that significant segments of the population are under-represented or even ignored in the making of public policy (Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995; Lijphart 1997). If those who abstain are systematically different from those who participate, then election results will not reflect the preferences of the population as a whole. This paper offers a new method and several new opportunities to assess the difference in preferences between regular voters, those who always vote, and marginal voters whose decisions to turn out are sensitive to exogenous factors. How much do regular voters disagree from those on the margins in terms of their partisan vote choices? The answer will vary with the setting and the particular subset of marginal voters. However, in all cases analyzed in this paper, marginal voters are systematically more supportive of the Democratic Party (and less supportive of the Republican Party) than regular voters. As a result, fluctuations in the size of the electorate can have dramatic consequences for partisan elections.

A significant scholarly literature asks, “what if everyone voted?” (e.g. Highton and Wolfinger 2001; Citrin, Schickler, and Sides 2003; Martinez and Gill 2005). Unfortunately, this question may be impossible to answer convincingly in the U.S. because modern history has not witnessed anything remotely close to universal turnout. For the same reason, the answer to this question may be irrelevant beyond scholarly curiosity. As a result, scholars have sometimes settled for a more tractable question, “what if more people voted?” (e.g. Knack and White 1998; Stein 1998; Sled 2008; Hansford and Gomez 2010; Hill 2010). However, even this question is difficult to answer. Would election results be different if turnout increased by 1 percentage point? Different studies will yield different answers because it depends on which 1% of the population is being mobilized. There is no
single, correct answer to the question. Some increases in turnout will help the Democrats, others will help the Republicans, and others will have no effect.

To understand the effects of increasing (or decreasing) voter turnout, we need many sources of exogenous variation in turnout. Some citizens are “regular voters” who will vote in a particular election regardless of the conditions. Others may be “never voters” who are impossible to mobilize. However, the “marginal voters,” those whose turnout decisions can be influenced by exogenous factors, electoral policies, or other idiosyncratic features of an election, are of prime importance for this study because they are the easiest citizens to mobilize or de-mobilize, and their decisions to turn out can influence electoral outcomes. In order to understand the consequences of turnout, we must characterize these marginal voters and understand how their attitudes and preferences differ from the regular voters. No single analysis can answer this question. Instead, we must exploit multiple, independent sources of exogenous variation to understand how marginal voters, on average, differ from regular voters.

This paper makes significant progress in characterizing marginal voters in America by developing a method for directly comparing the partisan preferences of regular and marginal voters. Once a researcher has identified an exogenous source of variation in turnout, she can estimate four quantities directly from the data and solve a simple system of equations to compare the voting behavior of regular and marginal voters. This paper reviews the previous literature on the effects of turnout, describes the empirical strategy for comparing regular and marginal voters, implements the test in three different settings, and then benchmarks the results against observational estimates. In every case, marginal voters are systematically more Democratic than regular voters. These findings suggest that voters are typically unrepresentative of the greater population and changes in voter turnout can have significant consequences for partisan election results.
Previous Evidence on the Effects of Turnout

The most common source of evidence on the effects of voter turnout is correlational. Studies sometimes find a positive association between turnout and Democratic electoral success (Radcliff 1994; Hill 2010), no association (DeNardo 1980; Erikson 1995), or an association that varies across time, region, and electoral competitiveness (Nagel and McNulty 1996; Grofman, Owen, and Collet 1999; Martinez and Hill 2007). Of course, correlational analyses, even carefully done, tell us little about the causal relationship between turnout and election outcomes. For a critique of these analyses (in the form of a humorous parody) see Wuffle and Collet (1997). Because turnout (and changes in turnout) could be influenced by previous election results, demographic characteristics, and other unobserved variables and trends, correlational analyses may significantly underestimate (or overestimate) the true effects of higher turnout.

A second strand of evidence comes from survey data. Many studies compare the characteristics and attitudes of voters and non-voters in order to assess the effects of higher turnout. Again, some argue that higher turnout would dramatically help the Democrats (Herron 1998), modestly help the Democrats (Citrin, Schickler, and Sides 2003; Martinez and Gill 2005), or have little effect (Highton and Wolfinger 2001). There is no debate that low socioeconomic-status citizens are less likely to vote (Verba and Nie 1972; Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980; Leighley and Nagler 1992; Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995) and more likely to support the Democratic Party (Ansolabehere, Rodden, and Snyder 2006; Bartels 2006, 2008; McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal 2006; Gelman et al. 2007, 2008), but studies disagree about the extent to which these disparities might translate into different election results under higher turnout. As with correlational analyses, survey-based analyses are limited in their ability to characterize the preferences of non-voters. Whether estimates of non-voter preferences are obtained from statistical models or direct survey questions, we cannot know what non-voters would do in the hypothetical scenario where they vote. As
Lijphart argues, “Nonvoters who are asked about their opinions on policy and partisan preferences . . . are typically citizens who have not given these questions much thought . . . It is highly likely that, if they were mobilized to vote, their votes would be quite different from their responses in opinion polls” (1997, p. 4). See Jackman (1999) for a related critique.

Given the difficulties of correlational and survey analyses, the most promising avenue for understanding the consequences of higher turnout is the discovery of “natural experiments” or exogenous changes in turnout. Observational studies are limited because the decision to turn out is highly non-random. However, there may be some voters – marginal voters – whose decisions to turn out are influenced by exogenous factors like weather or electoral law. Several studies exploit these factors to assess the effect of increased turnout on election results. Again, the evidence is mixed. Some studies find that higher turnout will greatly benefit the Democratic Party (Gomez, Hansford, and Krause 2007; Hansford and Gomez 2010), modestly benefit the Democratic Party (Knack and White 1998), or have little effect (Stein 1998; Sled 2008).

What can we make of these mixed results? One explanation is that there is no single, correct answer. The effect of increasing turnout will depend on which citizens are mobilized. While experimental and quasi-experimental studies may be the most promising avenue to answer the question at hand, each individual study will yield a different answer because the subset of marginal voters changes in every setting. Electoral reforms like early voting and vote-by-mail (Berinsky 2005) and get-out-the-vote efforts (Enos, Fowler, and Vavreck 2012) tend to mobilize high-SES citizens more so than low-SES individuals, so studies exploiting these exogenous factors will likely find little effect of higher turnout – or even a Republican benefit. Other exogenous factors may have strong
electoral effects if they happen to identify a different subset of marginal voters. Unfortunately, there is no easy solution to this problem. Unless the federal government randomly induces universal turnout through financial incentives (see Fowler 2013 for an analysis of the strong partisan consequences of compulsory voting laws in Australia), we will never fully characterize the preferences of all non-voters. However, the repeated analysis of different, independent exogenous factors will allow us to characterize the preferences of marginal voters – those on the cusp of voting. Moreover, because universal turnout will never be achieved in the U.S., understanding the partisan preferences of different marginal voter populations is a more relevant goal than answering the more elusive question – “what if everyone voted?”

A Method for Comparing Regular and Marginal Voters

Suppose that we could observe an experiment where voters in some places are randomly mobilized while those in other places are not mobilized. Suppose we could also make the assumption that the treatment won’t change the voting choices of individuals who were going to vote anyway. Then, a researcher could calculate the effect of the treatment on both turnout and partisan election results with simple difference-in-means tests. Let us call these quantities $P_M$ and $\Delta V$, respectively. $P_M$, the turnout effect, indicates the proportion of all eligible voters who are

---

9 This is a special case of the well-known methodological phenomenon in instrumental variables analysis where two, different, equally-valid instruments can identify two, different, equally-valid local average treatment effects (Angrist and Pischke 2009).

10 This assumption is similar to the “exclusion restriction” assumption necessary for instrumental variables analyses.

11 Again, in an instrumental variables setup, these would be the first stage and reduced form estimates, respectively.
marginal voters – individuals whose turnout decision was influenced by the treatment. ∆V, the vote share effect, indicates the extent to which the treatment changed the election result. While these estimates alone may be interesting, they do not allow us to directly compare the regular and marginal voters. We would like to know how the vote choices of marginal voters differ from those of regular voters, but this quantity cannot be calculated without more information.

Following the experiment, the researcher could also calculate the expected level of voter turnout and Democratic vote share in absence of any treatment. Because the treatment was randomly assigned, these quantities are estimated by the mean turnout and mean Democratic vote share of the control group. These quantities indicate the number of regular voters, as a proportion of the voting-eligible population, and the proportion of regular voters supporting the Democratic Party over the Republican Party. Let us call these quantities $P_R$ (proportion of the population occupied by regular voters) and $V_R$ (vote preferences of regular voters).

The crucial unknown quantity is $V_M$, the partisan preferences of marginal voters. With this quantity we can directly compute $V_M - V_R$, the preference gap between marginal and regular voters and the primary quantity of interest for this study. Unfortunately, this quantity cannot be recovered using only the typical research toolkit (regressions, averages, differences-in-means, etc.). However, we can solve the following equation to back out $V_M$, and therefore $V_M - V_R$:

$$P_R V_R + P_M V_M = (P_R + P_M)(V_R + ∆V).$$

Solving for $V_M$, we get:

$$V_M = [(P_R + P_M)(V_R + ∆V) - P_R V_R] / P_M,$$

$$= V_R + ∆V(1 + P_R / P_M).$$

Finally, we can see that the preference gap between marginal and regular voters is

$$V_M - V_R = ∆V(1 + P_R / P_M).$$
In words, the preference gap is the effect of the treatment on vote share times one plus the ratio of the regular and marginal populations.

Intuitively, we can identify the partisan preference of marginal voters because we know the relative populations of regular and marginal voters, the partisan preferences of regular voters, and the extent to which the introduction of the marginal voters changes the election result. Knowing these quantities, we can then determine the way in which marginal voters must have voted in order to obtain the effects that we see. The average voting behavior of the entire population is just a weighted average of the voting behavior of regular and marginal voters, with weights proportional to the populations of the two groups. Reliable estimates of uncertainty for all quantities can be obtained through bootstrap simulations.

To clarify this procedure, let us consider a numerical example. Suppose an experiment raised voter turnout from 40 percent or .40 in the control group to 60 percent or .60 in the treatment group. Suppose also that this treatment increased the Democratic vote share from .50 in the control group to .55 in the treatment group. If we can safely assume that this experimental intervention did not change the vote choices of regular voters and only changed the election result through its effect on the composition of the electorate, then we can apply the test to calculate the preference gap between the regular and marginal voters. In this example, regular voters comprise 40 percent of the population \( P_R = .4 \), as indicated by the turnout level in the control group. Marginal voters comprise 20 percent of the population \( P_M = .2 \), as indicated by the difference in turnout between treatment and control. Regular voters are evenly split between the two parties \( V_R = .5 \), as indicated by the Democratic vote share in the control group, but we do not yet know how the marginal voters are divided. The treatment increased the Democratic vote share by 5 percentage points \( \Delta V = .05 \), so we can input these figures into the equation above to back out the partisan preferences of marginal voters:
\[ PRV_r + P_MV_M = (PR_r + P_M)(VR_r + \Delta V), \]
\[ .40 \times .50 + .20 \times V_M = (0.40 + 0.20)(0.50 + 0.05), \]
\[ V_M = \frac{0.60 \times .55 - 0.40 \times .50}{0.20}, \]
\[ V_M = 0.65, \]
\[ V_M - VR_r = 0.65 - 0.50 = 0.15. \]

In this numerical example, 65 percent of the marginal voters must have supported the Democratic Party, relative to just 50 percent of the regular voters, in order to obtain the results of the experiment. Therefore, the partisan preference gap between marginal and regular voters is 0.15 or 15 percentage points. Hopefully this hypothetical example clarifies the intuition and simplicity of this test.

Most studies examining the electoral effects of turnout would simply calculate the effect of a treatment on turnout and vote share, and stop there without ever calculating the preference gap. We can see from the equations that \( \Delta V \) indicates the sign of the preference gap: if \( \Delta V \) is positive, then the preference gap \( (V_M - VR_r) \) will also be positive (marginal voters are more supportive of the Democratic Party than regular voters) and vice versa. However, the value of \( \Delta V \) alone provides no substantive meaning about the differences between regular and marginal voters. For the purposes of understanding political representation, this substantive quantity is crucial. In the next sections, I apply this test to three different sources of exogenous variation in turnout – weather, the timing of gubernatorial elections, and the timing of congressional elections. The population of marginal voters is different in each setting, so the preference gap is different as well. Nonetheless, across all three settings, I find that marginal voters are systematically more supportive of the Democratic Party than regular voters. The repeated application of this test in different settings improves our understanding of the marginal voting population, the extent to which election results reflect public preferences, and the consequences of electoral reforms.
Marginal Voters Sensitive to Weather in Presidential Elections

To present an example of the descriptive power of the method, I first apply it to a known quasi-experiment previously analyzed by Gomez, Hansford, and Krause (2007) and Hansford and Gomez (2010). The turnout decisions of some citizens are sensitive to weather. Specifically, these marginal voters are less likely to vote if it rains or snows, presumably due to the difficulties of getting to the polling place in these conditions. Gomez, Hansford, and Krause (2007) demonstrate that rain and snow decrease turnout and also benefit the Republican Party in presidential elections, and Hansford and Gomez (2010) extend this analysis with an instrumental variables study of the effects of turnout. However, neither paper directly leverages the data to compare the partisan preferences of regular voters and those marginal voters who are sensitive to weather.

In Table 2.1, I reanalyze their data set of county-level voting in presidential elections from 1946 to 2000, made publicly available by Fraga and Hersh (2011). Each observation is a county-election. I code a single dummy variable which indicates whether there was any precipitation in a county on Election Day. Then, conducting the simplest possible tests, I estimate the effect of precipitation on turnout and Democratic vote share by regressing these outcomes on the precipitation dummy variable, county fixed effects, and election fixed effects. Because of the fixed effects, these are difference-in-difference estimates which indicate the extent to which turnout or vote share vary within counties as the presence of precipitation changes. The top panel of Table 2.1 shows that the lack of precipitation, on average, increases a county’s turnout by 0.6 percentage points which in turn increases their Democratic vote share by 0.5 percentage points.

Having estimated the effect of some factor on turnout and vote shares, most studies would stop here, noting that these effects are “statistically significant.” However, the coefficients above, 0.6 and 0.5, do not convey the information that we care about most. Digging deeper into the data, we can extract more meaningful quantities. First, the 0.6 percentage point effect of precipitation on
Table 2.1. Exploiting Weather in Presidential Elections (1948-2000)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DV = Turnout</th>
<th>Democratic Vote Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Precipitation</strong></td>
<td><strong>.006</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[.004,.008]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>County Fixed Effects</strong></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Election Fixed Effect</strong></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R-squared</strong></td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Observations</strong></td>
<td>43,340</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regular Voters</th>
<th>Marginal Voters</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proportion of Population</strong></td>
<td>.576**</td>
<td>.006**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[.572,.581]</td>
<td>[.004,.008]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Support for Democratic Party</strong></td>
<td>.489**</td>
<td>.955**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[.486,.492]</td>
<td>[.732,1.311]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Block bootstrap 95% confidence intervals in brackets; **p < .01.

No Precipitation is a dummy variable indicating whether there was no precipitation in a particular county on election day. The top panel shows that good weather (relative to some rain or snow) increases turnout by 0.6 percentage points which in turn increases the Democratic candidate’s vote share in the county by 0.5 percentage points. The bottom panel shows that these marginal voters (0.6 percent of the population) who are sensitive to the weather are 46.7 percentage points more likely to support the Democratic candidate compared to the regular voters (57.6 percent of the population) who would have voted regardless of the weather.
turnout tells us that 0.6 percent of voting-eligible citizens are marginal voters with respect to weather. They will vote if the sky is clear, but if it rains or snows, they will abstain. Obviously, we do not know the names of these individuals, and they themselves may not know that they are part of this marginal population. However, in any given election, about 1 in 200 people will have either voted only because the weather was nice or abstained only because it rained or snowed.

Next, I quantify the number of regular voters – those who would have voted regardless of the weather. Because this wasn’t an ordinary experiment, we cannot simply calculate the mean turnout of the control group, but the intuition is similar. After running the regression, I calculate each county’s predicted level of voter turnout under the counterfactual scenario of precipitation. Averaging across these predicted values, I obtain the expected level of turnout with rain everywhere: .576, the proportion of the voting-eligible population made up of regular voters. Applying the same logic to the vote share regression, I also calculate the expected level of Democratic vote share with rain or snow everywhere: .489, the proportion of regular voters supporting the Democratic Party.

We have now computed all of the quantities necessary to estimate the partisan preferences of the marginal voters and the partisan gap between marginal and regular voters. Solving the equation provided in the previous section, I estimate that 95.5 percent of marginal voters supported the Democratic Party. Compared to the regular voters, marginal voters are 46.7 percentage points more likely to support the Democratic Party – a massive divide. 95% confidence intervals are calculated for each of these quantities through block-bootstrap simulation (where counties are sampled as blocks), and all estimated quantities including the preference gap are statistically significant (p < .01).

If we had simply looked at the top panel of Table 2.1, the traditional regression results, we would have missed the bigger picture. Those marginal voters whose turnout decisions are influenced by weather support the Democratic Party at an astounding rate. Obviously, these
individuals are a unique subset of Americans, only 0.6 percent of the voting-eligible population. Nonetheless, the fact that these marginal citizens on the cusp of voting or abstain are so different from regular voters is alarming for democracy. When trivial factors like rain can dramatically change the composition of the electorate, we should have little faith that the regular voters are adequately representative of the population as a whole.

Marginal Voters Sensitive to Timing of Gubernatorial Elections

The method for comparing regular and marginal voters is generally applicable to any exogenous factor that influences voter turnout and brings marginal voters to the polls (or keeps them away). Having demonstrated the power of the method with weather, a previously studied factor, I introduce several new opportunities to compare regular and marginal voters. Several recent studies have exploited the timing of elections to understand the effects of mass participation on interest group power and policy outcomes. When local elections are held “on cycle” – meaning that they coincide with national elections – turnout is significantly higher than when they are held “off cycle.” This uptick in participation in school board elections decreases the chances of interest group capture and leads to lower teacher pay (Anzia 2011, 2012; Berry and Gersen 2011). Beyond local elections, turnout in federal and statewide elections is also highly dependent on election timing. When gubernatorial and congressional elections happen to coincide with a presidential race, turnout is significantly higher. In other words, a large population of marginal voters turns out simply because of the more salient race at the top of the ticket. Even though this phenomenon is well-known, no previous study has exploited election timing to compare the partisan preferences of regular and marginal voters.

States vary idiosyncratically in the timing of their gubernatorial elections. Two states – NH and RI – hold their elections every two years (on even years – i.e. 2006, 2008, 2010). Two other
states – NJ and VA – hold their elections on odd years following presidential election years (e.g. 2005, 2009, 2013). Three states – KY, LA, and MS – hold their elections on odd years preceding presidential election years (e.g. 2003, 2007, 2011). Nine states – DE, IN, MO, MT, NC, ND, UT, WA, and WV – coincide their elections with presidential elections (i.e. 2004, 2008, 2012), while the remaining 34 states hold their gubernatorial elections in midterm years (i.e. 2002, 2006, 2010).

The timing of each state’s elections was typically established long ago for arbitrary reasons unrelated to the political orientation of the state. Conducting a thorough review of the history of each state’s electoral calendar, I found that 12 states have maintained the same electoral calendar since the founding of the state. In each of these cases, the timing was determined by the first year that each state could hold a gubernatorial election, and that timing has remained unchanged. In three other states, the timing was influenced by the death of the sitting governor (DE and KY) or a governor who ascended to the Senate in the middle of his term (CA). In each of these three cases, the state had no established law regarding the replacement of a sitting governor, so they established that law at the time and kept their electoral calendar in place from that point on. In 31 states, the vast majority, the timing of gubernatorial elections was set when, at some point, the state decided to switch from 2 or 3 year terms to 4 year terms. The particular timing of the elections was typically set for whenever the next election could be held, and this decision was probably unrelated to the political leanings of the state.

Finally, there are 5 remaining states (LA, MD, MN, FL, IL) which actively changed their electoral calendar through a state law. Louisiana switched from presidential years to odd years in 1879, Maryland switched from odd years to midterm years in 1926, and Minnesota, Florida, and Illinois switched from presidential to midterm years in 1930, 1966, and 1978, respectively. For the purposes of this study, these 5 states could be problematic because they may have strategically changed their electoral calendar for partisan, political reasons. Looking into these legislative debates,
the primary arguments given for switching are non-partisan. Legislators on both sides of the aisle in Florida, for example, wanted to move away from presidential years so that the gubernatorial race would not be drowned out by the presidential campaign. Importantly, concerns about strategic timing in these 5 states do not influence the subsequent empirical results. The findings are unchanged if these 5 states are removed or if they are treated as non-compliers in an instrumental variables framework.

This history of gubernatorial election calendars suggests that those states whose calendar happens to coincide with the presidential calendar are, on average, no different from those with another calendar. As a result of various historical accidents, these two groups of states, despite being comparable in terms of their governments, partisan leanings, and demographic makeup, happen to elect their governors at a time when many more people turn out to vote. Figure 2.1 compares the two groups of states that I leverage in my analysis – “on cycle” states whose gubernatorial elections coincide with presidential elections and “off cycle” states whose elections occur at other times. Consistent with the claim that these electoral calendars are idiosyncratically determined, these two groups of states are nearly identical in their average voting behavior in presidential elections. They turn out and support Democratic candidates at the same rates. However, the “on cycle” states turn out at much higher rates in gubernatorial elections, providing the necessary leverage to compare regular voters and marginal voters who only turn out because of the presidential race. Statistical tests of balance reveal no substantively or statistically significant differences in turnout (difference = .012; p = .562) or vote share (difference = .026; p = .353) between on cycle and off cycle states in presidential elections. However, the turnout differential in gubernatorial elections is substantively large (15.5 percentage points) and statistically significant (p < .001).
The figure compares “on cycle” states – those with gubernatorial elections coinciding with presidential elections – to “off cycle” states. New Hampshire and Vermont are excluded from the figure because they have two-year instead of four-year terms and therefore alternate between being on and off cycle. Kernel density plots show that on and off cycle states are nearly identical in terms of their voting behavior in presidential elections. They turn out at the same rates and support Democratic candidates at the same rates. However, in gubernatorial elections, on cycle states turn out at much higher rates, providing the opportunity to compare the preferences of regular voters to those of marginal voters – citizens who are mobilized to vote in the gubernatorial election because it happens to coincide with a presidential race.
## Table 2.2. Exploiting the Timing of Gubernatorial Elections (1991-2010)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DV = Turnout</th>
<th>Democratic Vote Share</th>
<th>Democratic Victory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On-Cycle</td>
<td>.174**</td>
<td>.064**</td>
<td>.454**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[.139,.197]</td>
<td>[.027,.090]</td>
<td>[.251,.610]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Presidential Vote</td>
<td>-.225</td>
<td>.401**</td>
<td>2.180**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Presidential Turnout</td>
<td>.742**</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>-.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[.533,.951]</td>
<td>[-.353,.397]</td>
<td>[-1.793,1.937]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>.010**</td>
<td>.264**</td>
<td>-.754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-.047,.246]</td>
<td>[.099,.428]</td>
<td>[-1.533,.024]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| | Regular Voters | Marginal Voters | Difference |
|-----------------------|-----------------|--------------|
| Proportion of Population | .395** | .174**       |            |
|                       | [.377,.414]     | [.139,.197]  |            |
| Support for Democratic Party | .472** | .682**       | .210**     |
|                       | [.458,.488]     | [.569,.778]  | [.093,.308] |

Block bootstrap 95% confidence intervals in brackets; **p < .01.

On-Cycle is a dummy variable indicating whether an election coincided with a presidential election. Normal Presidential Vote is a control variable indicating the state’s average Democratic vote share in the past three presidential elections. Normal Presidential Turnout is a control variable indicating the state’s average turnout in the past three presidential elections. The top panel shows the on-cycle elections increase turnout by 17.4 percentage points which in turn increases the Democratic candidates’ vote shares by 6.4 percentage points. Because most gubernatorial elections are competitive, this is enough to increase the Democratic candidate’s probability of winning by 45.4 percentage points. All 3 regressions are weighted by the voting-eligible population of the state, because the appropriate unit of analysis is the individual citizen. The bottom panel shows that marginal voters (17.4 percent of the population) who are mobilized by the occurrence of a presidential election are 21.0 percentage points more likely to support the Democratic Party compared to the regular voters (39.5 percent of the population) who would have voted regardless of the presidential race.
In Table 2.2, I estimate the effect of “on cycle” gubernatorial elections on voter turnout, Democratic vote share, and the probability of Democratic victory. Each observation is a state-election from 1991 to 2010. Each observation is weighted by the voting-eligible population in each state (see McDonald and Popkin 2001), because the primary unit of analysis is the voter. However, unweighted estimates yield similar results. These effects are estimated from regressions of each dependent variable on a dummy variable for an “on cycle” election – meaning that the election coincided with a presidential race – and two control variables – each state’s average level of turnout and Democratic vote share in the past three presidential elections. Because on and off cycle states are balanced in terms of these variables, controls are unnecessary for unbiased estimates, but they are included for statistical precision. These regressions indicate that on cycle gubernatorial elections, on average, increase turnout by 17.4 percentage points and the Democratic candidate’s vote share by 6.4 percentage points. Moreover, because most gubernatorial races are competitive, this increase in Democratic vote share is enough to increase the probability of Democratic victory by 45.4 percentage points. While weather is unlikely to change many election results because the small effects are attenuated in close races (Fraga and Hersh 2011), election timing determines the winner and loser of many elections.

Applying the method for comparing marginal and regular voters, I find that that regular voters – 39.5 percent of the voting-eligible population – support Democratic gubernatorial candidates 47.2 percent of the time while marginal voters – 17.4 percent of the voting-eligible population – support Democratic candidates at a rate of 68.2 percent. Again, with a different, independent sample of marginal voters, I find a massive preference gap between regular and marginal voters. The citizens whose turnout decision are influenced by gubernatorial election timing are 21 percentage points more likely to support the Democratic Party than regular voters. As before, I estimate 95% confidence intervals for all quantities with block-bootstrap simulations (in
this case states are sampled as blocks), and all estimates are statistically different from zero (p < .01). Those voters comprising the regular electorate are systematically different from those on the margins, and when marginal voters are introduced into the electorate, partisan election results can change dramatically.

Marginal Voters Sensitive to Timing of Congressional Elections

In addition to the idiosyncratic timing of gubernatorial elections, I exploit the timing of congressional elections as a third opportunity to compare regular and marginal voters. The U.S. House of Representatives presents a particularly advantageous opportunity because there are many districts (435) and each seat comes up for reelection every two years. Half the time, elections take place in midterm years and half the time elections coincide with presidential elections where turnout is significantly higher. Also, because each district experiences both on and off cycle elections, we can focus on within-district variation in election timing and avoid concerns about heterogeneity between districts.

Theoretically, we should expect the preference gap between regular and marginal voters to be smaller in congressional elections, because most members of the House seek reelection (Jacobson 1997) and incumbents receive a large electoral benefit simply by virtue of being the incumbent (Gelman and King 1990; Ansolabehere and Snyder 2002, 2004; Fowler and Hall 2012). If this incumbency advantage influences both regular voters and marginal voters, then we will see a smaller gap in their partisan preferences.12

12 We may also like to know how regular and marginal voters differ in their preference for incumbents. However, this research design does not allow us to address this question because the party of the incumbent is causally influenced by the timing of the past election which is strongly correlated with the timing of the current election.
Table 2.3. Exploiting the Timing of U.S. House Elections (1982-2010)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DV = Turnout</th>
<th>Democratic Vote Share</th>
<th>Democratic Victory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On-Cycle</td>
<td>.134**</td>
<td>.015**</td>
<td>.015**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[.130,.138]</td>
<td>[.009,.021]</td>
<td>[.005,.025]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Fixed Effects</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>6388</td>
<td>6388</td>
<td>6388</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regular Voters</th>
<th>Marginal Voters</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of Population</td>
<td>.342**</td>
<td>.134**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[.336,.346]</td>
<td>[.130,.138]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for Democratic Party</td>
<td>.517**</td>
<td>.571**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[.506,.530]</td>
<td>[.549,.592]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Block bootstrap 95% confidence intervals in brackets; **p < .01.

On-Cycle is a dummy variable indicating whether an election coincided with a presidential election. The top panel shows the on-cycle elections increase turnout by 13.4 percentage points which in turn increases the Democratic candidates’ vote shares and probabilities of victory by 1.5 percentage points. The bottom panel shows that these marginal voters (13.4 percent of the population) who are mobilized by the occurrence of a presidential election are 5.3 percentage points more likely to support Democratic candidates than the regular voters (34.2 percent of the population) who would have voted regardless of the presidential race.
One concern in comparing presidential and midterm elections is that idiosyncratic effects of time and national mood could cause regular voters to change their voting behavior between these two types of elections. This concern applies to both the analysis of gubernatorial and congressional elections. Multiple tests suggest that this concern does not plague the subsequent estimates. The inclusion of numerous time-varying covariates such as presidential approval, national party identification, and the interaction of the president’s party with these variables does not change the results of either the gubernatorial or congressional analyses. With enough elections in the sample, idiosyncratic events that may lead midterms to be different from presidential elections appear to have canceled out.

Closely mirroring the gubernatorial analysis, Table 2.3 presents the effect of congressional election timing on turnout, Democratic vote share, and the probability of a Democratic victory. Each observation is a district-election between 1982 and 2010. These estimates are obtained from regressions of each dependent variable on a dummy variable for an “on cycle” election and district fixed effects. Presidential election years increase turnout in House elections by 13.4 percentage points, which in turn increases the Democratic candidate’s vote share and probability of electoral victory by 1.5 percentage points. Solving for the preferences of regular and marginal voters, I estimate that regular voters – 34.2 percent of the voting-eligible population – support Democratic congressional candidates at a rate of 51.7 percent while marginal voters – 13.4 percent of the voting-eligible population – support Democratic candidates at a rate of 57.1 percent. Because of the electoral setting and the different subset of marginal voters, this 5.3 percentage point preference gap is smaller than the previous estimates. Nonetheless, this gap is still substantively meaningful and statistically significant (p < .01; 95% confidence intervals estimated from block-bootstrap simulations where districts are samples as blocks). Even in a setting where elections are less
competitive and incumbents are extremely popular, regular and marginal voters still diverge significantly in their preferences.

**Observational Estimates of Partisan Preference Gaps**

Across three different settings, I have identified preference gaps of 5, 21, and 47 percentage points between marginal and regular voters. In each case, the marginal voters are systematically more supportive of the Democratic Party. Also, in each case, the estimates have arisen from exogenous changes to turnout in real-world elections, so concerns about confounding variables and survey misreporting are mitigated. How different would our results be if we relied entirely on observational or survey evidence? In this section, I benchmark the quasi-experimental estimates against several observational estimates – some familiar and others novel. Results are shown in Table 2.4.

One obvious method for estimating the partisan preference gap is to directly ask non-voters how they would have voted. Averaging across all ANES surveys in presidential years from 1952 to 2008 (all years when non-voters were asked about their presidential preferences) and focusing on only those individuals who expressed a preference for one of the two major parties, I find that 50.0% of voters supported the Democratic Party, while 55.1% of non-voters supported the Democratic Party. Previous studies making use of these survey questions (e.g. Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980; Highton and Wolfinger 2001) failed to detect this gap because they never calculated these crucial quantity of interest. Interestingly, non-voters report similar preferences to those of marginal voters who abstain in midterms and participate in presidential elections – with both groups supporting Democratic candidates at higher rates than regular voters.

Instead of directly asking respondents how they would have voted, we can statistically model their likely vote choices similar to Herron (1998), Citrin, Shickler, and Sides (2003), and Martinez
Table 2.4. Observational and Quasi-experimental Estimates of Preference Gaps between Regular and Marginal Voters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Regular</th>
<th>Marginal</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reported presidential preferences of voters and non-voters (ANES, 1952-2008)</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>.551</td>
<td>.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicted presidential preferences of voters and non-voters (ANES, 1952-2008)</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>.554</td>
<td>.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presidential preferences of voters and those who intended to vote (ANES, 1952-2008)</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>.581</td>
<td>.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party registration of voters and non-voters in 2010</td>
<td>.536</td>
<td>.631</td>
<td>.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain and snow in presidential elections (1948-2000)</td>
<td>.489</td>
<td>.955</td>
<td>.467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gubernatorial election timing (1991-2010)</td>
<td>.472</td>
<td>.682</td>
<td>.210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congressional election timing (1982-2010)</td>
<td>.517</td>
<td>.571</td>
<td>.053</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table presents 7 different comparisons of regular and marginal voters. Row 1 shows the reported presidential preferences of voters and non-voters in ANES surveys from 1952 to 2008. Only those individuals who expressed a preference for one of the two major-party candidates are included in the analysis. Row 2 shows the predicted preferences of these individuals generated from a multinomial logit model using age, race, and education to predict vote choice. Both approaches yield nearly identical results, a 5 percentage point preference gap between voters and non-voters. Row 3 compares the stated preferences of voters to that of non-voters who intended to vote before the election. Row 4 compares the party registration of voters and non-voters in 2010 who were registered with one of the two major parties. Non-voters are 9.5 percentage points more likely to side with the Democratic Party. The final 3 rows re-print the results from tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 where those voters sensitive to weather and election timing are compared to regular voters. Across all tests, non-voters or marginal voters are systematically more supportive of the Democratic Party than regular voters.
and Gill (2005). Examining the same ANES sample from 1952 to 2008, I conduct a multinomial logit analysis (McFadden 1974) where each respondent’s probability of voting for a Democrat, voting for a Republican, or abstaining is predicted using her age, gender, race, and education level. Unlike Martinez and Gill, I do not include attitudinal variables such as party identification because those preferences are endogenous to the decision to turn out (see the previous Lijphart quote). With these predicted probabilities, I calculate the conditional probability that each respondent would support the Democratic candidate if she voted – \( \Pr(D)/[\Pr(D) + \Pr(R)] \). As expected, the average conditional probability for voters is nearly identical to the average level of Democratic support – 50.0%. Remarkably, the average predicted probability for non-voters is very similar to the average level of reported preferences – 55.4%. With both methods, I estimate a 5 percentage point preference gap between voters and non-voters, on average, across all presidential elections from 1952 to 2008.

One particularly interesting group of ANES respondents is those intended to vote before the election but did not. These individuals – 3.1% of all respondents – are similar to other groups of marginal voters in this study because they may have been on the cusp of voting but failed to turn out for one reason or another. Perhaps they were busier than expected on Election Day, couldn’t find their polling place, or were deterred by bad weather. According to their survey responses, 58.1% of these individuals preferred Democratic candidates, creating an 8 percentage point gap between voters and those who intended to vote but did not.

State records of registered voters represent another valuable source of information on marginal voters. All states maintain records of which individuals turned out in recent elections, and 31 states keep records of party registration. Analyzing these voter lists, as compiled by Catalist Inc., following the 2010 election and focusing exclusively on those states with party registration, we can assess the partisan difference between voters and non-voters. Among the 42 million individuals
who are registered with a major party and voted in 2010, 53.6 percent of them side with the Democrats. Alternatively, among the 34 million individuals registered with a party who did not vote, 63.1 percent of them side with the Democrats. Between these two groups of citizens, we see a 9.5 percentage point preference gap.

The final three rows of Table 2.4 present the quasi-experimental comparisons of regular and marginal voters that represent the crux of this study. Across all 7 different comparisons, non-voters or marginal voters are systematically more Democratic than regular voters. The estimated gap between regular and marginal voters varies from 5 to 47 percentage points depending on the setting or the particular subset of marginal voters. Those marginal voters sensitive to weather appear to be unique and not representative of the entire population of non-voters, while those marginal voters sensitive to election timing may be more representative of the non-voting population. Also, despite concerns that observational methods may under-report the true preference gap between regular and marginal voters, substantively large gaps appear with all methods.

Conclusion

The academic literature on the effects of turnout can be confusing, because different studies ask different questions (Grofman, Guillermo, and Collet 1999). What if everyone voted? How different are voters and non-voters? Does higher turnout benefit one party or the other? The first two questions may be impossible to answer in the U.S. and the third question has no definite answer. Higher turnout could help either party depending on who is mobilized. This paper focuses on the more relevant and reachable goal of comparing regular voters to those marginal voters whose decisions to turn out are sensitive to exogenous factors. For the purposes of understanding political representation and the effects of electoral reforms, we may care most about the attitudes of those citizens right at the margins. No single regression can resolve the debate. However, the repeated
analysis of multiple, independent, exogenous factors that influence turnout will help us to understand the preference of these marginal voters.

This paper presents a simple method for comparing the preferences of regular and marginal voters and applies it in three different settings. The major contribution of the method is that it translates opaque regression coefficients into a valuable quantity of interest – the partisan preference gap between regular and marginal voters. However, the method is not a magic bullet. Researchers must still work hard to identify new, exogenous sources of variation in turnout which provide opportunities to understand marginal voters.

Every test in this paper points in the same direction. Regardless of the setting or the particular sample of marginal voters, regular voters are not representative of the larger pool of possible voters. Citizens on the margins are systematically more supportive of the Democratic Party than regular voters, and this gap can have significant electoral consequences. For example, the party of many states’ governors would be different if their elections were held in different years when a different subset of citizens turns out. Even if the introduction of marginal voters in the electorate does not change discrete electoral outcomes, the new composition of voters may still influence the platforms of candidates and the distribution of public services. Currently, American elections fail to reflect the preferences of all citizens because those on the margins are systematically different from those regularly participating. The repeated testing of preference gaps between marginal and regular voters may improve our understanding of this phenomenon and identify solutions for the mitigation of this participatory inequality.
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Abstract

Social capital and community activity are thought to increase voter turnout, but reverse causation and omitted variables may bias the results of previous studies. We exploit saint’s day fiestas in Mexico as a natural experiment to test this causal relationship. Saint’s day fiestas provide temporary but large shocks to the connectedness and trust within a community, and the timing of these fiestas is quasi-random. Employing both cross-municipality and within-municipality estimates, we find that saint’s day fiestas occurring near an election decrease turnout by 2.5 to 3.5 percentage points. Community activities which generate social capital can inhibit political participation, giving pause to scholars and policymakers who assume that such activity will improve the performance of democracy.
Collective action problems are an enduring concern in political science and all of social science. Activities that are vital to a community may be under-provided by self-interested individuals (Olson 1965). Voter turnout and political participation represent one such collective action problem because the community benefits are significant (Lijphart 1997), but the individual incentives are low (Downs 1957). Social capital has been offered as one potential solution to low turnout and other collective action problems (Putnam 1993, 1995, 2000). This paper explicitly tests the validity of this claim.

Social capital refers to the degree of connectedness and trust within a community which are built through interactions among community members.\footnote{While numerous and conflicting definitions of social capital exist in the literature, we restrict ourselves to this specific definition. Previous scholars make distinctions between bridging vs. bonding social capital as well as the relative importance of connectedness vs. trust. We are agnostic in regard to these debates, and our identification strategy exploits variation in both connectedness and trust along with both bridging and bonding social capital.} In this paper, we exploit a natural experiment to test the effect of social capital on voter turnout. Does community activity which increases trust and connectedness lead to collectively beneficial behavior and improve the quality of democracy? In particular, we evaluate whether voter turnout is affected by the timing of large-scale community interactions which create and reinforce social capital.

Previous scholars have proposed several ways in which community activity and subsequent social capital can increase collective actions such as voter turnout. First, well-connected communities can more easily enforce cooperative behavior (Stolle 1998), and recent field experiments demonstrate the potential role of social pressure in voter mobilization (Gerber, Green, and Larimer 2008; Nickerson 2008). Second, social capital can increase turnout by increasing the flow of information. While the direct costs of voting are a significant barrier to turnout, social
capital may alleviate the additional costs of becoming engaged and informed about politics (Fiorina 1990; Berinsky 2005). Lastly, social capital may expose citizens to potential benefits for others and increase their incentive to vote (Duch and Palmer 2004; Edlin, Gelman, and Kaplan 2007; Fowler 2006; Rotemberg 2009).

Despite these theoretical predictions that social capital will increase democratic participation, there are competing possibilities. First, time is an essential resource for voting and other collective behaviors (Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995), and community activities can consume much of an individual’s available time (Rupasingha, Goetz, and Freshwater 2006). Second, social capital exposes citizens to conflicting views, which may create uncertainty and depress participation (Mutz 2002). Lastly, social capital could decrease voter turnout through personal satisfaction. Previous theories suggest that voters derive satisfaction from the act of voting itself (Riker and Ordeshook 1968), and social capital provides an alternative way in which citizens can achieve this personal fulfillment. Furthermore, even if connectedness and trust themselves are not detrimental for participation, the community activities recommended by scholars to increase social capital may have adverse consequences, distracting citizens and depressing political participation. In fact, governments and development organizations are currently implementing policies to increase community activity on the assumption that this will foster and maintain democracy (Nelson 1995; Paxton 2002; Krishna 2007), so an empirical assessment of these effects is needed.

Putting the theoretical arguments together, social capital and the community activities which generate social capital may have positive or negative effects on collective action, and they could serve as either a complement or a substitute for political participation. In this paper, we explicitly assess the relationship between social capital and voter turnout by exploiting exogenous increases in community interactions which build and reinforce social capital. In doing so, we test a fundamental question in the literatures on social capital and political participation: can increased community
activity lead to increased participation thereby improving the health of democracy? In the ideal experiment, we would randomly treat some individuals or communities with high doses of community engagement right around the time of an election. While this experiment is practically unfeasible, we identify a naturally occurring process which closely mimics this ideal experiment: saint’s day fiestas in Mexico.

To assess the relationship between social capital and voter turnout, we exploit two sources of quasi-random variation. First, the fiesta date of each community is quasi-random, such that a community with a fiesta date near an election is on average no different than a community with a fiesta date far from the election, aside from their differing fiesta dates. Comparing across these groups of communities, we can estimate the causal effect of heightened community interaction right around the time of an election. Second, the timing of Mexico’s federal elections switched from mid-August in 1994 to early July in 1997. As a result, some communities which previously had fiestas near the election no longer do and vice versa. Exploiting this quasi-random shock to the electoral calendar, we test whether voter turnout within a community changes as the election date move close to or further from the fiesta date. With both tests, we estimate a significant, negative effect of social capital on voter turnout. When a saint’s day occurs within two weeks of an election, turnout in that community is depressed by 2.5 to 3.5 percentage points.

In the next section, we discuss previous attempts to assess the effect of social capital, and we explain why these studies systematically overestimate the true causal effect. Next, we provide a brief history of saint’s day fiestas, demonstrate that the fiesta dates are quasi-random, and show that the fiestas successfully generate social capital. Then, we provide the main empirical results, analyzing the voting behavior of 325 Mexican municipalities with only one Catholic Church in 7 federal elections between 1991 and 2009. Then, we extend the analysis to present three additional sets of findings. (1) Because turnout is persistent across elections, a fiesta which demobilizes a community
in one election will depress turnout in subsequent elections as well. (2) The size of the effect of saint’s day fiestas varies in important ways. The effect is stronger (more negative) in smaller, more Catholic communities where the fiestas are more intense. Also, the effect is equally strong when local elections coincide with the federal election even though overall participation is greater during local elections. (3) Having analyzed rural municipalities, we replicate the same effect in Monterrey, a large urban setting. Then, we discuss and rule out several alternative explanations of our findings. Finally, we conclude by discussing the implications of our results for collective action and democratic governance.

In numerous academic fields, social capital is posited to boost the economic, social, and political health of society (Putnam 1993; Knack and Keefer 1997). Despite the importance of these causal claims, they have not been rigorously tested. Not surprisingly, individuals who are connected to their community or trust their community are more likely to participate in politics. However, it remains to be determined whether social capital as a policy prescription could causally increase democratic participation. To our knowledge, this paper offers the best available evidence on the causal effects of social capital and the types of community activity which generate social capital. We find no evidence that social capital causally increases collective action; in fact, an exogenous increase in community activity actually decreases voter turnout.

**Previous Estimates and the Problem of Endogeneity**

Existing empirical evidence for the effects of social capital is correlational: trends in measures of social activity over time correspond with trends in turnout and other collective actions (Skocpol 1997; Putnam 2000), regions with high measures of social activity tend to have higher turnout (Putnam 2000), and individuals who are socially connected are more likely to vote (Knack 1992; Lake and Huckfeldt 1998; Fowler 2005). Moreover, citizens who participate in their
community are more likely to participate in politics (Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995). However, these correlations lack a causal interpretation due to reverse causation and confounding variables. Social capital is not randomly assigned but rather an endogenous characteristic of generations, regions, and individuals. For instance, the act of participating in politics may generate social capital. Additionally, the types of individuals who are socially connected are probably the types of citizens who would vote regardless of their social situation.

Even in 1840, Alexis de Tocqueville acknowledged the possibility that social capital is endogenous to political activity: “Civil associations, therefore, pave the way for political associations; on the other hand, political associations develop and improve in some strange way civil associations” (De Tocqueville 1840). This type of reverse causation would lead any correlational finding to overestimate the true causal effect of community engagement on political participation. Several studies suggest that good political institutions foster community connectedness but the reverse relationship does not hold (Booth and Richard 1998; Letki and Evans 2005).

One important confounding variable in these studies is an individual’s underlying level of sociability. Researchers have shown that personality traits such as extroversion, social aggression, and self-confidence have direct effects on both measures of social capital (Scheufele and Shah 2000) and voter turnout (Gerber et al. 2011). Individuals predisposed to be social are more likely to be involved in their communities and are more likely to vote. However, forcing a non-social person to connect with others may have no impact on her decision to vote. Numerous other omitted variables may further cloud the interpretation of the generational, regional, and individual correlations between social capital and turnout.

Ideally, we could obtain an unbiased estimate of the effect of community participation on turnout through a randomized, controlled experiment. In the correlational observations, socially connected individuals or groups are significantly different from those who are unconnected.
Randomization would remove endogeneity because we could be sure that the comparison groups are truly comparable to one another. We would randomly assign some individuals or groups to be socially connected and others to be disconnected. Unfortunately, such an experiment would be practically, financially, and ethically unfeasible. Therefore, we exploit a natural experiment in which social capital is assigned in a quasi-random manner: saint’s day fiestas in Mexico. Further, different communities receive this shock at different times throughout the year as determined by the feast day associated with each parish’s patron saint. By exploiting the quasi-random variation in the timing of fiestas across municipalities and by exploiting an exogenous change in Mexico’s electoral calendar, we obtain unbiased estimates of the effect of community activity on turnout. Moreover, because saint’s day fiestas are exactly the types of prescriptions recommended by social capital scholars, our results speak the potential of social capital as a policy prescription for increased democratic performance.

We are aware of only one other study that employs a quasi-experimental approach to study social capital and turnout. Condon (2009) conducts an ongoing study of U.S. elementary schools randomly assigned into the FAST (Families and Schools Together) program. Parents of students in the FAST schools are encouraged to become more involved in their child’s school. Condon estimates a negative effect of the program on turnout. Parents assigned to the FAST program were less likely to vote than the control parents. Unfortunately, the way in which subjects were recruited for the study led to significant pre-treatment differences between parents in the two comparison groups. Specifically, parents in the FAST program were typically poorer and less likely to vote before the study which could generate biased estimates. We admire this approach and exploit a separate quasi-experiment to address the effects of social capital in a different political setting.
Saint's Day Fiestas in Mexico

The generation of social capital is not a formal process. Rather, citizens become connected to one another by coming together, engaging in casual conversation, eating, drinking, and having fun. In their review of communities which succeed in generating social capital, Putnam and Feldstein (2003) identify dinner parties, picnics, music, local art, and dancing as important sources of community engagement and trust. In one specific example, the authors argue that a multicultural festival helped the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative to build social capital in a previously deteriorating Boston neighborhood: “At countless community meetings, at the multicultural festival, through hard side-by-side labor, they [the initiative] helped people connect and reconnect.”

According to Putnam and Feldstein, social capital arises from casual community interaction, and it can arise quickly over the course of days or weeks. By this account, saint’s day fiestas in Mexico generate social capital in abundance. These are exactly the interventions that scholars would prescribe to increase the social capital and subsequent democratic performance of a community.

Saint’s day fiestas offer a unique opportunity to test the effects of community activity and the subsequent social capital for the following reasons. Roman Catholic churches are predominant throughout Mexico, and each church or parish has a patron saint. Each patron saint has a particular feast date, typically the day of the year that the saint died. Around the feast date of a particular church’s patron saint, the members of the church community hold a large festival, celebrating their saint and their community. In most Mexican communities, these saint’s day fiestas are the biggest social event of the year, comparable to if not bigger than the celebrations coinciding with Easter and Christmas.

Our subsequent analysis makes three assumptions about saint’s day fiestas in Mexico. First, the time of year at which each parish celebrates its fiesta is exogenous to other features of the communities. For example, a community that celebrates its fiesta in January is on average no
different from one that celebrates its fiesta in July.\textsuperscript{2} Second, these fiestas temporarily increase the social capital of the community. For several weeks leading up to and following the fiesta, the community experiences an increase in social connectedness, sense of belonging, trust in the community, and discussion of important issues in the community. Third, if these fiestas do in fact influence voter turnout, we can attribute this effect to the boost of community activity generated by the fiestas. The following sections provide empirical support for these assumptions.

**Fiesta Timing is Quasi-Random**

To initially assess whether fiesta dates are quasi-random, we surveyed 14 Catholic priests and officials in Mexico whose e-mail address were listed in online church directories.\textsuperscript{3} These individuals are not representative of all Catholic communities in Mexico, but they provide general, qualitative support for our assumptions about when fiestas occur and the extent to which they increase social capital.

The patron saint of each church is typically chosen for historical or idiosyncratic reasons. Moreover, the particular fiesta date for each saint is arbitrary, typically the day of the year that the saint died centuries ago. In our survey, we asked respondents how their particular parish chose its patron saint. No respondent indicated that the time of year for the fiesta was considered in this decision. Rather, patron saints resulted from idiosyncratic events or the preferences of one

\textsuperscript{2} Later in the paper, we present an estimate which is not sensitive to this assumption. By exploiting an exogenous change in the election date, we test for the effects of increased social capital within municipalities.

\textsuperscript{3} E-mail addresses were obtained from online directories of the 68 dioceses and 18 archdioceses in Mexico. Links to each diocese website are located at http://www.cem.org.mx/diocesis/.
particular priest or bishop. For example, one respondent from a church called “Our Lady of Refuge” provided the following account: “The people of God were consulted with the approval of the bishop. Here in Tamaulipas, there is great devotion to Our Lady of Refuge because we were officially put under the patronage of Our Lady of Refuge by the Spanish royalty during colonial times.” In this case, as in many other cases, Spanish colonizers chose the patron saint of the community for arbitrary reasons. These stories indicate that the fiesta date of a particular parish is exogenous to the characteristics of the community. Later in the paper, we provide further empirical evidence that the fiesta dates are exogenous. Demographic variables are uncorrelated with the fiesta dates, and communities with fiestas occurring near an election are no different from others in terms of their economic and demographic characteristics.

Fiestas Provide a Temporary Shock to Social Capital

To discern whether saint’s day fiestas increase the short-term connectedness of their communities, we asked a series of survey questions regarding the nature of these fiestas. The priests and officials indicated that their fiestas last anywhere from 1 to 10 days, require 8 to 30+ days of preparation, and involve 400 to 5000 attendants. When asked about the types of activities at the fiestas, respondents listed numerous social and religious activities including eating, dancing, theatrical performances, wheelbarrow races, egg tosses, lotteries, singing, musical performances, mass, communion, confession, and religious processions. We expected that priests and religious officials would focus on the religious aspects of the event. However, more than half of the activities mentioned were social and secular. Several respondents specifically mentioned that coexistence of neighbors is a primary component of the fiestas.

---

4 All responses have been translated from Spanish.
When we asked more specifically whether fiesta attendants discussed important political issues, respondents indicated that community members discuss municipal administration, public safety, unemployment, and the performance of political leaders at the fiestas. Finally, we asked whether the fiesta helps to build trust within the community. All respondents confirmed that this was the case. Community trust and discussion of important issues are critical elements of capital, and fiestas are successful in fostering these phenomena. Saint’s day fiestas bring members of a community together. By preparing food, singing, dancing, and discussing important issues, the citizens are temporarily raising the connectedness of the entire community. As one clergy-member remarked, “Saint’s day fiestas are a means to increase communion between the faithful.”

Lastra, Sherzer, and Sherzer (2009) conducted an in depth ethnographic study of two saint’s day fiestas in Central Mexico. In their descriptive account, the authors note the significance of these events for community connectedness: “The event reinforces peoples’ sense of community. . . . It is striking that all the events of the patron saint fiesta are group activities that require collaboration. . . . Every year the collaboration necessary for the complex organization of the fiesta reaffirms its [the community’s] social and ritual structure. . . . One aspect of sociability that is prevalent during fiestas is the cultural theme of accompanying, that is, or being with, sharing the moment with, friends, compadres, and the saint” (pp. 116-117). This account affirms our claim that saint’s day fiestas temporarily increase a community’s capital.

The account of Lastra, Sherzer, and Sherzer and our survey responses suggest that saint’s day fiestas provide quasi-random shocks to social capital. Every community receives this positive shock at some point throughout the year, but the particular time of year is essentially random. We focus our study on Mexican municipalities with one Catholic church. On average, municipalities which celebrate their fiesta around an election should be no different than those that do not, except for the timing of their fiesta date. Both sets of municipalities have the same general level of social
activity, but they receive these shocks to connectedness and trust at different times. We exploit this quasi-random variation to estimate the effects of community activity and the subsequent boost of social capital on voter turnout.

Some scholars assume that social capital is a long-term characteristic of a community that cannot vary over short periods of time, but according to Putnam himself, this view is a misconception. “While some early work was understood to imply that stocks of social capital were immutable except on a time-scale of centuries, we now are beginning to explore ways in which individual behavior and collective choice can have important effects on social capital over even relatively short periods” (2002, p. xxii). According to Putnam, social capital can be increased in the short term, and saint’s day fiestas are precisely the types of events prescribed to do so. In fact, if social capital is indeed “immutable except on a time-scale of centuries,” then the concept has no policy relevance and can only be useful for historical summary. Our subsequent empirical analysis assesses the consequences of these short term shocks to social capital.

The Effect of Saint’s Day Fiestas on Voter Turnout

We have collected census and electoral data for all municipalities across Mexico in which there is only one Catholic church and in which we could confidently identify the patron saint and corresponding feast date of the church.\(^5\) We focus specifically on municipalities with one church because we want to ensure that the saint’s day fiesta and corresponding social capital is affecting a

\(^5\) Census data were downloaded from the web site of the Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía, the Mexican government agency which administers the census. Electoral data were downloaded from the web site of the Instituto Federal Electoral, the Mexican government agency charged with administering elections and certifying the results.
large proportion of the community that we observe. In total, we examine 325 municipalities across 7 national elections for a total of 2255 observations. Summary statistics for all municipalities are presented in the Appendix. These communities are predominantly rural, agricultural, low-income, and Roman Catholic.

Our surveys indicate that saint’s day fiestas increase social capital for several weeks before and after the actual fiesta date. As a result, we code a “treatment” variable, \( \text{Fiesta} \), which takes a value of 1 if the fiesta date is within 2 weeks of the election date and 0 if the fiesta date is further from the election. We will say that a municipality is receiving a shock of community participation if its fiesta date lies anywhere within the four week window surrounding the election in that particular year. In the appendix, we show that our subsequent results are not sensitive to the choice of this arbitrary window size. Our subsequent results would be nearly identical for any cutoff between 3 and 18 days.

Municipalities with fiesta dates after the election are included in our fiesta “treatment”, because fiesta preparations begin weeks before the actual fiesta date. The shock to social capital begins several weeks before the fiesta date and continues for several weeks afterward. Moreover, individuals may smoothly allocate their free time (Becker 1965), so an upcoming fiesta will consume time and affect citizens before it begins. However, our subsequent results are unchanged if we only include municipalities with a fiesta date before the election in our coding of the \( \text{Fiesta} \) variable. For

---

6 We identified single parish municipalities by collecting online diocese directories and determining which municipalities are served by only a single church.

7 The total number of observations is less than \( 325 \times 7 = 2275 \) because turnout data is missing in 1 case, and 19 cases were dropped because the reported turnout was greater than the voting age population. Subsequent results are robust to the inclusion of these municipalities.
any of the 7 election years in our data set, there are 52 to 54 municipalities with fiestas occurring within two weeks of the election date.

With these data in hand, we quantitatively test our assumption that fiesta dates are quasi-random and then evaluate whether community activity is a complement or a substitute for political participation.

If fiesta timing is quasi-random, there should be few differences in observable pre-treatment characteristics between municipalities which have fiestas close to and far from the election date. The Appendix presents placebo regressions which test for differences between these two sets of municipalities along numerous demographic, economic, and political variables. There are few meaningful differences, and for the variables where we do see some small differences (earnings, partisan support, and government employment) these differences may result from the downstream effects of the fiesta date and the subsequent shock to voter turnout. Importantly, our subsequent results are robust to the inclusion of any of these covariates as controls in our analysis. Consistent with our prior argument that fiesta dates are quasi-random, this analysis suggests that the municipalities in our comparison groups are truly comparable to one another.

We can also assess the comparability of municipalities in our comparison groups by estimating a propensity score. We estimate a Logit model, regressing the \( \text{Fiesta} \) variable on 60 demographic variables from the census. A municipality’s propensity score is its predicted value, representing the \( a\ priori \) predicted probability that the municipality would be in the fiesta treatment given its demographic characteristics. The Appendix presents the distribution of propensity scores for both sets of municipalities. The distribution of propensity scores is similar for both groups.

Having established that fiesta timing is quasi-random, we now turn to evaluating the effect of saint’s day fiestas on turnout. If community activity and social capital influence voter turnout, we expect turnout to vary with fiesta dates. If this exogenous shock of community participation
increases voter turnout, we should see higher average turnout levels for municipalities with fiestas closer to the election date. Conversely, we should see the opposite trend if this shock to social capital decreases turnout.

We take several approaches to estimating the effect of fiestas on turnout. We begin by presenting a nonparametric approach: kernel regression. We calculate residual turnout for each observation removing variation associated with different election years and the mean turnout levels in each state. Figure 3.1 shows the predicted level of residual turnout relative to the number of weeks that a municipality’s fiesta occurs before or after the election. Turnout is significantly lower for municipalities holding a fiesta close to the election date. Several weeks before the election we begin to see the negative effect, and it continues for municipalities holding fiestas several weeks after the election.

Next, we employ two parametric approaches to estimate the effect of fiesta timing on voter turnout. Both results are presented in Table 3.1. First, we estimate the effect of the Fiesta treatment by ordinary least squares (Pooled OLS). To improve the precision of the estimates, we include year fixed-effects and state turnout in the model. According to this estimate, a fiesta occurring within two weeks of the election decreases voter turnout by 3.5 percentage points. This estimate, which primarily exploits variation across different municipalities, is statistically (p < .01) and substantively significant. In the appendix (Tables A3.3 and A3.4) we show that a simple difference-in-means yields the same result, and the result is robust the exclusion or inclusion of different years or control variables.
Residual turnout removes year and state level variation in turnout. For each municipality-year, we regress turnout on year fixed effects and state level turnout, and then compute the residuals. This graph uses an epanechnikov kernel with bandwidth 3.5, but the result is not sensitive to the choice of kernel or bandwidth. Dotted lines indicate standard errors.
The dependent variable is voter turnout, coded as percentage points from 0 to 100. Each observation is a municipality-year between 1991 and 2009. “Fiesta” is a dummy variable indicating whether the municipality’s saint’s day fiesta occurred within two weeks of the election.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) Pooled OLS</th>
<th>(2) Fixed Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fiesta</td>
<td>-3.452</td>
<td>-2.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.038)**</td>
<td>(1.113)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year Fixed Effects</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipality Fixed Effects</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Turnout</td>
<td>79.726</td>
<td>48.185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5.738)**</td>
<td>(6.203)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>2255</td>
<td>2255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SER</td>
<td>11.01</td>
<td>9.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Municipality-clustered standard errors in parentheses; * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%
As a second test of the effect of saint’s day fiestas, we leverage a shift in the federal election date. For the 1991 and 1994 elections, elections took place in mid-August, but the subsequent five elections took place in early July. Therefore, we can test for changes in voter turnout for individual municipalities which fell into or out of the Fiesta treatment as a result of the change in election date. Our second estimate in Table 3.1 includes municipality fixed effects, removing any variation in turnout across different municipalities. As the election date moves within (outside) two weeks of a municipality’s fiesta date, turnout decreases (increased) by 2.5 percentage points (p < .05). Even if fiesta dates are endogenous to turnout for some unknown reason, this fixed effects estimate would still provide an unbiased estimate because we have removed any variation across different municipalities.

We reject the hypothesis that social capital, along with the type of community activity thought to improve democracy, increases turnout. Rather, a fiesta occurring within two weeks of a federal election will reduce voter turnout in the municipality by 2.5 to 3.5 percentage points. This result is inconsistent with previous correlational observations, suggesting that those analyses are biased upward due to reverse causation and omitted variable bias. While social individuals and groups are more likely to vote, the random assignment of community activity does not increase but rather decreases voter turnout.

---

8 We conduct a Hausman test (Hausman 1978) comparing our fixed effects estimates to those from a random effects model, and cannot reject the null that the estimands are equal. As a result, we have no evidence that our fixed effects estimate is statistically different from our cross-sectional estimates. Second, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the independent effect of each municipality is uncorrelated with the treatment variable. This provides further support for our claim that fiesta dates are quasi-random.
Persistence of Turnout across Subsequent Elections

If saint’s day fiestas decrease turnout in one election, we expect that such demobilization will continue to have an effect in subsequent elections. Empirical research suggests that voting is habitual (Plutzer 2002; Gerber, Green, and Schachar 2003; Meredith 2009; Davenport et al. 2010), so the decision to abstain from voting in one election will decrease the probability of voting in future elections. To explore this possibility we take a closer look at the switchers, those municipalities which fell into or out of the fiesta treatment over time.

Our cases fall into three categories in regard to their receipt of the fiesta treatment. There are approximately 50 municipalities with August fiesta dates which only experienced the social capital shock in 1991 and 1994. There are approximately 50 municipalities with late June or early July feast dates which only experienced the social capital shock in the five elections following 1994. And there are approximately 220 municipalities with other feast dates which never had a fiesta within two weeks of the election.  

Figure 3.2 shows the residual turnout rates for all three of these groups across each election year. We can see that the June/July municipalities voted at the same rate as the “control” municipalities in 1991 and 1994 when they had not yet received the treatment. Then, after the election date moved toward their fiesta date, their turnout rates dropped and remained lower through all subsequent elections. The August municipalities initially began with lower turnout rates because they fiestas coincided with the elections in 1991 and 1994. Following the change in election date, turnout remained low through subsequent years even though these municipalities no longer

---

9 These numbers are approximate, because the election date does move slightly from year to year. However, the only big change occurred between 1994 and 1997, so we simplify our analysis here to designate three groups of municipalities.
received the social capital shock around the election. The observed trend is consistent with the hypothesis that negative shocks to voter turnout will persist over time.

Looking more closely at the municipalities treated from after 1994, we see further evidence that the fiesta treatment is persistent. Residual turnout is initially similar between the two groups when neither group has a fiesta near the election, but once the election date switches, residual turnout progressively declines with each election. The longer a municipality has had a fiesta near the election, the greater the negative effect. By 2006 when these municipalities have their fourth election around the time of a fiesta, their turnout is 4.5 percentage points lower than their counterparts. The repeated existence of a fiesta around the time of multiple elections has a particularly strong demobilizing effect. These results do not suggest that the social capital generated by a fiesta persists for several years; we saw earlier that the fiestas only increase community participation for several weeks. Rather, the act of voting itself is persistent, so an individual’s failure to vote in one election decreases her chances of voting in the next election.

The persistence of the fiesta effect explains why our fixed effects estimate is slightly smaller (closer to zero) than our cross-sectional results. The fixed effects analysis focuses on individual municipalities in which the treatment changed. When the election date changed, the municipalities with August elections were no longer treated. However, the negative effects of their previous treatments persisted, causing turnout to remain low. Given this phenomenon, our fixed effects estimate is likely biased toward zero, suggesting that we should rely more heavily on our cross-sectional results. Alternatively, if we think that the data in Figure 3.2 results from imbalances between the August municipalities and the rest of the sample, then we should rely more heavily on our fixed effects estimate. Both estimates provide similar results, so the interpretation of these patterns is inconsequential for our main empirical result.
Again, residual turnout removes variation associated with each year and state. The graph presents the average level of residual turnout for three different subsets of Municipalities. Those with fiesta dates in August were “treated” in the 1991 and 1994 elections. Those with fiesta dates in late June/early July were treated in all elections from 1997 to 2009. All remaining municipalities were never treated in any election. The vertical bars represent standard errors.
Variation of the Effect across Municipalities

If saint’s day fiestas decrease voter turnout, we expect the effect to vary across different type of municipalities. We modify our pooled OLS model to include interaction terms which assess the conditions under which the fiestas will have a stronger or weaker effect on voter turnout. Table 3.2 shows the results of three regressions which include various interaction terms. In each case, the variables have been re-coded to range from 0 to 1. Therefore, we can interpret the coefficient on an interaction term as the change in the effect of fiestas as we move from municipalities with the lowest level of the explanatory variable to those with the highest level.

First, we expect the effect to be larger in municipalities with a higher percentage of Catholics. In these municipalities, the fiesta will involve a higher proportion of residents and the shocks to social capital will be more intense. Column 1 shows that the effect is 8.3 percentage points greater (more negative) as we move from the municipalities with the lowest proportion of Catholics to those with the highest proportion of Catholics.

Second, the effect should be greater in smaller municipalities for several reasons. Smaller communities with fewer social alternatives will attract a higher proportion of residents to the fiesta. Also, we have restricted our analysis to municipalities with only one church. Larger municipalities may have other churches that we are unaware of. If this is the case, our effect will be diluted in these larger municipalities because a smaller proportion of residents will attend the fiesta. Column 2 indicates that the effect of fiesta timing is strongest for smaller municipalities. Saint’s day fiestas actually decrease turnout by 21 percent for the smallest municipalities in our data set.\(^\text{10}\) In a

\(^{10}\) Normally, it is tricky to directly interpret the coefficients in interactive models. However, since we have coded the fiesta treatment and log population to range from 0 to 1, we can interpret the coefficient on \textit{Fiesta} in column 2 as the effect of the fiesta treatment for the smallest communities in our data set.
Table 3.2. Variance of the Fiesta Effect across Municipalities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fiesta</td>
<td>3.354</td>
<td>-21.183</td>
<td>-3.179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4.324)</td>
<td>(4.082)**</td>
<td>(1.041)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiesta * Catholic</td>
<td>-8.288</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5.219)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiesta * Log Population</td>
<td></td>
<td>27.887</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(5.885)**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiesta * Local Election</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.537</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(3.090)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>7.074</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.888)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Population</td>
<td></td>
<td>-15.925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2.885)**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Election</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.351)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year Fixed Effects</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Turnout</td>
<td>79.15</td>
<td>66.073</td>
<td>70.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5.272)**</td>
<td>(5.088)**</td>
<td>(5.207)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>2255</td>
<td>2255</td>
<td>2255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SER</td>
<td>11.84</td>
<td>11.57</td>
<td>11.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Municipality-clustered standard errors in parentheses; * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%

The dependent variable is voter turnout, coded as percentage points from 0 to 100. Each observation is a municipality-election between 1991 and 2009. “Fiesta” is a dummy variable indicating whether the municipality’s saint’s day fiesta occurred within two weeks of the election. “Local Election” is a dummy variable indicating whether the federal election coincided with a state or local election in that particular municipality. The variables “Catholic” and “Log Pop” are coded to range from 0 to 1. Therefore, the interaction terms can be interpreted as the change in the treatment effect as we move from the smallest (least Catholic) to the largest (most Catholic) municipalities in the data set.
community of 400 to 500 residents, 1 in 5 individuals are demobilized by a fiesta occurring near the election date.

Lastly, we test whether the effect is different if a local election happens to coincide with the federal election. Turnout is typically higher in local elections compared to federal elections, and citizens are more likely to care about the local races. In column 3, we do find that turnout is significantly higher when a local election coincides with the federal election, but the demobilizing effect of saint’s day fiestas is unchanged. Even in elections where citizens are highly interested, the demobilizing effect of community participation remains.

**Replicating the Findings in an Urban Setting**

Our previous analysis has focused solely on Mexican municipalities with just one Catholic Church. Thus, our data set consists of primarily poor, rural, agricultural communities. The questions remain whether our results will generalize to other democratic communities. In order to ensure internal validity, we have limited our study to the subset of regions for which we can make valid inferences. To test for external validity, we test the effect of saint’s day fiestas on turnout in an urban center, Monterrey. This analysis, presented in the Appendix, lacks the precision of our previous analysis. Nonetheless, we estimate a similar effect. Saint’s day fiestas decrease turnout in Monterey by approximately 3 percentage points, just as they do in rural municipalities. Therefore, the same mechanisms that lead community participation to decrease turnout in rural municipalities are present in urban settings as well.

**Testing Alternative Explanations**

We have presented evidence that the occurrence of a saint’s day fiesta near a federal election significantly decreases voter turnout in a community, and we have argued that this decrease is
causally attributable to the community activity and subsequent social capital generated by fiestas. In this section, we consider alternatives to our causal interpretation. Challenges to our findings will likely come in two forms. First, there may be unobserved differences between municipalities in our comparison groups that confound our results. Second, the observed effect may driven by some extraneous factor that also changes during the fiestas.

We have already attempted to rule out the first challenge regarding the comparability of municipalities with fiesta dates near and far from the election date. The placebo regressions and distribution of propensity scores demonstrate that there are few observable differences between these groups. Moreover, we obtain a similar result employing municipality fixed effects which is not sensitive to differences between municipalities. All of these results are consistent with our claim that fiesta dates are quasi-random. However, more subtle alternative explanations are still possible.

Catholic parishes choose their patron saints for many reasons. Perhaps certain characteristics are correlated with the type of patron saint that a church will select. Since some saints are quite common, one may worry that the results are driven by the churches of one or a few particular saints. There are 7 different fiesta dates that are shared by more than 15 churches in our data set. Our results are robust to the exclusion of any of these sets of churches. Another way to address this concern is to measure the degree of similarity within churches sharing a fiesta date. We find that the variance of census covariates among municipalities sharing a fiesta date is the same as the variance of covariates across all municipalities. Therefore, all evidence is consistent with our argument that the fiesta dates are quasi-random.

Another possibility is that certain types of municipalities will choose patron saints whose feast date occurs at a convenient time. Perhaps the family members of college students or migrant workers will prefer to have their fiestas during the summer or around Christmas so that their relatives can return home during the celebration. We find that municipalities with summer or
Christmas fiesta dates are demographically similar to all other municipalities. However, as previously discussed, even if there were some unobserved variable correlated with fiesta dates, our fixed effects estimate would still provide an unbiased estimate because it removes differences across municipalities.

We assume that saint’s day fiestas influence social capital, and the way in which the fiestas affect voter turnout is through both community activity and the subsequent social capital generated by the fiestas. Since we cannot obtain a precise measure of community participation, we estimate the effect of fiestas on turnout. If fiestas influence turnout through some mechanism other than community participation, we could draw a misleading conclusion about the relationship between social capital and turnout. While we cannot prove the validity of this assumption, we can raise alternative possibilities and assess their plausibility.

As we have discussed, Saints Day Fiestas are large events spanning several days and requiring multiple weeks of preparation. Is there something other than social capital that changes during the fiesta that might explain our result? One possibility is that intense celebration and alcohol consumption exhaust citizens. On one level, exhaustion is not inherently at odds with social capital. We want to test the effect of citizens coming together and connecting. If they happen to consume alcohol or lose sleep when they convene, that would be one byproduct of social engagement. However, our results cannot be attributed solely to hangovers or sleeping in, because we look at a four week window. Tiredness might influence turnout if the fiesta occurs one or two days before the election. However, we find that fiestas occurring two weeks before or after the election date decrease turnout in the same way as those occurring the day before the election. The fact that the effect spans across a long time period both before and after the election rules out the possibility that our effect could be entirely driven by exhaustion, hangovers, or other factors which would not span this same time period.
Another possibility is that political candidates or government officials would visit the festivals in order to influence the community’s political participation. Since turnout decreases during the fiestas, this type of political activity would have to decrease turnout in order to work against our conclusions. Perhaps citizens are disillusioned by political campaigning at the festivals or government officials actually attempt to decrease turnout in communities that oppose them. Both possibilities are unlikely, particularly for the small, rural municipalities in our data set. Additionally, our survey respondents indicated that there is never any official political or government activity at their fiestas. We can also rule out the possibility that voter registration plays a role because the deadline to register is several months before the election date.

A related explanation is that saint’s day fiestas interfere with the campaign activity that would typically mobilize voters. Again, this story may not be at odds with our claim if community activity and social capital in general tend to interfere with campaign activity. This campaign effect would be part of the downstream effect of community participation. Nonetheless, altered campaign activity cannot entirely explain our results, because of the duration of our effect. We would not expect a fiesta after the election to interfere with campaign activity in the same way that a fiesta before the election might. Again, the long time period across which we see an effect rules out the possibility that our results are driven by a short-term factor such as altered campaign activity before the election. If anything, the occurrence of the fiesta should make it easier for campaigns to reach citizens and mobilize citizens, but we do not observe this phenomenon.

Since saint’s day fiestas have an inherently religious purpose, the fiestas may alter the community’s level of personal religiosity which in turn influences turnout. Ten of 12 survey respondents indicated that church attendance increases during the fiestas, so this hypothesis is plausible. However, religious participation is thought to be both a source and consequence of social capital (Putnam 2000; Putnam and Campbell 2010), so this possibility is not at odds with our
conclusions. In fact, we take this increased religiosity as supporting evidence that fiestas temporarily increase social connectedness and trust within a community. Moreover, evidence suggests that religious activity may causally increase, not decrease, voter turnout (Gerber, Gruber, and Hungerman 2008), so we suspect that our results cannot be entirely attributed to religiosity.

Discussion and Conclusion

Social scientists have long considered vibrant civic political associations a basic requisite of democracy. Lipset (1959) claims, “In a large complex society, the body of the citizenry is unable to affect the policies of the state. If citizens do not belong to politically relevant groups, if they are atomized, the controllers of the central power apparatus will completely dominate the society.” More recently, social capital scholars have argued that non-political civic associations promote participation and effective governance (Putnam 1993, 1995, 2000; Tavits 2006). This study focuses on the hypothesis regarding social capital and political participation.

We exploit a natural experiment to test the effect of participation in local community festivals on voter turnout. Saint’s day fiestas bring together individuals in a community, allowing them to connect with one another and discuss important issues. Contrary to previous theories and observational findings, this exogenous shock to community activity around the time of a federal election actually decreases voter turnout. To be clear, we do not conclude that social capital on its own depresses political participation. Rather, the types of community activities which increase social capital can have adverse consequences. As these activities increase trust and connectedness, they also distract citizens from the political process and decrease participation. This finding is not obvious. In fact, when we described our design to other researchers, many predicted that turnout would increase and none expected that it would decrease.
While the results presented in this paper undermine one of the most important social capital hypotheses, our findings are not a general indictment of the role of civic engagement in democratic governance and collective behavior. The mechanisms connecting citizen behavior and quality of governance are manifold and complex. The direct effect of community activity on turnout is only one component. There are other ways that community engagement could improve the quality of democracy. For example, governments might be more responsive to a socially-connected citizenry. Also, our analysis takes advantage short-term shocks to social capital, but we cannot say whether the development of long-lasting social capital would have the same effect. Perhaps the temporary shock of a community festival decreases turnout but the long-term social capital necessary to hold regular community festivals is actually beneficial for participation. Nonetheless, we provide the best available test of the hypothesis that social capital will increase turnout and representation, and we find the opposite. Moreover, any policy prescription which aims to increase social capital will likely generate this short-term variety of connectedness, so a test of the consequences of short-term social capital is warranted.

How can we reconcile our findings with previous observations? In virtually every case, measures of social capital are correlated with political participation. However, these correlations may be driven by confounding variables or reverse causation, in which case they tell us nothing about the causal effect of community activity.

Several previous studies are consistent with our finding that community participation decreases turnout. As previously mentioned, Condon (2009) finds that parents assigned to the FAST (Families and Schools Together) program are less likely to vote. Additionally, Stoker and Jennings (1995) find that young couples experience a decrease in political participation around the time of their weddings. Marriage ceremonies bring families and friends together like no other event, and despite the elevated level of social activity, turnout decreases. We present a similar result but
hope to overcome the methodological limitations of previous studies by exploiting the quasi-random
timing of saint’s day fiestas.

Community festivals do not always detract from voter turnout. Addonizio, Green, and
Glaser (2007) find that festivals held on the election date near the polling location can increase voter
turnout by several percentage points. Why do festivals increase turnout in their context and
decrease it in ours? The key difference is that their festivals were specifically designed to attract
voters to the polls. In a sense, their festivals lower the cost of voting, which increases turnout as
expected. In this case, fiestas do not happen on the exact election date (except in a few cases).
Instead, saint’s day fiestas bring individuals together at a time and location removed from voting,
raising social capital without directly altering the cost of voting. Their result suggests that planned
festivals can raise turnout by bringing people to the polls, but their finding says nothing about the
direct effects of social capital.

How can a positive shock to social capital decrease voter turnout? We have proposed three
ways in which heightened social connectedness might detract from political participation. All three
possibilities are plausible, and we suspect that all of them are at work in this context. First, time is
an essential resource for political participation (Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995) which is
consumed by social capital. Rational individuals will smoothly allocate their free time (Becker 1965)
such that community activity will decrease political participation even when the community event
occurs weeks before or after an election. As citizens become more involved with the community,
they have less time to learn about the election, form an informed opinion, and visit the polling place.

Second, social interactions present conflicting views to potential voters which might create
uncertainty (Mutz 2002). Our surveys indicate that citizens talk about contentious issues at the
fiestas and express discontent with political leaders and the political system. Moreover, Joel and
Dina Sherzer, two authors of Adoring the Saints: Fiestas in Central Mexico, told us that political
discontent is pervasive throughout the fiestas. “If you look at the kinds of figures, giant puppets, etc. which parade about during fiestas, they are sardonic, politically biting, and humorously critical of government leaders.” The exposure to conflicting views may cause members of the community to lose confidence in their own political opinions or become disillusioned with politics altogether.

Lastly, citizens often vote because of the sense of civic duty or the fulfillment they derive from the act itself (Riker and Ordeshook 1968). Social capital may serve as a substitute for that type of satisfaction. When citizens contribute to their community at the saint’s day fiesta, they may no longer feel the need to vote, because they have already achieved the fulfillment that they would otherwise obtain through voting. Lastra, Sherzer, and Sherzer (2009) argue that this sense of duty explains the high levels of participation in saint’s day fiestas. “These networks of relationships are effective because of ethical principles that govern the behavior of the inhabitants of the communities. They feel a sense of duty... to carry out one’s promise” (p. 116).

We are among many political scientists concerned with low voter turnout and inequality in the political process (e.g. Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995). Socioeconomic status is highly correlated with voter turnout, which may bias public policies in favor of the few. Many scholars and activists hope that increased community participation and social capital will open the doors of political representation for underrepresented communities like those in our analysis. If social connectedness does increase turnout, then we can improve representation by building community centers, opening parks, and throwing community-wide festivals. However, we find no evidence that such proposals can solve the collective action problem of turnout. To the extent that social capital is correlated with turnout, it is likely a byproduct, not a cause, of a healthy democracy. Contrary to previous thinking, community activity is a substitute, rather than a complement, for political participation.

11 This quote was taken from e-mail correspondence with Joel and Dina Sherzer.
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Pivotality and Turnout: Evidence from a Field Experiment in the Aftermath of a Tied Elections
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Abstract

Many democratic citizens habitually abstain from the political process, and the reasons for this abstention are of great interest to scholars, campaigns, activists, and policymakers. Most social scientists and political pundits assume that greater electoral competition and the increased chance of pivotality will motivate citizens to turn out to the polls. First, analyzing observational and survey evidence, we find little support for this claim. Then exploiting the rare opportunity of a tied election for major political office, we conduct a large-scale field experiment. Informing citizens that an upcoming election will be close has little mobilizing effect. To the extent that we do detect an effect of electoral competition on turnout, it is concentrated among a small set of frequent voters. Our evidence suggests that increased electoral competition is not a solution to low turnout, and the predominant models of turnout which focus on pivotality are of little practical use.
Electoral competition and political participation are essential components of a healthy democracy (Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995), and most scholars argue that these two factors are complementary. In this paper, we exploit an extremely rare opportunity to test the important claim that electoral competition increases citizen participation and we find little support for this notion. Using multiple data sources and an unprecedented experiment, we subject the individual calculus of voting to the most thorough test yet, allowing us to rigorously test the impact of electoral competition on individual behavior in the real world.

Many American citizens abstain from the political process. Since reliable data has become available, at least 30% of eligible citizens have failed to vote in any given presidential election (McDonald and Popkin 2000). Moreover, voting is a habitual act (Verba and Nie 1972; Miller and Shanks 1996; Green and Shachar 2000; Plutzer 2002; Gerber, Green, and Shachar 2003; Meredith 2009), and habitual voters are unrepresentative of the wider population (Verba and Nie 1972; Verba et al. 1995; Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980), so low turnout has significant partisan and policy consequences (Anzia 2011; Citrin et al. 2003; Fowler 2013; Hajnal and Trounstine 2005; Hansford and Gomez 2010; Hill 2010; Knack and White 1998; Martinez and Gill 2005).

Dominant theories of voter participation predict that close electoral competition will increase participation (Riker and Ordeshook 1968), and previous scholars have even offered competition as a cure for unequal participation (Blais, Young, and Lapp 2000). In this paper, we thoroughly review the available evidence and find no convincing causal evidence for a relationship between the closeness of an election and voter turnout. Then we conduct a field experiment in the aftermath of a tied election to test the effect of priming and informing voters about an upcoming close election. Again, we find no consistent evidence that the closeness of elections spurs higher turnout or greater equality in participation. If anything, the closeness of elections may exacerbate the gaps in participation between groups by primarily mobilizing high-frequency voters. If policy
makers hope to increase participation among under-represented groups or the general population, they should focus on the costs of voting, civic duty, and the non-political benefits of voting because electoral competition appears to have little effect. Moreover, the concept of pivotality may hold little practical use to scholars who hope to model and understand the calculus of voting.

The closeness of elections may theoretically lead to increased turnout through two different mechanisms: individual voter psychology or the heightened activity of campaigns and media associated with close elections (Blais 2000, Cox and Munger, 1989). Here we focus on the former. The effects of media and campaigns on voter turnout are thoroughly studied. However, for a variety of reasons that we will explore in this paper, we still do not understand the effect of electoral closeness on voter psychology. Do close elections increase the individual incentive to participate? Isolating the effect of closeness on voter psychology is paramount for both modeling the calculus of voting and also determining how public policies can increase voter turnout. If turnout is strongly influenced by media and campaign functions, these activities can, of course, be increased in the absence of close elections. However, if close elections increase turnout by convincing the voter that her vote is more valuable, then pivotality plays an important role in the calculus of voting and structural reforms that encourage closer elections may be a fruitful policy solution to low participation. In this paper, we undertake a significant test of the psychological mechanism of the effect of close elections.

We proceed by examining the role of electoral competition in traditional models of voter participation. We examine and retest previous attempts to empirically establish a causal relationship between competition and turnout. Then, we provide our own experimental test of this relationship following a fortuitous tied election. Finally, we conclude by arguing for an altered focus in voter participation research.
**Pivotality and Turnout**

In their classic theory, Riker and Ordeshook (1968) attempt to solve the paradox of voter turnout (Downs 1957) by asserting that citizens receive utility from the act of voting itself. In their well-known model, an individual’s decision to vote is influenced by four factors: her probability of casting a decisive vote \( P \), the value she would derive from her preferred candidate winning over that candidate’s closest competitor \( B \), her utility derived from the act of voting itself \( D \), and the cost of voting \( C \). Therefore, a citizen’s returns from voting \( R \) can be written as follows:

(1) \( R = PB + D - C \),

and a citizen will vote when

(2) \( PB + D > C \).

This model provides the basis for much of the current understanding of the decision to vote. When researchers, pundits, and practitioners attempt to explain turnout, they often refer to \( P \) and \( B \), assuming that they are as important if not more important than \( C \) and \( D \). For example, after New York state ranked last in voter turnout in 2010, *The New York Times* asked political scientist Michael McDonald to diagnose the problem. “Mostly, I suspect that the uncompetitive elections is the main cause.”\(^{12}\) However \( P \) is usually infinitesimal (Gelman, King, and Boscardin 1998), so changes to \( P \) should have little effect on turnout. As Schwartz (1987) aptly points out, “Saying that closeness increases the probability of being pivotal . . . is like saying that tall men are more likely than short men to bump their heads on the moon.”

Nevertheless, the widespread belief among political scientists is that electoral competition, and thus higher \( P \), causally influences voter turnout. Classic texts have asserted this relationship: V.

---

O. Key (1949) attributed low turnout in the South during the early 20th century to the lack of electoral competition in general elections and Anthony Downs (1957) famously stated that citizens have no rational reason to turn out in a one-sided election. Since then, numerous scholars have argued that electoral competition is the cure for low turnout (Kelley, Ayres, and Bowen 1967; Teixeira 1992; Wattenberg 2002; Franklin 2008) or the explanation for trends in turnout over time (Burnham 1969; Piven and Cloward 2000; Franklin 2004).

The theoretical strength and intuitive appeal of this model is demonstrated by the number of scholars who assume that electoral competition influences voter psychology and subsequently voter turnout. To provide a recent example of this widespread assumption, Arceneaux and Nickerson (2009) state that “When the race is close and many people care about the outcome, more people decide to vote relative to races in which general interest is low.”

Of course, not all researchers assume a central importance of \( P \). For example, Gerber, Green, and Larimer (2008) note that “Because the probability of casting a decisive vote in an election is typically infinitesimal, the calculus of voting boils down to the relative weight of \( C \) and \( D \).” But the widespread assumption remains that the closeness of an election influences turnout. Andre Blais writes that election closeness increasing turnout “is the most firmly established result in the literature. I cannot see how this finding could be wrong” (2006, p. 119).

To illustrate the dominance of this assumption, we reviewed all articles published on voter turnout since 1980 which appear in five leading political science journals: American Journal of Political Science, American Political Science Review, British Journal of Political Science, Journal of Politics, and Quarterly Journal of Political Science.\(^{13}\) An article was included if the title indicated the study of voter turnout. After reading the papers, a research assistant recorded any clear appeals to \( P \). There were 70 papers published since 1980 in these five journals which addressed the causes of voter turnout. Of those,\(^ {13}\) QJPS begin publication in 2006, so the count for that journal begins in that year.
more than half, 41, made a clear appeal to the importance of $P$ or electoral competition. Political scientists continue to put electoral closeness at the center of models of turnout.

**Pivotality and Equality**

Inequality in political representation is a topic of significant scholarly attention (APSA Task Force 2004; Bartels 2008; Dahl 2006; Gilens 2012; Schlozman, Verba, and Brady 2012; Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995). While not the focus of this paper, inequality in representation has received significant attention in the literature on voter participation and our experiment allows for a rare opportunity to test some claims from previous scholars, so we consider the topic briefly here. In addition to claims that pivotality will increase average levels of turnout, scholars have also argued that close elections and increased pivotality will reduce disparities between voters and nonvoters, thus improving equality in political representation (e.g. Blais, Young, and Lapp 2000; Key 1949; Piven and Cloward 2000; Schattschneider 1960; Franklin 2004). Given the importance of this claim, we briefly address this question from both a theoretical and empirical standpoint.

Even if pivotality increases average levels of turnout, it will not necessarily lead to greater equality in turnout. For example, get-out-the-vote interventions which significantly increase average turnout also increase the disparities between voters and nonvoters by primarily mobilizing more of the types of individuals that were turning out anyway (Enos, Fowler, and Vavreck 2012). Moreover, the canonical theory of the calculus of voting does not imply that changes to $P$ will affect all citizens equally. Specifically, $P$ should only influence those citizens who have a large enough value of $B$ and for those where $D - C$ is barely less than zero. For most under-represented citizens, $B$ is low and $D - C$ is significantly less than zero, so $P$ can have no impact on their decision to turn out. Conversely, the small subset of voters who can be influenced by $P$ (high value of $B$ and $D$ almost equal to $C$) are likely to be demographically similar to the population of voters. Therefore, from a theoretical
standpoint, we would not expect increases in pivotality to improve equality in political representation; if anything, it could have the opposite effect. Later in this paper, we explicitly test whether our field experiment appeared to exacerbate or reduce inequalities in voter turnout. Consistent with theory, we find that informing voters about a high value of $P$ primarily mobilizes a small subset of citizens who have voted frequently in the past, thereby exacerbating inequalities in participation.

**Previous Evidence on Pivotality and Turnout**

Despite the widespread belief that electoral competition increases voter turnout, the empirical evidence is weak. The existing literature asserts the importance of close elections and pivotality but almost all previous studies suffer from one or more shortcoming. Observational studies suffer from the confounding of close elections or individual perceptions of closeness with other, unmeasured variables. Experimental studies, whether in the laboratory or field, lack external validity. In short, despite the heavy scholarly attention to $P$, existing studies have yet to find a satisfactory way to measure the influence of close elections on voters. Using a multi-method approach and harnessing unique and original data, we overcome the limitations of previous studies and address the direct influence of closeness on behavior.

While many studies report higher turnout during close elections (Barzel and Silberberg 1973; Kim et al. 1975) other studies find no such correlation (Ferejohn and Fiorina 1975; Matsusaka 1993). More importantly, even if electoral competitiveness is correlated with turnout, these measures tell us little about the causal effect of closeness on turnout through individual voter psychology. Campaign activity (Patterson and Caldiera 1983; Schachar and Nalebuff 1999; Hill and McKee 2005, Gimpel, Kaufmann, and Pearson-Merkowitz 2007), elite mobilization (Cox and Munger 1989), campaign donations (Ansolabehere and Snyder 2000; Erikson and Palfrey 2000), and media coverage (Clarke
and Evans 1983; Jackson 1996) are significantly greater during competitive elections which may increase turnout even if individual citizens are unaware of or uninfluenced by the closeness of the election. Moreover, higher turnout may lead to increased electoral competitiveness instead of competitiveness driving turnout. In fact, Panagopoulos and Green (2008) demonstrate that experimental increases in turnout may lead to tighter election outcomes. Both of these confounding factors will lead the already weak correlations between competitiveness and turnout to overstate the true effect of $P$.

Some studies attempt to assess the independent psychological effect of electoral closeness over and above campaign activity by including closeness and campaign spending in the same model. The effect of closeness in these models is small (Seidle and Miller 1976; Tucker 1986; Cox and Munger 1989; Berch 1993), mixed (Matsusaka and Palda 1993), or zero (Jackson 1996), and this multivariate approach does not overcome the problems of endogeneity. First, this approach does not account for the possibility of reverse causation, as discussed above. Second, the addition of control variables is unlikely to account for all differences between close and uncompetitive elections.

In addition to these aggregate observational studies, researchers have attempted to assess the effects of close elections at the individual level using survey data. Respondents who think an upcoming election will be close are more likely to vote (Riker and Ordeshook 1968; Aldrich 1976; Blais et al. 2000), suggesting that a high perception of $P$ may drive citizens to the polls. Again, however, these correlations likely overestimate the true causal effect of electoral competition on turnout. Omitted variables may influence both turnout and respondents’ propensity to say an election will be close. For example, campaign activity increases citizens’ perceptions of competition (Bowler and Donovan 2011). Moreover, the act of voting itself may lead voters to increase their perceptions of closeness to avoid cognitive dissonance. Since the act of voting is costly, voters might convince themselves that their vote is meaningful in order to justify the expense. For these
reasons, we would expect a positive correlation between citizens’ perceptions and turnout even if electoral competition does not drive turnout.

Lab experiments provide an additional opportunity to test for the effects of close elections. Ansolabehere and Iyengar (1994) randomly presented prospective voters with different poll results before the 1992 general election. However, subjects receiving news of a competitive race were no more likely to express an intention to vote than those receiving news of a one-sided race. Later lab experiments report that closeness increases turnout (Levine and Palfrey 2007; Duffy and Tavits 2008), but these results arise from artificial, non-political settings where the financial costs and benefits of casting a “vote” are explicitly laid out for subjects. These results show that experimental subjects can make arithmetic calculations and respond to clear financial incentives, but they suffer from a lack of external validity when speaking to causes of voter turnout in real-world elections.14

Lastly, field experiments provide a final opportunity to test for the effects of close elections. Experimental treatments telling prospective voters that an upcoming election will be close are equally if not less effective than other treatments in mobilizing voters (Gerber and Green 2000; Bennion 2005; Dale and Strauss 2009). These results suggest that priming electoral competition is not particularly effective in generating turnout, but they should be interpreted cautiously. In one study (Bennion 2005), the “close election” treatment was paired against a “civic duty” treatment, and both treatments may have their own independent effect. In the other two studies, the experiments took place in non-competitive elections, so the “close election” treatments may have lacked credibility among subjects. In this respect, field experiments suffer from problems of external validity.

14 Recent lab experiments by Blais, et al (2011), which arguably are designed to better approximate voter decision made during actual elections, have shown that most subjects do not abstain when it is rational for them to do so.
validity similar to those of lab experiments; we do not know how voters would have responded to these interventions in the real-world situation of a close election.

The ideal opportunity to test for the effect of electoral closeness on voter psychology arises when an election is known to be close beforehand. In this circumstance, a field experiment could credibly inform citizens of the close election and test for the effects of this information. To our knowledge, the best opportunity in this regard is a special election held after an exact tie. Later in the paper, we exploit precisely this rare opportunity. First, we turn to a reassessment and extension of the existing observational data to see if any evidence can be found for an effect of closeness on turnout.

Observational Evidence: Real World Turnout is Not Responsive to Electoral Competition

U.S. presidential elections provide an opportunity to assess the relationship between pivotality and turnout because the Electoral College effectively weights some states more than others. In the same race, a voter in Ohio may have a significantly higher pivotal probability than a voter in Wyoming. Several studies exploit this variation to argue that electoral competitiveness increases political participation (Kim et al. 1975; Hill and McKee 2005; Wolak 2006; Lipsitz 2008). However, the observed correlations between closeness and turnout are typically small and, of course, might not result from a direct effect of closeness on voter psychology. Increased campaign activity or other omitted variables may explain the results of these studies. Illustrating the substantively small size of this effect, Gerber et al. (2009) find that turnout is only 2 percentage points higher in battleground states compared to spectator states. Of course, this small difference could easily be the result of campaign activity alone considering the intensity of campaigning in these states (Shaw 1999, Shaw 2006). Moreover, to assess the relative size of this 2 percent effect, Gerber
et al. (2009) point out that other election effects “dwarf the effect of being in a pivotal (battleground) state” (p. 4).

In Figure 4.1, we present our own simple analysis of turnout in Presidential elections from 1964 to 2008 by plotting turnout in each state against the winning candidate's margin of victory.15 If electoral completion or considerations of pivotality significantly influence voter turnout, then we would expect strong negative correlations between turnout and the margin of victory in each state. However, in most election years, the observed relationship between these two variables is weak, and we actually observe a positive relationship in 5 of these 12 elections. In short, there is little meaningful relationship between pivotality and turnout in presidential elections.

Previous researchers have cut the data in different ways to argue that electoral competitiveness drives turnout. This simple graphic demonstrates that the effect of electoral competitiveness is limited. Consistent with previous findings, electoral competition accounts for a tiny percentage of the overall variation in turnout (Gerber et al. 2009). Moreover, even these weak relationships likely overstate the causal effect of electoral competition on turnout because of omitted variables and reverse causation. Higher turnout in competitive states may be driven by increased campaign activity, media coverage, or other factors unrelated to citizens’ perceptions. One way to avoid these difficulties is to use survey evidence to directly measure perceptions of closeness. In the next section, we turn to the survey evidence, examine the shortcomings, and attempt to better estimate the effect of close elections.

15Data obtained from David Leip’s U.S. Election Atlas http://www.uselectionatlas.org/.
The figure indicates voter turnout in each state and each presidential election from 1964 to 2008, plotted against the winning candidate’s margin of victory in the state. If pivotality exhibits a significant effect on voter psychology and voter turnout, we would expect significant, negative correlations between turnout and the margin of victory. However, in most years, the relationship between these two variables is weak, and we actually observe a positive correlation in 5 of these 12 elections.
Survey Evidence: Perceptions of Closeness are Not Meaningfully Correlated with Turnout

The first and most cited evidence that close elections influence turnout comes from survey data. Citizens who say that an upcoming election will be close are more likely to vote (Riker and Ordeshook 1968; Aldrich 1976; Blais, Young, and Lapp 2000). For every U.S. presidential election since 1952, the American National Election Study (ANES) has asked respondents to gauge whether the upcoming election will be close. Analyzing these surveys in 1952, 1956, and 1960, Riker and Ordeshook (1968) and Aldrich (1976) – adding 1972 to the analysis – show that the prediction of a close election is correlated with turnout, concluding that perceptions of closeness causally influence individuals’ decisions to turn out. However, the evidence deserves further scrutiny. The relationships reported by Riker and Ordeshook (1968) and Aldrich (1976) were not subject to the rigors of multivariate regression analysis, raising the possibility that omitted variables are driving the results. Additionally, as discussed above, the analyses might be plagued by reverse causality.

In Table 4.1, we analyze all ANES surveys in presidential election years between 1952 and 2008. Like the previous studies, we find that the prediction of a close election is strongly correlated with turnout. Regressing turnout on a dummy variable, Close (1 = respondent thinks election will be close, 0 = not close), and election fixed effects, we find that turnout is 7 percentage points higher among those who predict a close election (Column 1). However, the effect shrinks to 4 percentage points when we control for each respondent’s turnout in the previous presidential election (Column 2), and it shrinks further to 2 percentage points when we include additional demographic controls such as age, education, and political knowledge (Column 3).

Even these smaller estimates of the effect of \( P \) may not represent the true effect. Turnout itself could influence perceptions of \( P \) through the well-known process of cognitive dissonance (Festinger 1957). Voters may justify their decisions to turn out by convincing themselves that their vote matters. In this way, voters may turn out for reasons unrelated to \( P \) but increase their stated
Table 4.1. Perceived Closeness and Turnout in Presidential Elections, ANES 1952-2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DV = Turnout</th>
<th>Turnout, t-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Close</td>
<td>.071</td>
<td>.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.006)**</td>
<td>(.006)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnout, t-1</td>
<td>.483</td>
<td>.403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.006)**</td>
<td>(.006)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Election Fixed Effects</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic Controls</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Observations</td>
<td>27,725</td>
<td>27,725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Elections</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SER</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard errors in parentheses; ** significant at 1%

Each OLS regression includes all ANES respondents in presidential election years from 1952 to 2008. Close is a dummy variable indicating whether the respondent perceives that the upcoming election will be close. In the first three models, the dependent variable is reported turnout in that presidential election, and in the last model, the dependent variable is reported turnout in the previous presidential election. Demographic controls include white racial identity, gender, age, squared age, income, education, church attendance, party identity, and political knowledge.
perceptions of closeness to avoid cognitive dissonance. Our analysis in Table 4.1 is consistent with this pattern of dissonance. In column 4, we conduct a placebo test, regressing each respondent’s turnout in the previous presidential election on their perception of closeness in the current election. If dissonance is at work, we would expect that perceptions of closeness in the current election are related to higher levels of turnout in previous elections, since voters may justify their past behavior by adjusting their current perceptions. Consistent with this hypothesis, voters who think the upcoming election will be close are 7 percentage points more likely to have voted in the previous presidential election. Moreover, this placebo effect is the same size as the observed effect in column 1, where turnout in the current election is regressed on perceptions of closeness in the current election, suggesting that most, if not all, of the previously observed effects are driven by omitted variables, reverse causation, and cognitive dissonance. The observed patterns in Table 4.1 are unchanged if we restrict our analysis to only those years analyzed by Riker and Ordeshook (1968) or Aldrich (1976), indicating that the small effect of \( P \) on turnout is not simply a result of the expanded time-frame of our analysis.

**Field Experiment during a Tied Election**

Using aggregate observational data, we have demonstrated that the effect of closeness on voter turnout is likely small and we are left with little room for an effect of \( P \) on the individual calculus of voting. Re-examining the survey data, we have again shown that the effect of \( P \) is likely small and difficult to separate from explanations of reverse causality. We now turn to a very rare circumstance that allows us to directly test the effect of the psychological impact of close elections in an actual election. The 2010 November election for Massachusetts State House in the 6th Worcester District ended in a dead heat. After a series of recounts and a court case, Geraldo Alicea, the Democratic candidate, and Peter Durant, the Republican candidate, had each received exactly 6,587
votes - an exact tie. A special election was scheduled for May 10, 2011, and the race was likely to be close again. The same candidates who had just produced the tie would square off again with the same voters. If closeness could ever directly motivate turnout in a large election, it would do so in the May special election. We took advantage of this situation to directly test $P$ by manipulating voters’ knowledge of closeness.

By experimentally manipulating the awareness of $P$ in an actual election, we are subjecting the effect of closeness to a test that avoids many of the pitfalls – such as reverse causation and omitted variables – that have plagued previous. Moreover, because $P$ is credibly approaching its theoretical maximum value that is achieved only in an exact tie, we are allowing for the greatest chance of observing closeness impacting the decision to vote in an actual election of any significance. We also have the advantage of testing for $P$ in an election where the $B$ term is likely to be large because of the value of seats in the Massachusetts House of Representative: the legislature is among the most highly professionalized in the country (King 2000; Squire 2007), allowing legislators to exert great influence on state agencies with which voters interact (Woods and Baranowski 2006). Over 13 million dollars was spent on elections to the State House in 2010 alone. And in this particular race, the state parties, independent groups, and the media took a strong interest in the election – indicating the high value attached to the seat. The large $B$ term allows experimentally induced changes in the $P$ value to affect the utility of voting and thus affect turnout.

To measure the overall effect of closeness on voter turnout, including both individual psychology and other effects, we would have to manipulate of the actual closeness of elections. Given the likely impossibility of such a design, we test the effect of closeness by manipulating voter knowledge.

---

16 Two independent candidates entered the race, but this did not change the fact that the special election would also be a tight contest between Alicea and Durant.

17 www.followthemoney.org
knowledge of closeness in an election that is credibly close. This design allows us to separate the
direct effect of electoral competition from the effects of campaigns, media, and other omitted
variables. In this way, while this study does not actually measure the overall effect of close elections,
it isolates the effects of close elections on individual voter psychology as hypothesized in the Riker
and Odeshook model.

Despite the interesting circumstances of the election, the average citizen in the district was
relatively uninformed about the race. Conducting a brief phone survey of registered voters in the
three days leading up to the election, we found that only 64% knew that a special election was
coming up on May 10th, only 52% could name both candidates, and only 41% knew that the
previous election had ended in a tie. These figures likely overestimate the true level of knowledge
because the surveys only involved registered voters who answered the phone and agreed to answer
questions about an upcoming election. Walking around the district on Election Day, we saw little
campaign material aside from the polling places and the two candidates’ headquarters. Subsequent
interviews with the candidates and campaign staffs revealed that the campaigns had focused their
efforts on likely voters, targeting based on previous voter turnout, party registration, ethnicity, and
expressed support. One of the campaigns even admitted to performing no voter contact in several
towns in the district. Furthermore, neither candidate directly mentioned the tied election in their
campaign materials (author interviews, July and August 2011).

In the days prior to the election, we placed phone calls to registered voters to remind them
about the special election and, for some, about the exact tie in the previous election and that their
vote had a relatively high chance of being pivotal. As it turned out, the special election was also an

18 The Alicea campaign concentrated disproportionally on Latino voters, which may have
had some residual effect in targeting low-propensity voters, but this was not the explicit strategy of
the campaign.
extremely tight race. Durant defeated Alicea by only 56 votes, so our “pivotal” treatment was
credible in informing citizens that the race would be close. At first glance, it appears that citizens in
the district failed to respond to the unique circumstances of the extremely tight election. Only 20%
of the district’s residents turned out in the special election, compared to 33% for the November
election. Moreover, 16% of the special election voters supported an independent candidate who
had little chance to win. These observations show little support for the claim that voters are
motivated by electoral competition, but our experimental design allows us to explicitly test the causal
effect of perceived pivotality on the individual calculus of voting.

**Experimental Design**

Given the rare circumstances around the election and the fact that most citizens were
unaware of the tie, the special election in the 6th Worcester District provided the ideal opportunity to
test for the effects of electoral competition on voter turnout. Some individuals in the district
received a simple reminder that a special election was coming up, while others received the same
reminder plus information about the tie and the unusually high chance that their vote could be
pivotal. If the “pivotal” treatment mobilized more voters than the “reminder” treatment, then we
would conclude that knowledge of electoral closeness mobilized voters. We applied the treatment
through phone calls during the three days leading up to the election. The phone study allowed us to
first gauge each respondent’s level of knowledge and then provide an experimental treatment.

Phone experiments have been shown to substantially mobilize voters if conducted in a certain
fashion (Nickerson 2006, 2007). Our calls were conducted in a fashion that included the elements
of Nickerson (2006) and Nickerson (2007) that have been demonstrated to increase turnout: we
recruited student volunteers to make the calls and we provided a script but instructed the callers to
We obtained the list of registered voters in the district and their phone numbers from Catalist, a for-profit political data vendor. Catalist provided us with 19,327 registered voters in the district for whom they could connect with a phone number. There were 9,318 unique phone numbers in the list. To check the quality of numbers, we used Call Fire, a robo-call service, to identify and remove eighty-four invalid phone numbers from our list. Then, we removed 369 phone numbers that had more than four registered voters associated with it to make it easier for our callers to identify the recipient of the call. This strategy of removing large households has been previously employed to improve both the administration and the interpretation of field experiments (Nickerson 2008; Huber, Gerber, and Washington 2010; Nickerson and Rogers 2010). For the remaining 8,865 phone numbers, we randomly assigned them into one of four conditions. Phone numbers were stratified according to their pre-treatment characteristics, and randomization was conducted within each stratum. We provide a detailed account of the randomization procedure in the Appendix.

Two thousand, nine hundred fifty-five phone numbers, one-third of the population, were randomly assigned into the “reminder” condition. In this condition, a caller would introduce herself and identify the recipient of the call. If a registered voter did not answer the phone, then the caller would try to ask for one of the voters associated with that phone number. In a casual manner, the caller would ask whether the recipient knew about the special election coming up. If the recipient claimed to know, then the caller would ask for the day that the election will take place. These two questions allowed us to identify the voters’ prior knowledge about the election, which was used in our subsequent analysis. Then, the caller would simply remind the recipient that the election would be on May 10th to fill a seat in the State House. If the recipient asked for additional information, callers where permitted to provide the names and parties of the two candidates. However, for any
additional questions, the recipients were referred to the website of the Massachusetts Secretary of the Commonwealth. The complete script given to callers is available in the Appendix.

Another 2,955 phone numbers were randomly assigned to the “pivotal” condition. This treatment was identical to the “reminder” condition with one exception. At the end of the call, the caller would also inform the recipient about the reason for the special election, by saying: “The reason that there is a special election is that the last election ended in an exact tie. Had one more or one less person voted in the last election, your candidate would have won. The special election on Tuesday is likely to be close again, so there is a high chance that your vote could make a difference.”

The response of voters to this script, which our callers recorded, indicated a successful manipulation. For example, voters often responded by assuring the caller that they had voted despite personal hardship or relaying an anecdote about a friend of relative that had not voted and proclaiming that this had made the difference in the election.

A separate 296 phone numbers, just one-thirtieth of the population, were randomly assigned to a survey condition. This condition allowed us to better gauge the extent of political knowledge among our population. As in the “reminder” and “pivotal” conditions, we asked recipients whether they knew about the upcoming election and whether they knew the date. Then, we also asked whether they could name the candidate or whether they knew the reason for the special election. As mentioned previously, only 41% of respondents knew that the previous election ended in a tie, suggesting that the majority of our sample was unaware of the unusually high chance that their vote could make a difference. Lastly, the remaining 2,659 phone numbers were assigned to a “no contact” condition, where no phone call would be attempted. After numbers were assigned to conditions, they were randomly sorted before given to callers. Therefore, the timing of the call was also random and each caller had approximately the same proportion of reminder, pivotal, and survey calls. Prior to randomization, we stratified the subjects according to previous voter turnout and
other characteristics. A complete description of our randomization procedures can be found in the Appendix.

Our experiment allows us to assess the causal effect of being informed about electoral competition on turnout in the special election. Lists of special election voters were obtained from the 5 different town clerks in the district and matched to the list of treated individuals and treated phone numbers. 97% of our subjects were successfully matched to the towns’ records of registered voters. Importantly, rates of attrition are the same for voters in both treatment groups. The difference in turnout between the pivotal group and the reminder group represents the causal effect of interest, because the conditions were randomly assigned, and the only difference between the two conditions is the information we provided about electoral closeness. If closeness has a substantial causal effect on the individual calculus of voting, then we expect a large difference. However, if the effect is negligible, as suggested by our observational and survey estimates, then we expect little difference between the pivotal and reminder groups. Our experiment also allows us to test the effects of our manipulation across voters with different voting propensities, thereby testing whether being informed of electoral closeness had the greatest effect on non-regular voters and thereby diminished inequalities in turnout or the greatest effect on regular voters and thereby increased inequalities in turnout.

**Estimation strategy**

Randomization and stratification, in addition to the advantage of avoiding imbalance between treatment groups, allows more precise estimates, because we can estimate the effect of the
pivotal treatment versus the reminder treatment with strata fixed effects. Looking at all individuals \( i \), in all strata \( j \), we employ OLS\(^{19}\) to estimate the following equation:

\[
Y_{ij} = \beta \cdot Pivotal_{ij} + \gamma_j + \varepsilon_{ij}
\]

\( Y_{ij} \) is a dummy variable indicating whether the individual turned out in the May 10\(^{th} \) special election. \( Pivotal_{ij} \) is a dummy variable, taking a value of 1 if that individual is in the “pivotal” condition and a value of 0 if the individual is in the “reminder” condition. Individuals in the survey or no contact conditions are omitted from the subsequent analysis. \( \gamma_j \) represents a specific effect for each stratum. Some strata are likely to turn out at high rates, while others will not. This procedure removes that source of variation and estimates the effect of the pivotal treatment within strata. Where applicable, standard errors are clustered by phone number, since that is the level at which individuals and households are treated.

**Results**

As described earlier, we randomly assigned 5,910 phone numbers to receive either the “reminder” or the “pivotal” treatment during the three day period preceding the special election. Due to time and labor limitations, we were only able to call 5,157 (87\%) of those numbers. Because the order of call attempts was randomly assigned, similar numbers of attempts were made to phone numbers in the reminder and pivotal conditions, 2,599 and 2,558 respectively. Of those attempts, \(^{19}\) Since the dependent variable, turnout, is dichotomous, we can also estimate the treatment effect using logit or probit. In all cases, marginal effects from logit or probit are nearly identical to our OLS coefficients. Moreover, OLS is superior to other estimators because linearity is guaranteed because all independent variables are also dichotomous (this does not imply that treatment effects are homogeneous) and OLS overcomes the incidental parameters problem which would bias the results of other estimators.
1,021 (20%) resulted in complete treatments. This figure is comparable to response rates in previous phone experiments (Nickerson 2006). Importantly, the response rates were similar for the reminder and pivotal conditions, 20.3% and 19.3% respectively.

In Table 4.2, we estimate the effect of the pivotal treatment for 5 different subsets of experimental subjects. The Appendix provides the mean turnout rate for each relevant subset of experimental subjects, showing that simple differences-in-means yield the same results as our strata fixed-effects models. Row 1 shows our intent-to-treat estimate, the average effect of being assigned to the pivotal treatment compared to the reminder treatment. The estimate of .006 indicates that after removing strata fixed effects, subjects in the pivotal treatment group were 0.6 percentage points more likely to vote in the special election compared to those assigned to the reminder group. This effect is substantively tiny and statistically insignificant, suggesting that a pivotal treatment is not an effective method for increasing aggregate turnout. We go on to analyze smaller subsets of the data according to our theoretical predictions about who should be most affected by the treatment. Keep in mind that the precision of our estimates declines and the subsample becomes smaller, but the results are interesting nonetheless.

In Row 2, we isolate those subjects who answered the phone and received a treatment. According to this estimate, the pivotal treatment increased turnout among this subgroup by 1.2%, but this estimate is not statistically significant. In Row 3, we home in on just those individuals who were directly contacted and who were uninformed about the upcoming election. There are only 317 such individuals so this estimate is necessarily imprecise. Here, the estimated effect of the pivotal treatment is larger, 5.2%, but still statistically insignificant.

Compared to other results from get-out-the-vote experiments, our 5.2 percentage point estimate for uninformed, contacted individuals may, at first, appear large. However, it is important to recognize that the overall intent-to-treat effect is 0.6 percentage points, and we only obtain this
Table 4.2. Experimental Effect of Pivotal Treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subset</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>Obs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intent-to-Treat</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>.491</td>
<td>11361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contacted Individuals</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td>.670</td>
<td>936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contacted, Uninformed Individuals</td>
<td>.052</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>.225</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contacted, Uninformed, voted in &gt; 2 recent elections</td>
<td>.185</td>
<td>.088</td>
<td>.037</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contacted, Uninformed, voted in ≤ 2 recent elections</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.028</td>
<td>.525</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table presents the estimated effect of the pivotal treatment relative to the reminder treatment for five different subsets of experimental subjects. The estimates are OLS coefficients resulting from a regression of turnout on the pivotal treatment and strata fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered by phone number for the intention-to-treat estimate.
5.2 percentage point figure after narrowing our sample down to the least informed individuals that we contacted. If other get-out-the-vote experiments narrowed their samples in this way (imagine focusing only on those subjects who received the message and were clearly informed by the message), they would likely find much larger treatment effects. Most importantly, if electoral competition exhibits a strong effect on voter psychology as previous literature suggests, these treatment effects should be massive – much larger than the 5 percentage point estimate that we obtain.

We cannot know whether some of these positive coefficients have arisen by chance alone or through some real effect of our pivotal treatment. Our observed effects are not larger than we would expect by chance and they are smaller than we would expect if closeness weighs heavily on the calculus of voting. Even in this case of an extremely close election, voters did not turn out at high rates, and informing them about closeness had no statistically significant mobilizing effect. However, our estimate of the average effect on uninformed voters is not zero, so we can look more closely at the effect on subsets of voters to see if closeness has a mobilizing effect on habitual non-voters.

The Effect on Infrequent Voters

As previously discussed, electoral closeness has frequently been posited as a cure for unequal participation (Blais, Young, and Lapp 2000; Key 1949; Piven and Cloward 2000; Schattschneider 1960; Franklin 2004). Our experiment provides a rare opportunity to test this claim by examining the differential effects of the treatment on regular and non-regular voters. If close elections can help to equalize turnout, then we should see a stronger effect of the treatment on voters who have voted infrequently in previous elections.
I rows 4 and 5 of Table 4.3, we estimate the effect of the pivotal treatment separately for those who voted in 3 or more of the 9 most recent elections and for those who voted in 2 or less. We choose this arbitrary cutoff because it splits our sample roughly in half, but Figure 4.2 shows the effect across all levels of vote history. We find a large, statistically significant effect for regular voters (18.5%) but no effect for infrequent voters. A single interactive model yields the same result. The treatment effect is zero for those who have not previously voted, but the interaction between the pivotal treatment and previous turnout is large and statistically significant. The size of the effect for regular voters is large but not unprecedented (e.g. Michelson, Garcia Bedolla, and Green 2008; Green and Gerber 2008), especially for a small subgroup. More important than the exact size of the point estimate, which is, of course, subject to statistical uncertainty, is that the effect for regular voters is statistically and substantively larger than the effect for non-regular voters.

Figure 4.2 further demonstrates the variation of the pivotal treatment effect across prior levels of voter turnout. The figure presents separate kernel regressions of turnout in the special election across the probability of turnout in the 9 previous elections for uninformed individuals in the pivotal and reminder groups. There is no effect of the pivotal treatment for infrequent voters, but there is a sizable effect for frequent voters.

While considerations of pivotality may mobilize a small subset of individuals, it has virtually no mobilizing effect for the underrepresented citizens who vote infrequently. In fact, the size of the treatment effect on regular voters was large enough to open a substantively significant gap between the turnout of regular voters and those who vote infrequently. The effect of the additional turnout stimulated by the treatment condition reaches an average of over 18 percentage points among the most frequent voters. This finding suggests that, if anything, increased competition and pivotality

---

20 The 9 recent elections are the 2010 general; 2009 special; 2008 general, primary, and special; 2007 special; and 2006 general, primary, and special elections.
Figure 4.2. Effect of Pivotal Treatment for Uninformed Subjects across Previous Turnout

Solid lines represent kernel regressions of turnout in the special election across each respondent’s probability of turnout in the previous nine elections. The sample includes only contacted subjects who were initially uninformed about the upcoming special election. Dotted lines represent standard errors.
may widen the turnout gap between the politically active and the politically under-represented. This result is consistent with our theoretical prediction that closeness should influence those with high $B$ terms and $D$ terms large enough (close enough to $C$) to make them almost indifferent between voting and abstention.

**Placebo/Balance Tests**

Although we find minimal effects of the pivotal treatment compared to the reminder condition, we might worry that a real effect has been masked or counteracted by unobserved differences between the two experimental groups. Random assignment guarantees that the two groups are asymptotically identical, but for our finite sample size, small differences may arise by chance. Our stratified randomization procedure ensured greater balance between treatment conditions for certain variables, but small differences could arise for other variables. Moreover, the subset of households or individuals who answered the phone and received a treatment could be slightly different by chance in the two conditions.

To demonstrate that these concerns do not plague experimental results, researchers often present the difference between the two experimental conditions for a number of pre-treatment variables. Since our analysis first requires the removal of strata fixed-effects, a simple difference-in-means alone would not assure us that our estimates are valid. Instead, we present a number of placebo tests, replicating our previous estimates but substituting our dependent variable for numerous pre-treatment variables. Regressing a pre-treatment variable on a dummy for the pivotal treatment and strata fixed-effects, we can assess the extent of imbalance between treatment conditions for that particular variable. The Appendix presents the results of 45 placebo tests. Each cell in the table presents the coefficient on the pivotal treatment and the corresponding standard
error for a particular sample and for a particular placebo outcome. As in Table 4.3, standard errors are clustered by phone number where appropriate.

There are few meaningful differences in pre-treatment characteristics between treatment conditions. Individuals in the two experimental groups were similar in terms of their turnout in the 2010 general election, the 2009 special election, the 2008 primary election, Hispanic racial identity, age, party registration, absentee voting in the special election, and whether we were able to match them to the town voter files. If anything, uninformed individuals in the pivotal group were, by chance, more likely to vote in previous elections, suggesting that our previous estimates may overestimate the effect of the pivotal treatment. Only 1 out of 45 coefficients is statistically significant at the 5% level. Contacted, uninformed individuals in the pivotal condition were less likely to be Hispanic than their counterparts in the reminder condition. Since only 317 individuals fall into this category, we expect some imbalances to arise by chance. However, this difference does not bias our experimental results. None of our results in Table 4.3 are significantly changed by the inclusion or exclusion of pre-treatment controls. These placebo tests confirm that subjects in the pivotal and reminder conditions are comparable to each other and only differed in the extent to which we informed them about the closeness of the upcoming election.

Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we assess the effect of pivotality on the calculus of voting. We examine pivotality in an aggregate context; we examine closeness using survey measures; and, finally, we identify and exploit a rare opportunity to credibly test for the effect of closeness in the aftermath of a tied election for a major political office. This last test exploits such a rare event that this test is
unlikely to be replicable. Through all these tests, we find little evidence that the closeness of elections and considerations of pivotality motivate voters to turn out.

Of course, we also leave many unanswered questions. As discussed previously, since close elections affect turnout through mechanisms other than individual voter psychology, we cannot measure the overall effect of close elections nor can we measure the long-term effects of close elections. However, we do isolate the short-term effects of close elections on individual voter psychology. The long-term effects of close elections remain to be studied, although the fact that Ohio’s turnout in presidential elections is not dramatically greater than Wyoming’s suggests that these effects cannot be huge. Also, we cannot say whether our results would hold in a more salient election, but the inability of competition and pivotality to dramatically mobilize citizens in a large state legislative election casts doubt on its potential in other electoral settings as well.

Our findings are consistent with literature that questions the usefulness of the classic models of voting. Some individuals like voting and others do not. However, turnout decisions are rarely influenced by an individual’s perception that her vote could influence political outcomes. To the extent that these considerations do matter, the effect appears to be concentrated among a small subset of regular voters. Citizens who are not inclined to vote will not be mobilized in competitive elections, even in a rare case when their vote could make a difference.

While our findings challenge the usefulness of traditional models of turnout in which P factors into the calculus of voting, they do not reject the canonical model or distinguish between other models which exclude P. Other models, often forgotten in recent scholarship, may prove useful in understanding turnout. For example, the minimax-regret model (Ferejohn and Fiorina

1974) posits that citizens may vote to avoid the dreadful outcome of a tied election in which she failed to vote, and Schwartz (1987) offers a model in which turnout per se leads to direct benefits for an individual or her community. Further progress in understanding and modeling the calculus of voting will likely arise from careful testing of these alternative models and from the identification of forces that factor into $D$ and $C$.

Close elections are certainly different from blowouts or uncontested elections, and future researchers will continue to identify such differences. For example, Fraga and Hersh (2011) argue that voters are less sensitive to changes in the cost of voting when elections are close and Kam and Utych (2011) argue that voters are more cognitively engaged in close elections. Our results suggest that these findings and other such effects of close elections are minimally motivated by individual voter psychology. Rather, they are likely driven by the heightened campaign activity, elite discourse, or media coverage during close elections.

Voting is possibly the single most important act of democracy, and competitive elections are fundamental to a functioning democracy (Dahl 1970). Even though citizens often fail to vote or pay close attention to politics, democratic theory maintains that they will mobilize when it matters (Dahl 1961). One such event when a responsive citizenry should mobilize is a close election. However, our results suggest that voters fail to consider the chances that their vote will be pivotal and therefore fail to participate when the stakes are high. These findings cast doubt on the ability of an apathetic electorate to hold their government accountable. The available evidence suggests that considerations of pivotality and electoral competition do not factor into the calculus of voting in a significant manner.
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Abstract

Numerous get-out-the-vote (GOTV) interventions are successful in raising voter turnout. However, these increases may not be evenly distributed across the electorate and may actually increase the differences between voters and non-voters. This phenomenon is particularly notable given the many GOTV strategies that explicitly aim to reduce inequalities in representation. By analyzing individual level-data, we reassess previous GOTV experiments to determine which interventions mobilize under-represented versus well-represented citizens. We develop a generalized and exportable test which indicates whether a particular intervention reduces or exacerbates disparities in political participation and apply it to 26 previous experimental interventions. Despite raising mean levels of voter turnout, more than two-thirds of the interventions in our sample widened disparities in participation. On average, voter mobilization strategies tend to increase the participation gap, thereby exacerbating representational inequality. We conclude by discussing substantive implications for political representation and methodological implications for experimenters.
Scholars are increasingly interested in inequalities in political participation and their consequences for political outcomes (APSA Task Force 2004; Bartels 2008, 2009; Dahl 2006; Gilens 2005, 2012; Schlozman, Verba, and Brady 2012). At the same time, political scientists increasingly use large-scale field experiments to test methods for increasing political participation. The findings of these experiments have been adopted by political campaigns and are an increasingly important feature of electoral politics (Green and Gerber 2008; Gerber et al. 2011; Issenberg 2010, 2012). Often, a goal of these get-out-the-vote (GOTV) strategies is to reduce the participation gap - the extent to which the electorate differs from the voting-eligible population. While many experiments do successfully increase average levels of voter participation, they may not affect all citizens equally. Instead, an experiment may affect regular voters more than infrequent voters. In this paper, we explicitly test whether GOTV treatments tend to reduce or exacerbate the gap in political participation. We find that GOTV interventions, on average, tend to magnify the participation gap. This finding is widely important for the study and equalization of political representation, political campaigns, and voting behavior.

In a typical GOTV experiment, a researcher will randomly assign individuals, households, or geographic regions to receive a particular treatment. Then, the researcher will typically collect voting data from public records and estimate the average effect of the treatment on voter turnout by calculating a simple difference-in-means. To our knowledge, there are four primary motivations for conducting GOTV experiments. First, scholars and civic groups may want to increase political participation as an end in and of itself. Second, field experiments can improve the efficiency of political campaigns. Third, these experiments might inform the study of voting behavior and human behavior in general. Fourth, the participation gap may hold critical political and policy outcomes, and GOTV experiments can identify methods for reducing this gap. For all but the first motivation, the traditional GOTV analysis of calculating average treatment effects is usually insufficient. In
addition to knowing how many voters were mobilized by a particular treatment, we also need to know which types of voters were mobilized. We offer a generalized method for assessing this type of heterogeneity in experimental treatment effects which can lend insights for all three of the preceding motivations, although we focus mainly on the last.

Because voters are systematically unrepresentative of the rest of the population, some individuals and groups may be significantly underrepresented relative to others (Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995; Lijphart 1997). By studying the determinants of voter turnout, scholars may be able to propose policies to reduce differences in political participation. We develop a single statistical procedure that can be applied to any GOTV experiment to explicitly test whether the intervention reduced or exacerbated disparities in voter turnout. The test can be easily implemented for any previous experiment, often without the collection of any additional data. We apply this method to 26 experimental interventions from 12 published papers to assess the overall implications of the get-out-the-vote paradigm for equality and representation. Eighteen of the 26 interventions, more than two-thirds, exacerbated the participation gap, and this effect is statistically significant in 9 cases. Alternatively, only 2 interventions significantly reduced the participation gap. A pooled analysis of all interventions reveals a large and statistically significant exacerbating effect of GOTV on participation differences.

By analyzing many experiments at once, we build upon the pioneering work of Arceneaux and Nickerson (2009) who re-analyze 11 previous door-to-door canvassing experiments to determine which subset of citizens should be targeted to achieve the most efficient allocation of campaign resources. They argue that campaigns should target higher-propensity voters in low-salience elections and lower-propensity voters in high-salience elections. In this paper, we expand the number of interventions to 26, examine many different types of mobilization strategies, and move beyond the focus of campaigns and electioneering to assess the effects of voter mobilization.
on inequality and political representation. Modern GOTV strategies, which are being actively used by interest groups and campaigns, can dramatically change the composition of the electorate.

Get-Out-the-Vote and the Political Consequences of the Participation Gap

“The existence of political equality is the fundamental premise of democracy” (Dahl 2006). Dahl’s assertion presents a difficult challenge for democratic societies because political equality is undermined by disparities in voter participation. As Verba, Schlozman, and Brady (1995) put it: “since democracy implies not only government responsiveness to citizen interests but also equal consideration of the interests of each citizen, democratic participation must also be equal….No democratic nation – certainly not the United States – lives up to the ideal of participatory equality.” As Citrin, Schickler, and Sides (2003) explain, “there are meaningful differences between voters and non-voters,” and “tiny changes in the distribution of the popular vote (and thus small differences in turnout) can make an enormous difference to the nation’s politics” (p. 88). Scholars have shown that increased turnout is associated with more equitable municipal spending (Hajnal and Trounstine 2005), altered election results (Hansford and Gomez 2010), less interest group capture (Anzia 2011), increased working class representation (Fowler 2013), and general legislative responsiveness (Griffin and Newman 2005).

Recognizing the importance of participation to a healthy democracy and electoral outcomes, political scientists have long studied the determinants of political participation (e.g. Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980; Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995; Putnam 2000). The introduction of field experiments gives political scientists another tool for understanding how campaigns and policymakers can decrease inequalities in turnout, and scholars note the potential for field experiments to increase participation among underrepresented groups. For example, Avery (1989) cites door-to-door canvassing as a method to increase participation among regular non-voters; Michelson, Garcia
Bedolla, and Green (2008) point to a “multi-year effort to increase voting rates among infrequent voters” that relied entirely on GOTV experiments; and Green and Michelson (2009) argue that GOTV campaigns can alter the “age, socioeconomic, and racial/ethnic disparities between voters and nonvoters” (see also Garcia Bedolla and Michelson 2012).

What has not been acknowledged by practitioners of voter mobilization is that GOTV methods may actually exacerbate the differences between voters and the voting-eligible population. Furthermore, no previous study has explicitly assessed the effects of voter mobilization on the participation gap and representational inequality. Given the prevalence of GOTV field experiments and the fact that political campaigns are now adopting the methods that these experiments have shown to be effective (Green and Gerber 2008; Gerber et al. 2011; Issenberg 2010, 2012), an assessment is warranted.

**How Can GOTV Treatments Exacerbate the Participation Gap?**

For both theoretical and empirical reasons, our claim that get-out-the-vote treatments may exacerbate the participation gap may be counterintuitive. First, many scholars assume that increased turnout is unambiguously good for democracy and equality (Key 1949; Schattschneider 1960; Lijphart 1997). For example, Schattschneider writes “Unquestionably, the addition of forty million voters (or any major fraction of them) would make a tremendous difference [in the quality of representation]” (1960, p. 101). Schattschneider’s observation is obviously true in the extreme because with universal turnout there would be no difference between the population of voters and the voting-eligible population. However, when not everyone votes regularly, especially in systems with widespread non-participation like the United States, a marginal increase in voter turnout may actually exacerbate differences if the increase is concentrated among high-propensity voters, the types of citizens who are voting at high rates anyway.
The figure presents three hypothetical experimental treatments. Each one significantly boosts the average level of turnout, but they have starkly different implications for the participation gap. The blue line reduces the participation gap by primarily mobilizing low-propensity citizens. The green line mobilizes citizens equally at all propensity levels and is therefore neutral in regard to the participation gap. The red line actually exacerbates the participation gap by primarily mobilizing high-propensity citizens, thereby making the electorate less representative of the voting-eligible population.
To illustrate this possibility, Figure 5.1 shows three hypothetical experimental treatments. For all three treatments and a control group, the lines plot voter turnout across varying underlying propensities to vote. The underlying propensity to vote can be thought of as the probability that the voter would have voted absent a treatment. All three treatments have the same average effect. For an individual with an average propensity, the treatments all increase the probability of voting by 10 percentage points. Despite this large, positive average effect, the treatments have starkly different implications for equality of participation. One treatment effect (blue) is concentrated among low-propensity voters and therefore reduces the participation gap. Another treatment (red) is concentrated among high-propensity voters, thereby exacerbating differences. The other treatment effect (green) is homogeneous and is therefore neutral in regards to these disparities.

Our subsequent findings may be counterintuitive because at high-propensity levels we expect to see a ceiling effect. If an individual is sure to vote in the absence of a treatment, then no treatment can exhibit a positive effect. For this reason, we might expect most treatments to naturally favor equality. After all, low-propensity voters have more room to increase their turnout probabilities because they are voting at lower rates. These factors make our subsequent results all the more surprising. Despite the possibility of a ceiling effect and despite the large numbers of low-propensity citizens that can be mobilized, we still find that most GOTV interventions exacerbate the already stark disparities in voter turnout.

**Previous Studies of “Who is Mobilized?”**

The varying treatment effects across different underlying propensities to vote that are illustrated in Figure 5.1 can be thought of as interactions between the propensity to vote and the treatment. Some previous GOTV studies have examined interactive effects in attempts to test mechanisms or to look for stronger or weaker effects across subgroups. For example, Nickerson
and Rogers (2010) show that discussing a “voting plan” tends to mobilize individuals who live alone but has little effect for others; Alvarez, Hopkins, and Sinclair (2010) find that partisan campaign contacts are most effective in mobilizing new registrants; Gerber and Green (2000b) find that non-partisan leaflets are most effective among non-partisans who have recently voted; and Green and Gerber (2008) find that canvassing typically boosts turnout among those who voted in the previous election.

Despite these examples, this type of analysis is rare. Experimental researchers do not typically explore all possible interactive effects of their treatment – and rightfully so because atheoretical testing of multiple interactive effects will generate false positive findings (Pocock et al. 2002; Gabler et al. 2009). While researchers could reduce this problem by testing for interactions with split samples (Green and Kern 2012), the atheoretical testing of many hypotheses is not recommended. This methodological issue poses a problem for those interested in the participation gap and the related effects on representation and policy outcomes. As previously discussed, the typical GOTV study simply tells us how many people were mobilized by a particular treatment but not which types of individuals were mobilized. To learn who is mobilized, an interactive test is called for, but this increases the danger of producing false positives. When experimenters do present interactive experimental results, readers cannot know whether they arose from a theoretically motivated hypothesis test or a post-hoc search for statistically significant coefficients.

**A Novel Test for the Effect of a Treatment on the Participation Gap**

We develop a single test which explicitly assesses whether an experimental treatment exacerbates or reduces disparities in participation. We propose a procedure which reduces an individual’s pre-treatment characteristics onto a single dimension, her propensity to vote. Having
estimated this propensity, we test whether the experimental treatment effect varies across this single variable.

Many demographic factors predict an individual’s propensity to vote. In our analysis we reduce all of the factors onto one scale - a propensity score - that indicates the *a priori* probability that a person with those characteristics will vote in the absence of any GOTV intervention. Of course, not all relevant demographic variables are available through public records used in GOTV experiments. Voter files typically indicate an individual’s age, gender, geographic location, and previous turnout history. Variables like race and party registration are only available in certain states, and personal information such as income, education, or church attendance is never available. Even the limited variables that are available serve as a proxy for the extent to which a particular individual may be represented in the political process. For the purposes of this paper, we do not care *why* these demographic variables predict voter turnout. The fact that any variables can systematically predict the propensity to vote suggests that there are meaningful disparities in political participation, and our test assesses whether a particular treatment reduces or exacerbates those disparities. Later in the paper, we employ survey data to show that this propensity variable is strongly correlated with demographic factors such as income, education, church attendance, and marital status as well as political attitudes on taxes, minimum wage, federal spending, affirmative action, and other important issues.

If a specific experimental treatment mobilizes low-propensity citizens more than high-propensity citizens, then we will say that the treatment has reduced the participation gap. In other words, the demographic gap between voters and the greater population has been reduced.

However, if a treatment mobilizes high-propensity citizens more than low-propensity citizens, we will say that the intervention has exacerbated the participation gap. In this scenario, the voting population has become even more unrepresentative of the general population.
Our estimation procedure involves three specific steps. First, we estimate a propensity score for every individual in the sample by regressing voter turnout on every available demographic variable for each individual in the control group.\textsuperscript{22} The specification for estimation should be as flexible as possible given the amount of available data. We restrict this part of the analysis to subjects assigned to the control group because we want to estimate the propensity of each individual in the absence of any treatment. Because individuals have been randomly assigned, we know that the propensity scores of the control group are representative of the treatment group as well. Then, for every individual in the sample, we calculate their predicted probability of voting. For each individual, this score indicates their \textit{a priori} probability of voting in the absence of a treatment. This score represents our single propensity variable that we employ to assess the effect of each treatment on differences in participation. For the second step, we rescale the propensity variable such that the mean equals zero and the standard deviation equals one. This is done by subtracting the mean from each individual score and then dividing by the standard deviation. This step allows us to reasonably compare treatments across different types of elections and populations, and also improves the interpretation of our subsequent estimates. Lastly, we estimate the following interactive model by OLS to test whether the treatment effect increases or decreases as the propensity score increases:

\begin{equation}
\text{Turnout}_i = \alpha + \beta \text{*Treatment}_i + \gamma \text{*Propensity}_i + \delta \text{*Treatment}_i \text{*Propensity}_i + \varepsilon.
\end{equation}

The two coefficients of interest are $\beta$ and $\delta$. The \textit{treatment coefficient}, $\beta$, represents the treatment effect for an individual with an average propensity score (this is not necessarily the same as the

\textsuperscript{22}We use OLS, a linear probability model, for this step but the results are virtually unchanged if we use Logit or Probit instead. Advantages of the linear probability model in the setting as compared to other models include computational speed, fewer assumption, and the avoidance of the “incidental parameters problem” (Angrist and Pischke 2009).
average treatment effect). The interactive or multiplicative coefficient, $\delta$, represents the extent to which the treatment effect varies with the propensity score. For example, a $\delta$ of 0.01 indicates that the treatment effect increases by 1 percentage point, on average, for every standard deviation increase in propensity. If $\delta$ is greater than zero, then the treatment has exacerbated the participation gap, while a $\delta$ less than zero indicates that the treatment has reduced the gap. If the interactive effect is non-linear, then we should not interpret the model literally by imputing the treatment effect at various levels of propensity. Nonetheless, even relaxing any assumption of linearity, the sign of $\delta$ still indicates whether the treatment is on average greater or smaller for high-propensity citizens.

Two tricky methodological issues could theoretically pose a problem for our analysis but do not. First, the propensity variable is estimated from one regression and incorporated into a second regression. As a result, the second regression may yield incorrect standard errors by failing to incorporate the uncertainty from the first regression. We can assess this additional uncertainty with a non-parametric bootstrap, and in each case in our data the bootstrapped standard errors are virtually identical to those where we ignore the initial uncertainty of the propensity variable. Second, we might worry that our initial regression “over-fits” the data by fitting random noise rather than an underlying relationship. If this were the case, our subsequent estimates could be biased. Specifically, if we over-fit the data in the first regression, that would lead to a downward bias in the interaction term in the second regression because our propensity variable would not predict turnout out-of-sample as well as it does within-sample. We can address this issue by randomly partitioning the control group into two groups, estimating the propensity variable with one group, and then
running the second regression using only the second group. This procedure also produces results nearly identical to the original setup.²³

Having estimated this parametric model, we also explore the non-linearity of the interactive effect through kernel regressions. By plotting the probability of turnout as a non-parametric function of the propensity score for both the treated and control observations, we obtain a more detailed picture of how the treatment effect varies across different propensity scores.

This novel analysis provides a single, theoretically-based method for evaluating the effect of a treatment on participation differences. In the following sections, we apply this procedure to 26 different GOTV interventions and then pool all of the data to assess the overall effect of these programs on the participation gap.

A Detailed Example: The “Neighbors” Treatment

To clarify our procedure, we will discuss one experiment; Gerber, Green, and Larimer’s (2008) Neighbors treatment; in greater detail. Following this discussion, we will provide a broader analysis of the others. In this experiment, the authors randomly assigned registered voters to receive postcards in the run up to a low-salience 2006 primary election in Michigan. The sample included registered voters in Michigan who voted in the 2004 general election. Subjects in the control condition received no contact at all, while subjects in the treatment condition received a memorable postcard, indicating the previous turnout behavior of individuals in their neighborhood. All at once, this powerful treatment informed citizens about the upcoming election, indicated that a researcher was watching them, and threatened to share their turnout behavior with others in the neighborhood.

²³ Future scholars who implement this test should be sensitive to these issues, particularly if the sample size is small.
The Neighbors treatment had a massive average treatment effect, raising turnout by 8 percentage points. However, despite a strong average effect, the treatment may not be equally effective for all types of citizens. For the purposes of our study, we want to know whether this treatment tends to reduce or exacerbate the participation gap by mobilizing low or high-propensity citizens.

To estimate our Propensity variable for each subject in the experiment, we utilize all the pre-treatment variables available in the data provided by the authors. We know whether each subject in voted the primary and general elections of 2000, 2002, and 2004; the gender of each subject; their age, and their household size (calculated as the number of voters registered at the same address). Restricting our analysis to the control group, we divided subjects’ ages into 13 categories and then regressed the dependent variable (turnout in a 2006 primary) on turnout in each of the 6 previous elections, gender, age-category fixed effects, and household size fixed effects. We could have chosen a more flexible model with interactive effects, but we must be careful to avoid over-fitting. Having estimated the model by OLS, we predict for each individual in both the control and treatment groups their a priori probability of voting. These predicted probabilities have a mean of .30 and standard deviation of .13, which we then rescale so that the mean is 0 and the standard deviation is 1. The r-squared of .21 indicates that our model explains a significant proportion but not all of the variation in turnout.

Having estimated the propensity variable, we test whether the treatment effect varies across different propensities. As described earlier, we regress turnout on the treatment, propensity, and the interaction of the two. The coefficient on the treatment variable is .080 with a standard error of .003, indicating that the treatment effect was 8 percentage points for the hypothetical individual with
an average propensity score.\footnote{\textsuperscript{24} All standard errors are Huber-White heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors. However, the standard errors are virtually unchanged if we cluster by household, where applicable, or if we conduct a non-parametric bootstrap.} This is remarkably close to the average treatment effect reported by Gerber, Green, and Larimer, but this need not be the case. The coefficient on the interaction term is of greatest interest because it indicates how the treatment effect changes as propensity changes. Here, we estimate a coefficient of .016 with a standard error of .002 ($p < .01$), indicating that on average the treatment effect increases by 1.6 percentage points for every standard deviation increase in propensity. According to our statistical test, the “neighbors” treatment exacerbated the participation gap despite significantly raising the average level of turnout.

One way to assess the substantive size of this interactive effect is to compare the treatment effects for two hypothetical groups whose propensity scores are respectively two standard deviations above and below the mean. According to our model, the conditional average treatment effect of the “neighbors” intervention was 11.2 percentage points ($0.080 + 2 \times 0.016 = 0.112$) for the high-propensity group, while the effect was only 4.8 percentage points for the low-propensity group. As such, the neighbors treatment effect is more than 2 times greater for the highest propensity individuals in the sample compared to the lowest propensity individuals. This difference is substantively large and statistically significant, so we conclude that this experimental intervention significantly exacerbates the participation gap.

Having conducted our formal statistical test, we now take a closer look at this interactive effect with a graphical, nonparametric approach. In Figure 5.2, we employ kernel regressions to plot the probability of turnout across individuals’ \textit{a priori} probability of voting. We plot these relationships separately for both the control condition and the treatment condition. We display these curves in the top panel of Figure 5.2. For low-propensity voters, there is little difference...
The figure shows variation in the “neighbors” treatment across different propensity levels. The top panel presents kernel regressions of voter turnout on propensity separately for the treatment and control group. The bottom panel presents the difference between these two kernel regressions, presenting the conditional average treatment effect at each propensity level. The dotted lines indicate standard errors. We see that the “neighbors” treatment is much larger for high-propensity citizens relative to low-propensity citizens, thereby exacerbating the participation gap.
between the curves, indicating a small conditional average treatment effect. However, as propensities increase, the gap between the groups increases as well, indicating that the treatment effect is becoming stronger for high-propensity citizens. In the bottom panel of Figure 5.2, we plot the difference between these two kernel regressions, showing how the treatment effect varies across different propensities. In this panel, the higher the curve, the greater the treatment effect, so a positively sloping curve indicates that the treatment effect increases as propensity increases. The curve in the bottom panel turns downward at the highest propensities, demonstrating the expected ceiling effect. However, prior to this downward turn, the curve is positive and increasing, indicating that the treatment has an increasingly strong effect as the underlying propensity to vote increases – thereby exacerbating existing differences in voter turnout.

Later, we apply these same procedures to 26 different experimental treatments. This allows us to statistically assess the effects of GOTV treatments on the participation gap and also to visualize the way in which these effects vary across different experiments. The Neighbors treatment is not an anomaly: numerous experimental interventions exacerbate the participation gap while few interventions significantly reduce it. First however, we establish that the propensity score measure we have described is associated with politically meaningful variation in the electorate.

**Does the propensity score capture meaningful differences between voters?**

We may not care whether GOTV interventions mobilize high or low-propensity citizens if our propensity variable does not capture meaningful characteristics of the electorate. Political scientists have extensively studied the correlates of turnout (e.g. Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980; Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995; Putnam 2000), and this literature suggests that high-propensity citizens will be systematically different from low-propensity citizens across a number of politically-relevant variables. Even though we only have data on vote history and a few demographics, we
argue that our propensity variable is a proxy for many characteristics that we care about such as socio-economic status and issue positions.

We test the political relevance of our propensity variable using survey data. We employ data from the 2008 versions of the Cooperative Congressional Election Study\footnote{Ansolabehere, Stephen, 2011-4-13, “CCES Common Content, 2008”, \url{http://hdl.handle.net/1902.1/14003} V4.} (CCES) and the Cooperative Campaign Analysis Project\footnote{Jackman, Simon and Lynn Vavreck. 2010. Cooperative Campaign Analysis Project, Release 2.1. YouGov, Inc., Palo Alto, CA.} (CCAP). For each survey respondent, we generate our propensity variable, using turnout in the 2008 general election as the dependent variable and only using information that would be available in public records as the independent variables: age, race, gender, household size, state, party registration, and vote history in previous elections. To keep in line with typical GOTV samples, we only include registered voters in the samples. Also, because survey respondents were matched to statewide voter files, we can use validated turnout data instead of reported behavior in the analysis.

Having generated our propensity variable using only those variables available in public records, we test whether this variable captures other meaningful features of the citizenry. Table 5.1 reports the results of 33 separate regressions. In each case, we regress a demographic characteristic or political attitude on the propensity variable. The coefficient indicates the extent to which the characteristic changes, on average, for every standard deviation increase in propensity. With the exceptions of family income and party identification, all dependent variables are coded as dummies, so the coefficients can be interpreted as changes in probability. For example, a single standard deviation increase in propensity corresponds with a $6,000 increase in family income, a 6 percentage point increase in the probability of a college degree, and a 3 percentage point increase in the
probability of approving of George W. Bush. To summarize, high-propensity citizens, as identified by our method, are wealthier, more educated, more likely to attend church, more likely to be employed, more likely to approve of Bush, more conservative, and more Republican. They are more supportive of abortion rights and less supportive of withdrawing troops from Iraq, domestic spending, affirmative action, minimum wage, gay marriage, federal housing assistance, and taxes on wealthy families.

Even though our propensity variable relies on a small number of sparse measures that are readily available from public records, it corresponds strongly with numerous demographic characteristics and issue positions which are highly relevant in American politics. As a result, if GOTV interventions tend to mobilize high-propensity citizens over those with low propensities, they will make the electorate wealthier, more educated, more religious, and more conservative on a number of important issues. However, high-propensity citizens are not more conservative on all issues. In fact, they are more liberal on abortion and they are no different on healthcare and immigration. The abortion result is consistent with previous findings that high socioeconomic-status citizens are more supportive of abortion rights (Bartels 2008). The propensity variable is also highly correlated with intensity of preferences. For example, high-propensity citizens are much more likely to have an extreme ideology or a strong party identification. As a result, GOTV interventions which mobilize high propensity citizens are likely to increase the polarization of the electorate in addition to changing its demographic composition. This analysis demonstrates that our propensity variable does capture meaningful political differences. Having demonstrated the wealth of information captured by our propensity variable, we apply our test to experimental data.
Table 5.1. Does the propensity variable capture meaningful political characteristics?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>CCES</th>
<th>CCAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family Income</td>
<td>6117(305)**</td>
<td>6022(399)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College</td>
<td>.065(.003)**</td>
<td>.059(.003)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church Attendance</td>
<td>.052(.003)**</td>
<td>.040(.005)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>.097(.004)**</td>
<td>.041(.006)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed or Retired</td>
<td>.086(.004)**</td>
<td>.068(.006)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bush Approval</td>
<td>.027(.003)**</td>
<td>.026(.004)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow Abortion</td>
<td>.013(.004)**</td>
<td>.029(.004)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdraw Troops from Iraq</td>
<td>-.033(.004)**</td>
<td>-.031(.006)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Pt. Ideology (0 = Very Lib., 1 = Very Con.)</td>
<td>.013(.002)**</td>
<td>.010(.003)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme Ideology</td>
<td>.037(.003)**</td>
<td>.015(.005)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Pt. Party ID (0 = Strong Dem., 1 = Strong Rep.)</td>
<td>.009(.003)**</td>
<td>.007(.004)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong Party ID</td>
<td>.091(.004)**</td>
<td>.062(.005)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut Domestic Spending</td>
<td>.014(.004)**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Affirmative Action</td>
<td>-.018(.004)**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raise Minimum Wage</td>
<td>-.038(.003)**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban Gay Marriage</td>
<td>.034(.004)**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Federal Housing Assistance</td>
<td>-.020(.004)**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Civil Unions</td>
<td>.006(.006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Universal Healthcare</td>
<td>-.007(.006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raise Taxes on Wealthy Families</td>
<td>-.037(.005)**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship for Illegal Immigrants</td>
<td>.000(.006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Size</td>
<td>25,481</td>
<td>16,518</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Robust standard errors in parentheses; ** significant at 1%, * significant at 5%

This analysis employs survey data from the 2008 CCES and 2008 CCAP studies to assess whether our propensity variable is meaningfully capturing politically relevant variables. The samples include verified registered voters who were successfully matched to statewide voter records. For both survey samples, we generate our propensity variable using validated turnout in the 2008 presidential election as our dependent variable, and using only variables available on voter files (age, race, gender, household size, state, and validated turnout in previous elections) as our independent variables. Then, we test whether this propensity variable is correlated with political characteristics and attitudes by regressing those variables on our propensity variable. Each cell in the table represents a separate regression of a dependent variable on the propensity variable. The first cell entry of 6,117 indicates that a single standard deviation increase in propensity corresponds with an increase in family income of $6,117. Aside from income, ideology, and party ID, all other variables are coded as dummy variables. The propensity variable is positively related to income, education, church attendance, marriage, employment, Bush approval, conservative ideology, Republican party identification, having an extreme ideology, having a strong party identification, and a desire to ban gay marriage. Propensity is negatively correlated with a desire to withdraw troops from Iraq, support for affirmative action, a desire to raise minimum wage, support for federal housing assistance, and support for raising taxes on wealthy families. This analysis shows that when GOTV treatments increase the prevalence of high-propensity citizens in the electorate, they are meaningfully changing the demographic and attitudinal composition of the electorate.
Applying the Test to 26 Different GOTV Treatments

We obtained our sample by identifying all GOTV field experiments published since 2000 in ten leading journals where the data was available online. We augmented the sample by directly requesting data from authors. In principle we can apply our test to any GOTV effort. However, when the average effect of a get-out-the-vote effort is zero, we should not expect to find any interactive effect unless the treatment demobilizes some subset of individuals. For this reason, we restrict our analysis to available experiments with positive and statistically significant average treatment effects. Even within a particular study, we only analyze those experimental treatments which exhibit a statistically significant effect on the average level of voter turnout. Table 5.2 presents a summary of the published studies utilized in this paper. For each study, the table reports the delivery method of the experimental treatment, the electoral context, and the set of covariates available for the calculation of our propensity variables.

The regression results for each treatment are presented in Table 5.3. For each experiment, the table presents the coefficient on the Treatment variable, indicating the effect of the treatment for the average citizen in the sample. More importantly, the table presents the coefficient on Treatment*Propensity, indicating the extent to which the treatment effect changes as propensity increases. Because the Propensity variable is recoded so that the mean equals 0 and the standard deviation equals 1, we can interpret the interactive coefficient as the extent to which the treatment


28 Confirming this intuition, we checked for interactive effects in the experiments reported in Nickerson (2007a), Vavreck (2007), Green and Vavreck (2008), and Gerber, Karlan, and Bergan (2010) all of which had zero or close to zero average effect. We found no interactive effects.
The table summarizes the available data employed for our study. Our data is drawn from 12 previously published studies, numerous different methods of delivery, and numerous types of electoral settings. To construct our propensity variable, we employ any pre-treatment variables that can help us to predict voter turnout: age, race, gender, household size, geography, vote history, party registration, registration year, and, in one case, survey responses.
Table 5.3. Summary of Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Treatment*Propensity</th>
<th>N-treated</th>
<th>N-control</th>
<th>Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mail</td>
<td>.011(.006)*</td>
<td>.001(.006)</td>
<td>7,776</td>
<td>11,596</td>
<td>GG00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Door</td>
<td>.037(.009)**</td>
<td>-.009(.008)</td>
<td>2,877</td>
<td>11,596</td>
<td>GGN03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mail+Door</td>
<td>.031(.011)**</td>
<td>.003(.010)</td>
<td>1,853</td>
<td>11,596</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone+Mail+Door</td>
<td>.024(.013)*</td>
<td>.024(.011)*</td>
<td>1,207</td>
<td>11,596</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridgeport</td>
<td>.049(.020)*</td>
<td>.052(.025)*</td>
<td>895</td>
<td>911</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>.027(.009)**</td>
<td>-.020(.006)**</td>
<td>2,472</td>
<td>2,482</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
<td>.027(.013)*</td>
<td>.027(.010)**</td>
<td>1,409</td>
<td>1,418</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Paul</td>
<td>.035(.016)*</td>
<td>-.015(.011)</td>
<td>1,104</td>
<td>1,104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stonybrook</td>
<td>.071(.031)*</td>
<td>-.014(.031)</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>N06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boulder</td>
<td>.036(.015)*</td>
<td>.003(.013)</td>
<td>1,796</td>
<td>1,616</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>.033(.006)**</td>
<td>.001(.005)</td>
<td>7,148</td>
<td>13,540</td>
<td>NFK06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone+Door</td>
<td>.039(.005)**</td>
<td>-.005(.004)</td>
<td>14,342</td>
<td>13,540</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>.013(.004)**</td>
<td>.001(.004)</td>
<td>30,114</td>
<td>29,518</td>
<td>N07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof.+Vol.</td>
<td>.016(.004)**</td>
<td>.002(.004)</td>
<td>24,834</td>
<td>29,518</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic Duty</td>
<td>.018(.002)**</td>
<td>.002(.002)</td>
<td>38,218</td>
<td>191,243</td>
<td>GGL08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawthorne</td>
<td>.025(.002)**</td>
<td>.008(.002)**</td>
<td>38,204</td>
<td>191,243</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self</td>
<td>.048(.003)**</td>
<td>.008(.002)**</td>
<td>38,218</td>
<td>191,243</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbors</td>
<td>.080(.003)**</td>
<td>.016(.002)**</td>
<td>38,201</td>
<td>191,243</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoveOn</td>
<td>.020(.004)**</td>
<td>-.015(.003)**</td>
<td>23,384</td>
<td>22,893</td>
<td>MG08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
<td>.038(.013)**</td>
<td>.051(.015)**</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>1,748</td>
<td>N08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text Message</td>
<td>.030(.010)**</td>
<td>-.009(.010)</td>
<td>4,643</td>
<td>4,688</td>
<td>DS09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic Duty</td>
<td>.017(.007)*</td>
<td>.017(.008)*</td>
<td>3,238</td>
<td>353,341</td>
<td>GGL10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shame</td>
<td>.064(.006)**</td>
<td>.029(.006)**</td>
<td>6,325</td>
<td>353,341</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pride</td>
<td>.041(.005)**</td>
<td>.005(.006)</td>
<td>6,307</td>
<td>353,341</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party Reg.</td>
<td>.035(.008)**</td>
<td>.009(.010)</td>
<td>1,772</td>
<td>1,173</td>
<td>GHW10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>.009(.003)**</td>
<td>.000(.003)</td>
<td>19,411</td>
<td>228,995</td>
<td>NR10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pooled</td>
<td>.033(.001)**</td>
<td>.004(.001)</td>
<td>316,705</td>
<td>867,144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Robust standard errors in parentheses; ** significant at 1%, * significant at 5%

The table presents our regression results for 26 different experimental treatments. We only include those treatments which demonstrate a statistically significant effect on the mean level of voter turnout. The Treatment coefficient indicates the treatment effect for the average citizen in the sample. The Treatment*Propensity coefficient indicates the extent to which the treatment effect changes as Propensity increases. Because the propensity variable is recoded so that the mean equals zero and the standard deviation equals 1, we can interpret the coefficient as the extent to which the treatment effect increases as propensity increases by 1 standard deviation. In 9 cases, we see a statistically-significant, positive coefficient, indicating that the treatment exacerbated the participation gap. In only 2 cases do we see statistically-significant evidence that the participation gap was reduced. The final row presents a pooled analysis, showing the overall effect of GOTV experiments on the participation gap.
The figure presents the conditional average treatment effect for all 26 experimental interventions across different levels of propensity. These plots mimic the bottom panel of Figure 5.2. The red curves indicate treatments which significantly exacerbate the participation gap, the blue curves indicate treatments which significantly reduce the participation gap, and the gray curved indicate treatments which had no statistically significant effect.
effect increases for every standard deviation increase in propensity. Also, in Figure 5.3, we show nonparametric analyses, similar to that in Figure 5.2, for each of these 26 interventions. Overall, we see that GOTV interventions tend to exacerbate the participation gap. The interactive coefficient is positive in 18 out of 26 cases (69 percent) and is positive and statistically significant for 9 of these cases. More than two out of 3 GOTV treatments in our sample exacerbated the participation gap. Alternatively, we find significant evidence for a reduction in the participation gap for only 2 out of 26 interventions (8 percent).

In the final row of Table 5.3 we conduct a pooled analysis by combining observations from all experiments in a single regression. In total, over 300,000 individuals received one of these GOTV treatments and almost 900,000 were assigned to a control group, receiving no treatment. With these pooled data, we assess the overall effect of these GOTV treatments on the participation gap. For 1.2 million individuals, we regress voter turnout on a treatment dummy variable, the interaction of the treatment with each propensity score, study fixed effects, and the interaction of each study with the propensity score. The inclusion of study dummy variables and study-propensity interactions is necessary because the treatment variable is random within each study but may not be random between studies.¹ Overall, these treatments exhibit a large positive effect on voter turnout for the average individual, 3.3 percentage points. However, this treatment effect is much stronger for high-propensity individuals. For every standard deviation increase in propensity, the treatment

¹ Suppose 50% of subjects are assigned to treatment in one experiment and only 10% of subjects are assigned to treatment in another. The treated and control individuals would not be comparable between studies, but they are comparable within studies. To prevent the different treatment rates from influencing our estimates, we include study fixed effects along with study-propensity interactions. This ensures that only the within-study variation (that which is randomly assigned) contributes to our estimates.
effect increases by 0.4 percentage points. If we treat the relationship between these variables as truly linear, this suggests that GOTV treatments, on average, increase turnout by 4.1 percentage points for those whose propensity score is 2 standard deviations above the mean. However, these treatment effects are much weaker, only 2.5 percentage points, for low-propensity citizens. On average GOTV mobilization effects are more than 60 percent greater for the highest propensity individuals compared to the lowest. As a result, the typical treatment exacerbates the participation gap, despite the fact that GOTV interventions are often designed to reduce this gap. In the Supporting Information, we describe tests we conducted to ensure that our results are not driven by “deadweight” or other issues with the quality of data available on voter files.

What is the mechanism behind this effect?

Readers surprised by our results will naturally ask why these experiments tend to exacerbate the participation gap? Determining the mechanism is difficult to answer in any setting (Bullock, Green, and Ha 2010) but deserves attention nonetheless. Here, we provide several hypotheses and provide evidence that high-propensity individuals are easier to contact. First, the correlation of voting propensity with education and political knowledge might result in high-propensity citizens better understanding the treatment. Also, low-propensity citizens may have higher costs involved with voting so a treatment that reminds voters of the benefits of voting may have to be more powerful to stimulate low-propensity voters than high-propensity voters. Moreover, psychological, social, and economic differences between high and low-propensity citizens may explain why some people are simply more likely to comply with any policy or experimental intervention. Previous research shows that higher SES individuals are more likely to respond to many interventions including electoral reform (Berinsky 2005), public health campaigns (Pickett, Luo, and Lauderdale 2005), medical screenings (Wee et al. 2012), public housing (Blundell, Fry, and Walker 1988), and
Medicaid (Aizer 2003) even when such interventions are specifically designed to benefit low SES individuals.

A related potential mechanism lies in citizens’ differential probabilities of being successfully contacted. High-propensity individuals may be more likely to read their mail, answer their phone, or talk to a canvasser. With our data, we can explicitly test whether high-propensity citizens are easier to contact via phone or door-to-door canvassing. For many studies including mail studies, the researchers is unable to know who actually received the treatment, but for phone and canvassing studies, the researcher can record which individuals or households were contacted. Table 5.4 presents the results of these test for all available studies. In each case, we regress a dummy variable for household contact on our propensity variable for the treatment group. The table shows that high-propensity individuals are much easier to contact via door-to-door canvassing or phone calls. For example, in Gerber and Green’s (2000) New Haven study, a standard deviation increase in propensity corresponds to an extra 5 percentage point chance of canvassing contact and an extra 12 percentage point chance of phone contact. These results suggest that differential contact rates may explain much of the variation in intention-to-treat effects between high and low-propensity voters. If subsequent interventions hope to improve the participation and representation of low propensity voters, they must first overcome the challenge or reaching them in the first place.

Further information regarding the mechanisms behind our overall findings can be garnered by examining variation in our interactive effects across different interventions. In the Supporting Information, we explore several sources of this variation. Consistent with Arceneaux and Nickerson (2009), we find that the exacerbating effect of GOTV treatment is greatest in low-salience elections. However, even in high-salience elections, these treatments, on average, increase disparities in participation. We also find that the most effective treatments in terms of increasing overall participation also exhibit the greatest exacerbating effects. Finally, we discuss the peculiar
Table 5.4. Are high-propensity citizens easier to contact?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Propensity</th>
<th>Constant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GG00</td>
<td>.054(.007)**</td>
<td>.313(.007)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGN03 - Bridgeport</td>
<td>.079(.018)**</td>
<td>.180(.015)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGN03 - Columbus</td>
<td>.038(.013)**</td>
<td>.113(.011)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGN03 - Detroit</td>
<td>.012(.006)*</td>
<td>.157(.007)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGN03 - Minneapolis</td>
<td>.044(.009)**</td>
<td>.103(.009)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGN03 - Raleigh</td>
<td>.019(.010)</td>
<td>.359(.012)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGN03 - St. Paul</td>
<td>.051(.009)**</td>
<td>.127(.011)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFK06</td>
<td>.021(.011)</td>
<td>.259(.010)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N08 - Denver</td>
<td>-.003(.008)</td>
<td>.220(.008)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N08 - Minneapolis</td>
<td>.035(.012)**</td>
<td>.300(.013)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GG00</td>
<td>.122(.007)**</td>
<td>.342(.007)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N06 - Albany</td>
<td>-.005(.018)</td>
<td>.616(.017)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N06 - Boston</td>
<td>.038(.014)**</td>
<td>.554(.014)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N06 - Stonybrook</td>
<td>.020(.012)</td>
<td>.886(.012)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFK06</td>
<td>.025(.003)**</td>
<td>.310(.003)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N07 - Professional</td>
<td>.031(.003)**</td>
<td>.386(.003)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N07 - Volunteer</td>
<td>.060(.003)**</td>
<td>.422(.003)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR10</td>
<td>.030(.002)**</td>
<td>.248(.002)**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Robust standard errors in parentheses; ** significant at 1%, * significant at 5%

For each experiment where contact information is available, we test whether contact rates are higher for high-propensity citizens by regressing contact on propensity for those individuals in the treatment group. The table shows that high-propensity citizens are much easier to contact via both door-to-door canvassing and phone calls. For example, in Gerber and Green’s (2000) New Haven study, a standard deviation increase in propensity corresponds to an extra 5 percentage point chance of canvassing contact and an extra 12 percentage point chance of phone contact. These results suggest that differential contact rates explain much of the variation in intention-to-treat effects between high and low-propensity voters.
phenomenon that our few experimental settings where the participation gap was reduced involved largely African-American samples.

In one sense, why GOTV interventions tend to exacerbate the participation gap is of secondary importance. Whether the mechanism involves knowledge, costs, psychology, contact, or something else, the positive and normative implications of our study are the same. However, knowing that low-propensity citizens are harder to contact provides one promising avenue for future researchers to design interventions which may mobilize them. After all, reaching the population of interest may be enough to largely remove the exacerbating phenomenon that we identify. We hope that the continued application of our test on future experiments will allow us to understand the reasons why and the conditions under which campaign interventions exacerbate or reduce the participation gap.

Conclusion

In analyzing 26 field experiments, we find that over two-thirds of GOTV experiments mobilized high-propensity voters to a greater degree than low-propensity voters – thereby exacerbating the participation gap. Moreover, this exacerbating effect is statistically significant in 9 cases. Our pooled analysis demonstrates an average exacerbating effect that is substantively large and statistically significant. Most published GOTV methods developed by political scientists, many of which have been subsequently adopted by political campaigns (Green and Gerber 2008; Gerber et al. 2011; Issenberg 2010, 2012), exacerbate the disparities between voters and the voting-eligible population. Because turnout is politically consequential and because our propensity variable captures meaningful political differences between individuals and groups, this exacerbating effect should be of concern to both political scientists and practitioners.
These results increase pose and clarify a challenge to scholars and practitioners interested in political participation. Current mobilization methods employed by researchers and political campaigns appear to be mainly effective in bringing high-propensity citizens to the polls. The search for a reliable mobilization method for bringing under-represented, low-propensity citizens to the polls continues, largely without resolution, and these results underscore the need to focus on this research moving forward. The method we present for assessing differential treatment effects provides a metric for future experimenters interested in developing and evaluating new methods for mobilizing these under-represented citizens.

Even for those uninterested in the participation gap per se, our findings hold practical implications for campaigns and scholars of voter mobilization. Some individuals, particularly those with low propensities, are harder to mobilize than others. As a result, the combinatorial effects of multiple GOTV efforts are called into question. Practitioners may wrongly assume that the effects of one mobilization will combine additively with the effects of others. However, once a campaign has hit a ceiling among high-propensity voters, it may be unable to further increase participation using traditional methods.

The findings of this paper also raise an ethical concern for experimenters and practitioners because experimental interventions and mobilization efforts are often conducted with the assumption that raising average participation levels can only be good for democracy. However, the evidence in this paper – that voter mobilization tends to exacerbate existing inequalities in the electorate – necessitates a more nuanced perspective. Despite good intentions, current GOTV efforts are not the solution to persistent inequalities in the political process. On the contrary, these efforts may contribute to the problem by making the electorate more polarized and less representative of the greater population.
Appendix for Study #1

Coding of Bendigo Turnout in the 1899 Referendum

The 1899 electoral rolls from Bendigo provide the name, occupation, address, property value, and ownership status of every registered voter in the town. I digitized these records by manually transcribing the information and double checking for accuracy. There are three different records, one for each of Bendigo’s three wards. I removed all women from the record since they were not legally allowed to vote in the statewide election. Likely females were identified by first name. Also, the record typically did not list an occupation for women, which helped to resolve the registrants’ gender in ambiguous cases.

The record of citizens who voted in the 1899 Referendum provides the name, address, town, and occupation of all Victorian men who voted in the election. This record is available in the State Library of Victoria and is available for purchase on cd-rom from MacBeth Geneology. The record includes over 3000 hand-written pages.

After digitizing the records of Bendigo registrants, I manually searched for each male registrant in the record of voters. In the simplest cases, matches were made by name and town. For example, there is one person named Benjamin Aarons in the Bendigo electoral rolls. I did not find a Benjamin Aarons from Bendigo in the list of voters, so I coded this individual as having abstained. Similarly, there is one person names James Abberton. I did find one James Abberton from Bendigo on the list of voters, so he is coded as having voted. When available, I recorded middle initials and suffixes (i.e. Jr.), but Thomas J. Alderson would still be coded as having voted if I found a Thomas Alderson (with no middle name or initial) from Bendigo in the list of voters.

When multiple Bendigo registrants had the same name, the coding was more complicated. To simplify this problem, I removed the 7 last names from the analysis where more than 20 Bendigo registrants shared the name (Brown, Jones, Miller, Roberts, Smith, Thomas, Williams). If I attempt
to code these names as well, the results are unchanged. Suppose that two Bendigo registrants share the same name, Arthur Armstrong. I would search for an Arthur Armstrong from Bendigo in the list of voters. If I found two, then I coded both as having voted. If I found none, then both were coded as having not voted. If I found 1, I would compare middle initials, suffixes, occupations, and street names to determine which one voted and which one did not.

In some rare cases, the same voter appears to be listed in the Bendigo rolls twice. For example, someone might reside in two residences in different wards, appearing on the roll in two separate wards. In these cases, I deleted one of the records. As a rule, I deleted the observation where the address did not match with the list of voters, assuming that this record constituted a secondary residence.

Importantly, I prevented myself from seeing the data on property ownership or property value when making these decisions, so I could not have influenced the results by adjusting my coding decisions to fit the data. This data was hidden and merged in after all coding was complete. As a result, any mistakes in coding will likely diminish rather than augment any differences in turnout across property ownership and property values.
More Details Regarding Standard Errors in the Analysis of State Assembly Elections

Statistical inferences are tricky with difference-in-difference designs, particularly when the number of treated units is small (Bertrand et al. 2004). In this section, I focus on the 9 percentage point estimate of the effect of compulsory voting on Labor vote share (Model 3 in Table 1.2 of the original paper), and I discuss various approaches to estimating the standard errors. Table A1.1 presents the standard error (point estimate = .092) estimated in 6 different ways.

The first row presents the traditional OLS standard errors. This approach could overestimate the precision of the estimate under the likely possibilities of serial correlation and heteroskedasticity. The second row corrects for heteroskedasticity using the Huber-White approach. The third row allows for state-specific serial correlation and heteroskedasticity, estimating state-clustered standard errors. Because this is the typical approach used for panel designs, I report these standard errors throughout the paper. However, this approach can be misleading if the number of clusters is too small.

The fourth row presents the result of a non-parametric bootstrap. With this approach, I randomly sample 85 observations from my data set with replacement (85 is the number of elections in the original analysis) and estimate the effect of compulsory voting with that new sample. I repeat this procedure 10,000 times and estimate the standard error as the standard deviation of these bootstrap estimates. The block bootstrap, shown in row 5, is identical to the non-parametric bootstrap with one key exception. Instead of sampling observations independently, I sample states as blocks. This approach accounts for the possibility that we do not have 85 independent observations but 6 independent states.

Lastly, I design a random permutation test specifically for the problem at hand. For each state, I randomly choose a year between 1910 and 1950 (drawn from a uniform distribution) and assign that year as the adoption of compulsory voting in that state. Then I estimate the placebo
effect of compulsory voting under this hypothetical scenario. I repeat this procedure 100,000 times and report the standard error as the standard deviation of those permutation estimates. Figure A1.1 presents the results of those random permutations. We see that the estimates are normally distributed with mean zero and standard deviation of .035. The estimated effect from the real data is shown as a red line. Less than 0.5% of the random permutations resulted in an estimate larger than the actual estimate of .092, suggesting that our estimate is much larger than we would expect to see under the null hypothesis where compulsory voting has no effect.

The estimated effect of compulsory voting on Labor vote is statistically significant (p < .05) for all approaches to estimating the standard errors. Due to the difficulty in making statistical inferences with this type of data, I would not recommend focusing on any one particular approach. Instead, I would emphasize that every approach yields the same inference: this effect is much larger than we would expect by chance alone.

The figure shows the results of a random permutation test, showing the statistical significance of the difference-in-difference estimate of the effect of compulsory voting on Labor votes. For each state, I randomly choose a year between 1910 and 1950 (drawn from a uniform distribution) and assign that year as the adoption of compulsory voting in that particular state. Then I estimate the placebo effect of compulsory voting under this hypothetical scenario. I repeat this procedure 100,000 times. The figure presents the results of those random permutations. We see that the estimates are normally distributed with mean zero and standard deviation of .035. The estimated effect from the real data is shown as a red line. Less than 0.5% of the random permutations resulted in an estimate larger than the actual estimate of .092, suggesting that our estimate is much larger than we would expect to see under the null hypothesis where compulsory voting has no effect.
Table A1.1. Standard Error on the Estimated Effect of Compulsory Voting on Labor Vote

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>(.028)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heteroskedasticity Robust</td>
<td>(.031)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State-Clustered</td>
<td>(.033)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-parametric Bootstrap</td>
<td>(.040)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block Bootstrap</td>
<td>(.046)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Permutation</td>
<td>(.035)*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure A1.1. Random Permutation Results
Robustness of State Assembly Results to Alternative Specifications

The table demonstrates the robustness of the results to various specifications. Rows 1 and 2 are copied from Column 3 and 4 in Table 1.2 of the original paper. This models estimate the effect of compulsory voting (coded from 0 to 1) on Labor Party voteshare (also coded from 0 to 1). Both estimates include state fixed effects and year fixed effects, and the latter allows for state-specific trends. The next 4 rows model time in different ways. Although these estimates are slightly smaller than in Row 1, the estimates are substantively and statistically significant for all model specifications. All models include state fixed effects.

Row 3 models the time trend linearly. Row 4 includes year and year squared, modeling the time trend as a second order polynomial. Row 5 also includes year cubed, modeling the time trend as a third order polynomial. Lastly, Row 6 includes different linear time trends before and after the adoption of compulsory voting. Compulsory voting may have changed a state’s trend in Labor vote share in addition to its mean. This model mimics a regression discontinuity design where we estimate the expectation of Y at a threshold by local linear regression. This model estimates the expected jump in Labor vote share immediately after a state adopts compulsory voting. All standard errors are clustered at the state level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year Fixed Effects</td>
<td>.092</td>
<td>.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State-Specific Time Trends</td>
<td>.093</td>
<td>.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Time Trend</td>
<td>.062</td>
<td>.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadratic Time Trend</td>
<td>.061</td>
<td>.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cubic Time Trend</td>
<td>.057</td>
<td>.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different Time Trend after CV</td>
<td>.060</td>
<td>.023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
More Details on the Synthetic Control Analysis

The paper employs the synthetic control method of Abadie, Diamond, and Hainmueller (2010) to estimate the effects of compulsory voting at the federal level on turnout pension spending. I estimate that compulsory voting increased voter turnout by 18.6 percentage points and pension spending by 0.41 percentage points of GDP. Below I provide more details on these estimates.

The synthetic control groups for each test are the weighted combinations of 20 other OECD countries that best match Australia in 1910 and 1920 (before compulsory voting) in terms of turnout, pension spending, and trends in these variables. Table A1.3 presents the weights estimated for each country for the two separate analyses. 10 comparison countries are excluded from the turnout analysis because turnout data is unavailable or missing, while all 20 comparison countries are included in the pension analysis. New Zealand, France, Canada, and the United Kingdom receive the greatest weights in the turnout analysis. Denmark and New Zealand receive the greatest weights in the pension analysis.

To address statistical significance of the findings, I conduct placebo tests in the other nations where there was no policy change between 1920 and 1930. For each nation, I construct a synthetic control unit, excluding Australia as a potential control country. Then, pretending that a policy change took place between 1920 and 1930 in that country, I calculate the difference-in-difference estimate. The table presents these placebo estimates for each country. Again, only 10 comparison countries are analyzed for turnout while 20 countries are analyzed for pension spending. In both cases, only one country’s absolute value is as great as the estimate in Australia, suggesting that the change in Australia’s turnout and pension spending between 1920 and 1930 is statistically and substantively larger than we would expect to see by chance alone.
Table A1.3. Country Weights in Synthetic Control Analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Turnout Analysis</th>
<th>Pension Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>.741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>.061</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>.109</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td></td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td></td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td></td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>.055</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>.427</td>
<td>.187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td></td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td></td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>.085</td>
<td>.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>.060</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table A1.4. Placebo Tests for the Effect of Compulsory Voting on Pension Spending

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Turnout Estimates</th>
<th>Pension Estimates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>.186</td>
<td>.414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>.374</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>.140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>-.069</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>-.251</td>
<td>.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>.090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>-.155</td>
<td>-.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>-.018</td>
<td>.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>-.036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>-.069</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>-.069</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>.080</td>
<td>-.197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td>.198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>-.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>.060</td>
<td>.192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>.095</td>
<td>-.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td>-.069</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix for Study #3

Table A3.1. Sample Summary Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>St Dev</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population 2000</td>
<td>12198</td>
<td>9517</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>49462</td>
<td>9706</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population Density</td>
<td>101.7</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1743.3</td>
<td>180.7</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct Some High School</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct Some College</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct ≤ Min. Wage</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct &gt; 5x Min. Wage</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct &gt; 10x Min. Wage</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct Agriculture</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>96.4</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct Construction</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct Finance</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct Health</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct Real Estate</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct Transportation</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct Commerce</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct Education</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct Government</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct Manufacturing</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct Mining</td>
<td>.7</td>
<td>.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct &gt; 70 Years Old</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct &lt; 18 Years Old</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct Catholic</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct PAN</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct PRI</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>82.6</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct PRD</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>75.1</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnout 1991</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnout 1994</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnout 1997</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnout 2000</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>61.8</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnout 2003</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>97.7</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnout 2006</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnout 2009</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiesta</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data on population density is missing for 29 municipalities. Turnout data is missing for a few municipalities in 1991, 1994, 2006, and 2009.
Table A3.2. Placebo Regressions to Test for Balance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Log Population</td>
<td>-.120</td>
<td>.097</td>
<td>.217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Pop. Density</td>
<td>-.007</td>
<td>.016</td>
<td>.664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet Some High School</td>
<td>-1.272</td>
<td>.683</td>
<td>.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet Some College</td>
<td>-.409</td>
<td>.283</td>
<td>.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet ≤ Minimum Wage</td>
<td>.765</td>
<td>1.150</td>
<td>.507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet &gt; 5x Min. Wage</td>
<td>-.479</td>
<td>.182</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet &gt; 10x Min. Wage</td>
<td>-1.168</td>
<td>.080</td>
<td>.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet Agriculture</td>
<td>3.164</td>
<td>2.394</td>
<td>.187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet Construction</td>
<td>.303</td>
<td>.679</td>
<td>.655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet Finance</td>
<td>-.018</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>.409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet Health</td>
<td>-1.386</td>
<td>.103</td>
<td>.181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet Real Estate</td>
<td>-.017</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>.165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet Transportation</td>
<td>-2.261</td>
<td>.197</td>
<td>.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet Commerce</td>
<td>-.712</td>
<td>.624</td>
<td>.255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet Education</td>
<td>-.320</td>
<td>.324</td>
<td>.324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet Government</td>
<td>-.524</td>
<td>.164</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet Manufacturing</td>
<td>-1.236</td>
<td>1.337</td>
<td>.356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet Mining</td>
<td>-.150</td>
<td>.155</td>
<td>.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet &gt; 70 Years Old</td>
<td>-.003</td>
<td>.070</td>
<td>.968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet &lt; 18 Years Old</td>
<td>.413</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>.410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet Catholic</td>
<td>-.010</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>.279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet PAN</td>
<td>-2.730</td>
<td>1.241</td>
<td>.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet PRI</td>
<td>.058</td>
<td>1.142</td>
<td>.959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet PRD</td>
<td>2.672</td>
<td>1.296</td>
<td>.040</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each row represents a placebo regression where the dependent variable is regressed on the fiesta treatment, state turnout, and year fixed effects, closely mirroring the model in Column 1 of Table 3.1. The coefficient on the fiesta treatment is shown, along with its standard error (clustered by municipality). The table shows that the fiesta treatment is not meaningfully correlated with these demographic, economic, or political variables. To the extent that we do see statistically significant differences (earnings, government employment, and partisan support), these variables may not represent imbalance but actually downstream effects of fiestas and their negative effect on voter turnout. Despite these possibilities of post-treatment bias, Table A3.3 shows that the empirical results are robust to the inclusion or exclusion of all of these covariates.
Figure A3.1. Distribution of Propensity Score for Both Comparison Groups

The distributions are estimated by a kernel density function. The propensity scores are estimated from a Logit model which regresses Fiesta on all census variables and year fixed effects. To avoid over-fitting, we use a jack-knife estimator which does not use observation “i” in determining the propensity score for that particular observation. Note that some of the variables included in the propensity model could actually be influenced by the treatment and the subsequent drop in turnout, so this graph may actually understate the comparability of the treated and untreated municipalities.
### Table A3.3. Difference in Mean Voter Turnout by Year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>44.76</td>
<td>40.22</td>
<td>-4.54</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>64.52</td>
<td>61.06</td>
<td>-3.47</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>51.92</td>
<td>48.53</td>
<td>-3.39</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>62.06</td>
<td>58.87</td>
<td>-3.19</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>46.58</td>
<td>41.93</td>
<td>-4.65</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>65.60</td>
<td>62.21</td>
<td>-3.40</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>57.62</td>
<td>53.55</td>
<td>-4.08</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pooled</td>
<td>56.16</td>
<td>52.27</td>
<td>-3.89</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table reports mean levels of voter turnout for our treated and untreated municipalities in each election. For each individual year, turnout in the treated municipalities is at least 3 percentage points lower, so our results are not sensitive to the inclusion or exclusion of particular years. Also, our results are not sensitive to modeling assumptions, because a simple difference in means yields the same estimate as the more complex regression models. For individual years, the standard errors allow for unequal variance between treatment groups (Huber-White standard errors), and for the pooled difference, the standard error allows for municipality specific correlation (municipality-clustered standard error).
Table A3.4. The Effect of Fiestas on Voter Turnout: Robustness Checks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Effect of Fiesta Treatment</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Controls</td>
<td>-3.452</td>
<td>1.038</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without Year Fixed-Effects</td>
<td>-3.466</td>
<td>1.034</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without State Turnout</td>
<td>-3.817</td>
<td>1.152</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Fixed Effects</td>
<td>-2.322</td>
<td>.951</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Population Variables</td>
<td>-3.625</td>
<td>1.045</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Education Variables</td>
<td>-3.320</td>
<td>1.024</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Wage Variables</td>
<td>-3.620</td>
<td>1.017</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Economic Variables</td>
<td>-3.004</td>
<td>.969</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Age Variables</td>
<td>-3.637</td>
<td>1.067</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Partisan Variables</td>
<td>-3.180</td>
<td>1.012</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Miscellaneous Variables</td>
<td>-3.283</td>
<td>1.053</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Controls</td>
<td>-3.122</td>
<td>.951</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propensity Score Matching</td>
<td>-3.931</td>
<td>1.125</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearest Neighbor Matching</td>
<td>-3.442</td>
<td>.777</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All standard errors are clustered by municipality. The models above include year-fixed effects and state turnout, except rows 2 and 3 which exclude one at a time. Both matching estimators match on year exactly and include a linear bias adjustment. For both matching estimators, we report the standard errors proposed by Abadie et al. (2004). With propensity score matching, this procedure does not account for the uncertainty associated with the estimation of the propensity score. Many researchers bootstrap the standard errors in this case to account for such a problem. However, Abadie and Imbens (2008) show that the bootstrap does not yield valid standard errors for matching estimators. They argue that the closed-form standard errors are adequately conservative to account for uncertainty associated with the propensity score. For our pooled OLS and fixed effects estimates, we report municipality-clustered standard errors. In this case, they are nearly identical to standard errors calculated from a non-parametric bootstrap.
Figure A3.2. Robustness of the Fiesta Effect to Different Window Sizes

The figure presents the robustness of our main empirical result across different specifications of the fiesta treatment. Each point represents the coefficient on the fiesta treatment in a regression similar to Column 1 in Table 3.1. On the X axis, we vary the coding of the fiesta treatment. In the paper, we code the treatment to equal 1 if the fiesta occurs within 14 days of the election, but we can see that our result would have been nearly identical had we used any cutoff between 3 and 18 days. As expected, the treatment effect decays for very large windows, but our findings are not sensitive to an arbitrary choice about the size of the treatment window. The dotted lines indicate municipality-clustered standard errors.
Replicating the Findings in an Urban Setting

Our previous analysis has focused solely on Mexican municipalities with just one Catholic Church. Thus, our data set consists of primarily poor, rural, agricultural communities. The questions remain whether our results will generalize to other democratic communities. In order to ensure internal validity, we have limited our study to the subset of regions for which we can make valid inferences. To test for external validity, we turn to the Mexican city of Monterrey. This urban center looks nothing like the previous communities in our data set. Monterrey has over one million residents, a well regarded health care system, four major universities, and a GDP per capita of more than 45,000 U.S. dollars.

For every church in Monterrey, the local archdiocese website lists the saint’s day fiesta date and the neighborhoods served by the church. In many cases, we were able to match these listed neighborhoods to “secciones,” the smallest geographic unit for which electoral results were reported in 2006 and 2009. As a result, we have compiled a dataset of 584 neighborhoods served by 93 different churches for which we know the fiesta date and voter turnout levels for 2006 and 2009. With only 93 churches, two election years, and no census variables our tests will be much less precise than in our previous analysis. However, we can test for the fiesta effect just as before to see if fiestas have the same type of effect in an urban area.

The table below presents the results of this analysis. We conduct OLS to test whether neighborhood turnout changes when the church’s saint’s day fiesta occurs within two weeks of the election date. Both models control for the year, and model 2 includes partisan controls. The partisan controls are the proportion of the vote earned in each neighborhood by the three major political parties - the National Action Party, the Institutional Revolutionary Party, and the Party of the Democratic Revolution. Since we do not have census data for each neighborhood, we rely on these partisan variables to serve as a proxy for the social structure and unobserved characteristics of
neighborhoods. These controls simply explain some of the variance in turnout and allow for a more efficient estimate.

As with the rural municipalities, we estimate a negative effect of the saint’s day fiesta on turnout in Monterrey. Model 2 estimates that the occurrence of a saint’s day fiesta within 2 weeks of an election reduces neighborhood turnout levels by 2.9 percentage points (p < .01). While the evidence is not as strong as before due to our lack of data, this analysis suggests that our findings in rural Mexico may apply to a much broader set of democratic communities. Saints Day Fiestas decrease voter turnout in Monterrey just as they do in rural communities, and the same mechanisms by which social capital decreases turnout in rural communities are present in urban centers.

Table A3.5. The Effect of Fiestas on Turnout in Monterrey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fiesta</td>
<td>-0.782</td>
<td>-2.931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.610)</td>
<td>(0.738)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year Fixed Effects</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partisan Controls</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>1160</td>
<td>1160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SER</td>
<td>8.99</td>
<td>6.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Church-clustered standard errors in parentheses; ** significant at 1%
Appendix for Study #4

Randomization Procedures

In order to ensure greater balance between treatment groups and achieve greater precision with our subsequent estimates, we first stratified the population of phone numbers and then randomly assigned treatment conditions within each stratum. Based on previous literature, previous turnout would likely be a good predictor of turnout in the special election. Therefore, we divided phone numbers into three categories: (1) those where at least one person had voted in a low-salience special election in 2009, (2) those where at least one person had voted in the 2010 general election but no one voted in 2009, and (3) numbers where nobody voted in either election.

Next we divided phone numbers into three additional categories depending on the number of voters listed: (1) 1 registered voter at that number, (2) 2 registered voters, and (3) 3 or 4 voters. Remember that we omitted numbers with more than four voters.

Then, we decided that town of residence may be a good predictor of turnout in the special election. In this district, roughly one-third of the voters live in Charlton, one-third live in Southbridge, and one-third are distributed across three smaller towns, East Brookfield, Oxford, and Spencer. We divided the phone numbers into three categories accordingly. Post-election interviews with the candidates revealed that their voter contact strategies were heavily influenced by town-based geographic strategy (author interviews, July and August 2011), so stratifying on town was likely a good decision on our part.

Lastly, we stratified based on our data collected from robo-calling. To ensure that similar numbers of calls in each condition are answered, we separated the numbers where a live person had answered the phone from all others.

As a result of these categorizations, an individual phone number would fall into one of 54 unique categories (i.e. 1 registered voter, voted in 2010, lives in Southbridge, failed to answer robo-
call). Since we expected many calls to be unanswered, we wanted to ensure that each stratum had at least 100 phone numbers. Most of the 54 categories had more, but we combined some of the smaller categories to meet this criterion. In 9 cases, we combined categories that shared everything in common except their answers to the robo-call. In 1 additional case, we also combined categories from different towns. This resulted in 44 unique strata with at least 100 phone numbers. Within each strata, we randomly assigned one-third to the reminder condition, one-third to the pivotal condition, one-thirtieth to the survey condition, and the remainder to the no contact condition; always rounding to the nearest integer when necessary.

This procedure generates near-perfect balance across previous turnout, town, household size, and propensity to answer the phone. Moreover, random assignment guarantees balance over all observable and unobservable pre-treatment characteristics in expectation. Nonetheless, there could be slight imbalances by chance between conditions over other variables of interest. To avoid this, we generated 500 different randomization schemes according to the protocol above and then selected the one scheme that generated the best balance on other variable such as party registration, Hispanic ethnicity, and turnout in other elections.
Wording of Scripts Given to Callers

Reminder Treatment:

Hello, this is XXXX from Harvard University. We are calling registered voters to provide information about an upcoming election in your town.

Am I speaking with XXXXXXXX?

Did you know that there is a special election coming up?

[IF YES] Do you know when it is?

We just want to remind you that there's a special election on Tuesday, May 10th to fill the seat of your representative in the Massachusetts State House. For more information on the election you can visit the website of the Secretary of the Commonwealth.

Goodbye

Pivotal Treatment:

Hello, this is XXXX from Harvard University. We are calling registered voters to provide information about an upcoming election in your town.

Am I speaking with XXXXXXXX?

Did you know that there is a special election coming up?

[IF YES] Do you know when it is?

We just want to remind you that there's a special election on Tuesday, May 10th to fill the seat of your representative in the Massachusetts State House. For more information on the election you can visit the website of the Secretary of the Commonwealth.

The reason that there is a special election is that the last election ended in an exact tie. Had one more or one less person voted in the last election, your candidate would have won. The special
election on Tuesday is likely to be close again, so there is a high chance that your vote could make a
difference.

Goodbye
Table A4.1. **Mean Turnout among each Subset of Experimental Subjects**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subset</th>
<th>Reminder</th>
<th>Pivotal</th>
<th>Obs</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intention-to-Treat</td>
<td>.311</td>
<td>.318</td>
<td>5771</td>
<td>.467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contacted Individuals</td>
<td>.456</td>
<td>.472</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>.615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contacted, Uninformed Individuals</td>
<td>.180</td>
<td>.237</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>.209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contacted, Uninformed, voted in &gt; 2 recent elections</td>
<td>.364</td>
<td>.532</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contacted, Uninformed, voted in ≤ 2 recent elections</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>.033</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>.652</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table A4.2. Placebo Tests$^2$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Voted '10</th>
<th>Voted '09</th>
<th>Voted '08</th>
<th>Hispanic</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Dem</th>
<th>Rep</th>
<th>Absentee</th>
<th>Unmatched</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intention-to-Treat</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.007)</td>
<td>(.004)</td>
<td>(.010)</td>
<td>-.008</td>
<td>.136</td>
<td>-.001</td>
<td>-.002</td>
<td>-.002</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contacted Individuals</strong></td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>-.001</td>
<td>-.037</td>
<td>-.017</td>
<td>-.974</td>
<td>-.048</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>-.005</td>
<td>-.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.023)</td>
<td>(.017)</td>
<td>(.030)</td>
<td>(.013)</td>
<td>(1.062)</td>
<td>(.031)</td>
<td>(.021)</td>
<td>(.024)</td>
<td>(.022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contacted, Uninformed Individuals</strong></td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>-.019</td>
<td>-.048</td>
<td>1.842</td>
<td>-.053</td>
<td>-.013</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.042)</td>
<td>(.026)</td>
<td>(.051)</td>
<td>(.021)*</td>
<td>(2.009)</td>
<td>(.056)</td>
<td>(.037)</td>
<td>(.006)</td>
<td>(.015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contacted, Uninformed, voted in &gt; 2 recent elections</strong></td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>-.033</td>
<td>-1.054</td>
<td>-.138</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.054)</td>
<td>(.046)</td>
<td>(.087)</td>
<td>(.043)</td>
<td>(2.743)</td>
<td>(.094)</td>
<td>(.050)</td>
<td>(.017)</td>
<td>(.024)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contacted, Uninformed, voted in ≤ 2 recent elections</strong></td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>-.005</td>
<td>-.020</td>
<td>4.819</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>-.067</td>
<td>-.013</td>
<td>-.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.048)</td>
<td>(.016)</td>
<td>(.045)</td>
<td>(.043)</td>
<td>(2.796)</td>
<td>(.073)</td>
<td>(.054)</td>
<td>(.012)</td>
<td>(.016)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard errors in parentheses; * p < .05

---

$^2$These results arise from 45 separate regressions which follow the same specification as those in table 4.3. The only exception is that the dependent variable is a pre-treatment variable, so we expect (and find) these coefficients to be close to zero.
Appendix for Study #5

Can the findings be explained by data limitations?

We may worry that our finding is a result of poor data quality from the public voter files typically employed in field experiments. Public voter records are often inaccurate and out of date. For example, an individual may have passed away or moved and could not possibly vote in an upcoming election, but a researcher would have no way of knowing this. We refer to these individuals as “deadweight,” because they shouldn’t be on the voter file at all, but the researcher hopelessly tries to mobilize them. Deadweight could be particularly troubling for our study if these ineligible individuals tend to be classified as low-propensity. What if the treatment effect is actually homogeneous across the eligible population, but many individuals categorized as low-propensity are actually deadweight, leading us to falsely conclude that GOTV interventions exacerbate the participation gap?³

To address this concern, we perform a simple sensitivity analysis. We cannot entirely rule out concerns about deadweight, but we can determine how extensive the problem would have to be in order to drive our results. Pooling all experiments in our sample and including study fixed effects, we estimate an average treatment effect of 3.7 percentage points. Then, we break the sample into 20 subsamples according to each individual’s propensity score.⁴ As expected, the conditional average treatment effect is larger for the higher propensity subsamples. The largest treatment effect we

³ From the perspective of the participation gap, the reason that an individual cannot be mobilized is highly relevant. If a person is deceased, then they truly should not be in the sample. However, if the tendency to move and be unreachable by a political campaign is correlated with turnout as well as demographics and policy preferences, then the systematic tendency of GOTV treatments to miss these individuals will increase the participation gap.

⁴ Our general results are robust to different numbers of subsamples.
observe for a subsample is s 5.2 percentage points. If the treatment effect were truly homogeneous and our result were driven by deadweight in the voter file, then we could say that the true treatment effect for non-deadweight individuals in each sample would have to be at least 5.2 percentage points. Therefore, the minimum proportion of deadweight in our sample would have to be 30% (1 - .037/.052) in order for us to obtain the results that we do. Put another way, deadweight could only explain our results if deadweight individuals constitute at least 30% of these GOTV samples.

While voter records surely contain errors, this 30% figure is implausibly large.5 We demonstrate this by estimating the proportion of deadweight on a typical voter file. Campaigns and for-profit data vendors have a strong incentive to identify and remove deadweight from the file because targeting deadweight is costly. According to the data base of Catalist, a widely used political data services company based in Washington D.C., only 4% of the individuals on statewide voter files are classified as “deceased” or having a “bad address.” Focusing specifically on those individuals who voted in the most recent election, that number shrinks to 2.5%. Also, large-scale mail based surveys in Florida and Los Angeles County suggest that less than 10% of individuals on voter files are deadweight (Ansolabehere et al. 2010). Our sensitivity analysis indicates that data quality cannot reasonably be argued to explain our results, because the actual amount of bad data is much less than it would have to be in order to pose a threat to our inferences.

5 This is especially true in cases where the researchers selectively chose their sample to minimize deadweight. For example, Gerber, Green, and Larimer (2008) only include individuals who voted in 2004 in their sample, so the proportion of their sample that could have moved or passed away in the two year interim period is small.
Variation across Different Experimental Interventions

Having seen that GOTV interventions tend to exacerbate the participation gap, on average, we would like to know whether this effect varies across different contexts, settings, or mobilization methods. Our strategy allows us to assess this variation. By conducting our test across many experiments, we hope to identify the types of interventions that are most effective (or least ineffective) in reducing the participation gap. Of course, even though this is the largest analysis of different types of interventions yet undertaken, the sample size prevents us from making strong claims about variation across different interventions. Nevertheless, we hope that our test here will guide future researchers in applying this test to identify the types of treatments that might effectively reduce the participation gap.

First, we test for variation across electoral salience. Arceneaux and Nickerson (2009) argue that high-propensity voters will be easier to mobilize in low salience elections and low-propensity voters will be easier to mobilize in high salience elections. To test this hypothesis, we compare empirical results across elections with different levels of voter turnout. Figure A5.1 plots the interactive coefficient from our regressions against the constant coefficients from the same regressions. The constant term indicates the predicted probability of turnout for the average subject in the control group. The interactive term indicates the extent to which the treatment exacerbated the participation gap. So, by looking for a relationship between these coefficients, we can see if interventions are more likely to increase the participation gap in low or high salience elections.

The hypothesis of Arceneaux and Nickerson is largely confirmed: as electoral salience increases, the exacerbating effect of GOTV interventions decreases. However, looking at the graph, we would only expect an intervention to decrease the participation gap in elections with turnout of 50% or greater. Elections with 50% turnout are rare in the U.S. outside of presidential races. This
analysis suggests that GOTV interventions can actually reduce the participation gap in very high-salience elections, but these interventions have the opposite effect in most settings.

Next, we test for variation across the strength of treatment. We quantify severity using our treatment coefficient, the effect of the treatment for the average subject in the sample. Figure A5.2 plots the interactive coefficient against the additive coefficient from our analyses. We see that as the severity of the experimental treatment increases, the exacerbating effect also increases. One possible explanation is that the most effective treatments tend to have a psychological or social pressure component to them, as opposed to the more traditional GOTV messages. This psychological component which makes these interventions so effective may have a particularly concentrated effect among high-propensity citizens. As a result, the most effective interventions have the unexpected consequence of exacerbating the participation gap.

Only two interventions in our analysis demonstrate statistically significant evidence that the participation gap was reduced. What might explain the difference in these two cases? One intriguing similarity between the two experiments with negative interaction effects is that they both targeted citizens in communities with large African American populations. One explicitly targeted African Americans (Middleton and Green 2008) and the other was set in the largely African American city of Detroit\(^6\) (Gerber, Green, and Nickerson 2003).

We tested for the possibility that African Americans respond differently to GOTV experiments by examining field experiments for which both Blacks and non-Blacks are identified in the experimental population. Most public voter files do not identify the race of the voters. As such, there are only three studies in our sample that could be used for this purpose: Dale and Strauss (2009); the Gerber, Green, and Nickerson (2003) study in Raleigh; and Nickerson and Rogers (2010). In these studies, Black citizens do appear to respond differently to GOTV efforts than non-

\(^6\) Detroit was 83% African American in 2010.
Black citizens. In two studies, we find that high-propensity Blacks are actually *demobilized* by the treatment and in the other they were mobilized much less than whites or low-propensity Blacks. If GOTV efforts are demobilizing likely African American voters, this undermines the purpose of many efforts, in addition to presenting serious ethical concerns. Of course, this is a preliminary analysis on only three existing data sources so we draw no strong conclusions about these mechanisms. Moreover, we would expect to see some negative interactions by chance alone, so we should not draw strong conclusions from the few cases where we see this.
The figure assesses the salience hypothesis of Arceneaux and Nickerson (2009) that GOTV treatments will mobilize high-propensity citizens in low-salience elections and low-propensity citizens in high-salience elections. The y-axis is the multiplicative coefficient from these analyses, indicating the extent to which the treatment effect changes as propensity increases. The x-axis is the constant coefficient from our regression analyses, indicating the expected level of turnout for the average citizens in the control group. Solid circles indicate that the interactive coefficient is statistically significant (p < .05). The Arceneaux/Nickerson hypothesis is largely confirmed: as salience increases the effectiveness of GOTV treatments for low-propensity citizens increases relative to high-propensity citizens. However, significant variation remains in the data, suggesting that some treatments may be more or less effective in reducing the participation gap. Moreover, this analysis predicts that GOTV treatments will tend to exacerbate the participation gap in any setting where the average level of turnout is less than 50% -- this encompasses most elections in the U.S.
The figure presents the regression results from Table 5.3 graphically. The y-axis is the multiplicative coefficient, indicating the extent to which the treatment effect changes as the propensity variable increases. The x-axis is the additive coefficient, the treatment effect for the average citizen in the sample. Solid circles indicate that the interactive coefficient is statistically significant ($p < .05$). We see that the interactive effect tends to be larger for experiments with larger average effects – indicated by the upward sloping fitted line.
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